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Preface - Unifying Physics 

 

This is a gnostic text. 

-Written after tones of its time. 

“Placed, it can be approached.” -William Carlos Williams 

 

 The goal of a gnostic work is to make gnosis available, the term “gnosis” is generally 

accepted to mean “knowledge”, in this equivalence the difference in terms defines an implied 

“depth of comprehension”, as well as references the method and practices used to attain the 

comprehension. To properly frame a novel in this fashion requires a sound and incontrovertible 

definition:  

 

Knowledge is direct observation independent of emotion-based apprehension and the 

vicissitudes of intellect. 

 

-One offering means to conceptualize the process by which any definition is assessed, 

through which any appraisal is validated and more than this, making an indirect suggestion:  

 

Safeguard the process of discernment from undue influence by taking an insulated view.  

 

 -One freed from intellectual social convention and unlimited by academic sanctions, 

whose total affect not so much discourages meaningful progress toward a full understanding of 

the world, as it cordons off new (and often) dissenting voices in a fashion deeming them 

unfashionable. It requires an uncomfortable attempt, and effort to be heard is warranted, because 

abandoning appropriate methods to evaluate the rigors of an argument increases the likelihood of 

arriving at the wrong conclusion. At issue is the unavoidably subjective mind, its protocols of 

inquiry, favored routes to personal understanding and to what degree understanding can be 

utilized, much less expressed, after content whose aim is to impart an objective view is 

assimilated.  

Factor in feelings, sentimentalities and internalized, unacknowledged formative 

experiences and how their aftermath resides in the psyche, structuring character in such a way as 

to disallow availability. These are moment to moment realities, everyone lives in their own way, 

and the action of living consumes enough energy. How then to present? Resisting the tendency to 

so remove a body of work completed for this purpose from the everyday world its audience 

withers to the lone crowd, the removed by virtue of individual world views, and to accomplish its 

end by offering points of access, avenues leading to the “meaning within the meaning”, several 

styles of portrayal are employed, varying modes of communication, adopted specifically to 

address a halting equation: 

 

Regardless the subject, placing information in a format impossible to approach 

encourages the content be dismissed as unimportant.  

   

 -An unalterable calculus, one requiring pause if the aim of the work, more than its 

content, is deemed important enough to justify the gauntlet to be overcome. Total success is 

unlikely.  

The nature of a gnostic view: 
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Its precept is its execution.  

                                                             

-An unassailable front, the onus is on the author of a gnostic work to make routes to 

understanding available. Each religion houses a gnostic contingent. Their knowledge is phrased 

in a lexicon, adhering to the tradition represented, while seeking to leave for broader access a 

record of individual gain. “Individual” in a sense, absolute and universal in fact, if the spirit of a 

gnostic work is respected in its formulation, the work’s validity is underwritten by a true 

realization, and where the work mirrors the language of its tradition it makes clear, the utility of 

its comprehension is offered to all.  

In the roots of what became the world’s religions this process is exemplified, positions 

developed peculiar to respective dogmas championed by each, in large part dictating how the 

value of faith is approached and expressed. Without losing impetus to the minutia of variances in 

the bodies of dogma for which each religion is known, their schematics hold value as formats, 

built to embody thematic worth and sound strategies on how to live, imparting protocols to be 

followed when seeking salvation, to be saved from an unknowing world, to have earned their 

reward, a reward which can only be pointed to, likened, yet guaranteed.  

The modern world has framed an exceedingly violent and ongoing conflict in religious 

terms, terrorist acts carried out in a perceived allegiance to Islam and the militaristic responses 

pursued under the guise of allegiances to “competing” religions (mainly Christianity and 

Judaism). Long since disregarded as a hornet’s nest, all sides engaging this exchange for these 

purposes are wrong, and evidence for this is available in an examination of gnostic works 

accomplished in their respective faiths.  

Citing passages from “The Cloud of Unknowing” (TCU), written anonymously during 

the ascendency of European Christian monasticism and dated to around 1375, and “Chanteh – 

the Gnostic’s Cosmos” (CGC) by Molana Shah Magshoud Sadegh Angha, a Sufi work published 

in 1998: 

 

“As long as words tell of absolute Existence, no mention shall be made of “us”, “I”, or 

“you”.  When the veil is dropped from our existence, our self-worship shall be revealed.” 

(CGC) 

 

“Meekness in itself is naught else, but a true knowing and feeling of a man’s self as he is. 

For surely whoso might verily see and feel himself as he is, he should verily be meek.” 

(TCU) 

 

-Brief hand given to exposition:  

 

Remaining humble is required whenever endeavoring to access the absolute, that 

“unifying” substance of all, as is not being deterred by difficult, seemingly impossible to face 

internal discoveries.  

      

 Thematic similarities are apparent in all communications of gnosis, common to them is 

that a work is incumbent upon the individual, and indispensable to the work’s accomplishment is 

dissolution of the “self”, which is comprised of daily concerns and mundane doings, and 

champions the world’s self-centered cognitive system. Valued relations and meanings defined by 
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passive agreements are derived through societal consensus without too much mind paid to the 

process; experts certify, governors direct, and reporters comment while lives are lived not 

exclusively according to these (or any set) inputs, but in a sense within or among them. Applied 

to everyone at once, the scenario formulates a cognitive system - like a general acceptance that 

the fluctuation in a currency’s value is not the main reason prices go up. The general cognitive 

model, which includes “cultural understandings” in the place of accurate definitions for just 

about anything needed to get along in the world, is so pervasive that if challenged by sufficiently 

alternate contentions, “it” is readily defended as the one and only cognitive model, which 

naturally can only be imparted from a subjective point of view (each person makes their own).  

It is no wonder the process and execution of coming to and making use of gnosis is 

pursued in small groups, gradually becoming shielded from general access not just by the nature 

of their work, but by collective interpretations of the end their work seeks to achieve and an ideal 

of a generalized view of existence “implied by their work and its goal”. In gnostic works written 

in the language of a faith, where truths are put into terms of the religion represented, devotion, 

specifically devotion to the name-associated ideas of a deity for which the faith was founded is 

suggested. It must be noted this devotion is not meant as an act in name only, and because such 

works deal with gnosis, through the course of each text a broader understanding of what qualities 

“deity” as concept, not only represents but in matter of fact is, is being derived: 

 

“…since a man may be made so merciful in grace, to have so much mercy and so much 

pity of his enemy, notwithstanding his enmity, what pity and mercy shall God have then 

of a ghostly cry in soul, made and wrought in the height and the deepness, the length and 

the breadth of his spirit; the which hath all by nature that man hath by grace?” (TCU) 

 

 -Insomuch as it is possible to approach life and the world as deity approaches all of 

existence, a person is to use their entire being to, in a sense, petition God. “The Cloud” to which 

the title refers is self-formulated as an act of devotion and at once is readily apparent as the 

distance man lives from God. The book redefines the implied disconnect as one of appearance, 

and states this reevaluation must be made inside the individual, encouraging readers to first 

remove themselves from conceptualizations of “piety” and “devotion”, and bring to better focus 

personal shortcomings. After this is accomplished in terms of a permanent change in character, 

“The Cloud” of distance from God is suggested as a total effect caused within mankind’s 

inability to “see passed themselves” and it is made clear, without this step further progress is 

impossible. 

Should progress be gained, “The Cloud” takes on a more difficult to explain meaning, 

implying a unity to ideals and aspects of God once they can be expressed as action, while 

reserving for God alone a quality present in all of nature that must be continually achieved by 

man. Widely considered a guidebook for monks entering a life of devotion and contemplation, 

“The Cloud of Unknowing” speaks to a self-initiated self-development, enabling qualities of God 

to be embodied and furthered through internal discipline. The line the title comes from ends: 

 

 “…in the which a soul is oned with GOD.”  

 

 -An inaccessible qualification, “oned” (to become one with) does not describe a condition 

or process readily understood, saying nothing of “God”. From “Chanteh…”: 
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“Tear veils upon veils covering the “inner” of every possible existent. Thus seek union 

with the ultimate cause of Essence in manifestations and attributes” and, for clarification, 

the line’s footnote: “94. “possible existent,” or “possible being,” is one of the three 

modalities: necessity, possibility, and impossibility, which were first fully incorporated 

into metaphysical scientific thought by the great Persian master philosopher Avicenna in 

the late 10th century.”  

 

-Examples abound, both books share a common view and are written in two different 

voices representing two different faiths. Listed here only as examples of gnostic works and used 

to demonstrate facets typical to works conventionally called “Gnostic,” one more quote from 

“Chanteh – the Gnostic’s Cosmos”: 

  

“God’s essence cannot be perceived nor described  He is the Ocean of Existence, and this 

World just the surface foaming brine  He is beyond all such words and all statements” 

     

  -Words to evoke physics, a school of study of the field underlying and formulating all 

matter, “the Ocean of Existence”. As a science, physics champions a language, more than a 

lexicon - mathematics, where symbols represent fixtures and tendencies of the observed field and 

grades of force, intensity, and constancy are given values. Calculations yielding results attesting 

to observations move this mode of thinking toward a broader understanding, and reassessment 

when projected observations fail to materialize is encouraged. 

 Ideally sharing the same goal, to know without being confined by the hindrances of 

sentimentalist and popular intellectual trends, it is nonetheless pursued by individuals with 

personal needs and interests. Without need of mathematics, an explanation of what the language 

of physics is saying, using the analogy of an ocean:  

 

Each molecule of water represents an observable unit of the field, whether seen as 

momentum or particle, and isolated as observed, each piece behaves as it does because every 

other piece behaves as (it would be) observed. 

 

-In the parlance of physics this is a “bootstrap” hypothesis, and our field consists of three 

components: 

 

Space, Consciousness, and Time, where “Space” is separately listed as the “ground” 

utilized and expressing the likelihood that all of the field is not consciousness, “Consciousness” 

represents that some of the field, regardless of what form it is observed as, is consciousness, and 

“Time” is the tendency of any aspect of the field to move relative to any other position within the 

field occupied by any other aspect of the field. 

 

-An arrangement beginning at a position recommending unity as its precept, and not 

seeking to “derive” unity, or make the “Grand Unified Field” the end result of inquiry, where a 

scientist’s task is to disprove or affirm the assertion:  

 

Aspects of the field move in ways approximating the same types and rates of motion 

relative to one another, with differentials between disparate and shared tendencies, like water 

molecules excited to move faster at the top of the ocean and slower at the bottom. Matter 
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formulates under the pressure of forces and the variances between aspects of the field as they 

behave independently of each other. Near the top of the ocean are faster moving molecules, with 

slower moving pockets of molecules interrupting and faster moving molecules descending. In 

between are warm and lukewarm molecules, and as a field these pockets can be termed “aspects 

resonant to one another”. Varying pockets are resonant to one another without total uniform 

resonance, creating a quantum field level, three dimensional (or four dimensional, time is the 

‘fourth dimension’) and subatomic, friction.  

This friction is electromagnetism, present at all levels of the field, and considered one of 

the fundamental forces of nature. Resonances and variances between pockets of resonance in 

turn cause indescribably minute regions of the field to become subject to a uniformly “inward” 

(simultaneously moving toward one another) force creating whirling tendencies of motion 

yielding gyroscopic characterizations of the field, leading to a “propagated collapse”, where the 

overall friction, or electromagnetism, of the field leads to, or propagates until, gyroscopic 

tendencies develop.  

Because this is the internal framework of all matter, in a sense, described “before” matter 

results, it is difficult to isolate one tendency from another, to define one result in a temporal 

sense as happening before what follows, other than to do so conceptually for the purposes of 

explanation. Gyroscopic characterizations propagate ensuring further collapse, yielding the 

fundamental wave/particles found in atomic nuclei, and at this “stage” of matter formulating, the 

strong and weak nuclear fields are observed. Bonds are formed subject to gyroscopic 

characterizations combining to contain variances in resonant tendencies, and resonances 

strengthen through the process of containing variances. As an overall ground, these properties of 

the field taken together explain the wide array of behaviors attributed to quarks, muons, gluons- 

more fundamental particles have been found, all with observed properties peculiar to each; “up 

spin”; down spin; -“sparkle” and “shine”, etcetera and etcetera.  

 

-This describes physics of one Law of Propagation and Collapse, where matter and 

sentience are eventual results of the law demonstrated in the field’s physical constituencies. The 

consciousness aspect(s) of the field “concentrates” -as this well describes the process- into 

sentience allotted to some amount of matter, concentrating into physicality from the same field. 

The distinction is needlessly made that rocks are not sentient, and they contain consciousness in 

a less concentrated form. Gravity, observed as a macroscopic force is explained, in terms of the 

Law of Propagation and Collapse, as the total aftermath of the same force binding each atom and 

molecule together yielded through and displaying an effect upon large scale objects. The “𝑚” in 

Einstein’s 𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2, where it represents mass, is redefined to mean “matter”, addressing the role 

gravity plays in qualifying the distinction between mass and matter, because gravity is a 

differentiation in electromagnetism. In this paradigm, a second “misread” is highlighted: 

 

“𝑐2”, considered the square of the speed of light in Einstein’s relativity, instead represents 

“sentience”:  The consciousness of the field “arranged” subject to the Law of Propagation and 

Collapse.          

 

  -With 𝑚𝑐2 defining sentience (allotted to/as matter), a question: 

 

 What is it to be sentient? 
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-Not a meandering philosophical tome, instead compact and directed, the answer: 

 

 Sentience takes action. 

 

 Differentiating between levels or orders of sentience, not so much in terms of absolute 

superiority, but rather: 

  

To what degree can sentience act?  

 

-Rocks may indeed be a form of sentience and in terms referenced exclusively to rocks, 

act in incredible ways, all the while perceived to remain motionless, and the same can be said for 

plants. This tone does not suit, action is taken and the environment registers its effect as some 

response. Plants cannot withstand certain temperatures and require suitable conditions to thrive. 

Plant’s functions can be seen as actions, turning nutrients into roots, stems, leaves, and blossoms. 

Animals take action, and more so than people, cannot act outside instinct. Different orders of 

animals commit actions to override instinct. An example is going without water so others may 

survive - in some animals the instinct to drink before their own safety is threatened overrides a 

concern for common preservation. Certain animals will feed their young as they themselves risk 

death, others will eat their young to live, and this is cause for distinction: 

 

In committing an act, to what degree does intent align to instinct?  

 

-And with the type of sentience addressed when referencing people, a universal: 

 

Anything a sentient being can say or otherwise express to characterize their experience is 

put into terms of what (or how) they feel and what (or how) they know, or how they feel about 

what they know and what they know about how they feel. 

  

-Though the length of the statement seems unnecessarily long and purposely humorous it 

asserts an accurate characterization of internal process. People take actions for personal needs, 

and for the sake of a communal or interpersonal sense of well-being. Higher orders of sentience 

as a matter of course act upon intent to override instinct. Setting aside mundane daily routines 

and repetitive responses to day to day goings on, any act (unless coerced or forced) in the eyes of 

the action taker, is justified in that at the moment committed, it fits a circumstance. A 

hypothetical degree of separation is applied to enable exposition because rarely are people 

cognizant enough of their every action to explain why they do what they do at every turn: 

 

Actions are executed as applications of some form of sentiment and knowing.      

 

 -Acting out of anger because the stoplight is taking longer than it did yesterday, honking 

the horn at the driver ahead because they haven’t noticed the light has changed. The sentiment is 

apparent, and the “knowing” exemplifies a circumstance-specific knowledge set. Applying 

subjectivity to who honks the horn, having left work late, the game is about to start and these 

factors dilate the experience of how long the light has taken to change in the first place, causing a 

heightened sensitivity to the “delay” caused. Driver honks the horn, expressing intent, “to get 

home without needless delay”. It may have been the same amount of time spent at the light 
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yesterday, these are the peculiarities of sentient awareness, in every instant a circumstance-

specific knowing comingles with a sentiment deemed appropriate at the time, befitting what is 

known, and what is known is shaped by a sentiment: 

Every act of the consciously aware sentient being is an expression of subjectively 

justified intent. 

  

-A designation can be applied to the intent involved in any scenario, and no matter how 

murky the process of explaining an act is liable to become, an intent is concomitant to each and 

every action and therefore, not to leave the subject of physics: 

 

Though by its own definition, and in the language championed by the generally accepted 

school of physics, “𝑖 =  √−1”, in the physics of the unified field, “𝑖 = intent”. 

 

-The reevaluation changes the equation - with 𝐸 meaning “before matter” - to: 

 

𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2𝑖  

Where sentience allotted to matter possesses intent. In its quest to define the unified field, 

physics must account for every formulary to the experiential world and not become limited by 

views of ideas existing “outside” their purview. Chemistry, biology and psychology are pursued 

as individual disciplines, however if their foundation is deemed sound then all components 

contributing to the world as known must be accounted for in physics. Classifying sentience as a 

demonstration of the Law of Propagation and Collapse as it pertains to the consciousness of the 

field must include the intent of sentience because sentient beings take action. Were consciously 

aware sentient beings to never take action, literally nothing we are capable of observing would 

occur. The act of looking into the field is, of itself, an outcome of the intent to do so and the 

intent of a sentient being can be acted upon in a large variety of ways. 

 

 What qualities characterize action?  

        

 Dealing exclusively with the world known to consciously aware sentient beings 

possessing intent, moving toward an objective view of sentient action is only possible if two 

sides of an act are considered; actions register in the physical world and often have measurable 

impact on others. Revisiting the stoplight example, the person honked at plunges their gas pedal 

to the floor, and their car lunges across the intersection. What is known and what is felt upon the 

horn being honked cannot be separated from the reaction. Startled by the horn, feeling bad for 

delaying the flow of traffic, stepping more quickly and harder on the gas pedal out of a sense of 

urgency, acting based upon what is known, responding through action to an amount and type of 

sentiment founded on an applied knowledge.   

 Extrapolated, applying to any circumstance-specific form, taking what is known and what 

is felt together dictates how one’s intent becomes action. Applying values to the process, account 

for sentiment and knowledge as indispensable, selecting a symbol to represent each. From the 

word wisdom, defined as “the proper application of knowledge”, take “W”, and from the word 

love, for these purposes, defined as “the proper application of sentiment”, take “L”, and derive 

an arrangement of symbols: 
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 “𝐿𝑊𝑖” -or: “
𝐿𝑊

𝑖
”, as the case may be, represents the process a person, represented as 

“𝑚𝑐2𝑖”, displays with every action. 

 

 -Action expresses intent. In the subjective view, intent diminishes both the ability to 

express with absolute accuracy what someone feels and knows, and the ability to definitively 

appraise what someone knows and feels. A format of evaluating the nature of actions “almost” 

objectively completes the derivation of the Law of Propagation and Collapse: 

 

 𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2 𝐿𝑊

𝑖
   

 

 -By the subjective view, intent is a constant diminishing agent, and as unavoidable 

factors specific to sentient awareness dictate, an absolute objective view is not possible. Leaving 

the language of physics as mathematics for now, intent assessed as “negative enough” 

sufficiently diminishes one’s ability to commit actions displaying positive sentiment and 

knowing.  “𝐿𝑊𝑖” will be used in order to address what is being implied:   

    

 From a communally formed stance, negative acts are expressions of an insufficient 

“𝐿𝑊𝑖”, and an act considered anything from neutral to altruistic expresses a sufficient “𝐿𝑊𝑖”.   

 

Personalized “working knowledge sets” are instilled in child-rearing years, are imparted 

by institutional systems of education, and then reconciled to life circumstance. Something similar 

accounts for emotional disposition, in learned associations between sensory inputs and emotional 

expressions, individuals define for themselves what of their emotional make-up is valid, and the 

process is perpetual. Expanding knowledge sets, and deriving an ability to express feelings 

accurately without compromising emotional or mental well-being, defines neurological 

development. 

 Emotional upheaval is common in the world, as is a sense that global problems cannot be 

permanently solved, placing responsibility for this on any one individual, their faith or “lack of 

it”, is wrong. At its base, religion offers people a reason to strive toward harboring a neutral to 

altruistic intent, the more altruistic the better; individuals congregate under unifying banners and 

as it is said, “Like attracts like”. This assessment of physics imparts an intriguing take on 

interpersonal, and therefore, world dynamics. Just as the field, in its being the field of all of 

existence, formulates matter, the totality of all sentient acts expressing a sufficient “𝐿𝑊𝑖” 

encourages like action, as does the total result from all acts of insufficient “𝐿𝑊𝑖” .           

 A disembodied force, or forces are being alluded to, an unseen dynamic encouraging 

actions be negative or positive. All sentience takes action, actions are often assessed as positive 

or negative - useful or counterproductive - and sometimes a force is encountered as an invisible 

and amorphous reason people act the way they do. It may go unnoticed by most, and may be 

called different things, though when felt these forces are often purported to be “Angels” or 

“God” and “Demons” or the “Devil”. Knowledge sets enable conceptualization, 

conceptualization frames what intents can be acted upon, what actions are possible, and: 

 

Good and evil exists. When extrapolated to logical extremes, the existence of a “director” 

to the good side is just as apparent as the existence of a “director” to the bad side. 
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-Whether or not God exists as something beyond this property is not known, and here is 

where the value of faith resides. A work is required, since most want the best for themselves and 

for those they care about, the majority of the planet’s population is of a sufficient “𝐿𝑊𝑖”, so: 

What stands in our way? Addressing an obvious consideration, the answer: 

 

 A faulty, or misapprehended, knowledge set. 

 

 -In Einstein’s theory of relativity, 𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐2, “𝑐” is applied to the speed of light, a photon 

(light) is emitted when an electron’s orbit around the nucleus of an atom drops to a lower orbital 

shell and, it is postulated, should the rate the photon travels be doubled, mass (the nucleus of the 

atom) becomes energy. This interpretation offers use in a specified, compartmentalized 

knowledge of derived equations founded by the theory, these findings have advanced physics, 

what has been gained cannot be discounted, and it covers an incomplete model of dynamics in 

the universe.  

The model with a different definition, where “𝑐2” represents sentience - a degree of 

concentration applied to the consciousness of the field - as an accurate interpretation, offers more 

tangible application. Utilized for exposition and to align the assertion to academic physics, where 

using the same symbol is not accurate, the idea may be received with laughter. Physics, as a 

school of thought sets standards for methods and practices to be employed when consciously 

aware sentient beings (physicists) intend to examine the makeup of reality. Predominant views in 

the school disregard the nature of sentience, their refrain: 

 

“We, the accidental substrate will solve.” 

 

This deserves laughter, not full laughs, but somber chuckles. It amounts to no 

comprehensive account of what is actually at work to allow for their (or any) inquiry. Attempts 

are forwarded with no real ground. The popular answer given when physics is tasked with 

accounting for sentience: 

 

The brain is a receiver and consciousness the signal. 

 

-Owed the question: 

 

Where does the signal originate and how can its origin be discovered? 

 

Potential answers have, at least in part, forwarded a belief among physicists that all of 

reality is a hologram. It is directly asserted:  

 

Mathematics is a language applied to the reality of existence, and in no way is it 

substantially enough suggested that the converse is true.  

 

Physicists use a language of numbers and symbols to communicate findings of their 

inquiry, and while the school of physics remains unable to reconcile its view to consciously 

aware sentient beings engaging inquiry in the first place, its language is, at least in part, invalid.  

Taking “𝑖” to be “√−1” is certainly of value in circles where hypotheticals abound, and it does 

not present a development useful outside of certain groups. Taking the number one or, in 
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physical terms, “a something that exists”, then labeling it a “negative of itself” only counteracts 

its existence, and making a square root of something that does not exist, offers limited 

application. Defining the same symbol as “intent” has useful and profound application. 

Some words have elucidated an impasse, it is recognized by the secular and religious 

minded alike, neither side is content with the floundering, argumentative pastime, each asserts 

the blame is the other’s hopeless view, the world starves and children shiver, looking to either 

side for relief. To repeat, with a different tone given to the phrase: 

 

 Everyone lives in their own way.     

 

-Physics of the unified field accounts for sentience and intent as permanent factors of 

existence, a later result of the Law of Propagation and Collapse, creating the cornerstone of a 

fundamental stance on the nature of sentient awareness and its interest: 

  

Faith in “the good” is real, and no matter how far those of an evil bent progress, nothing 

more than a belief in “the bad” is possible. 

 

Sentience and intent are alterable, possible to structure, and indispensable elements of 

existence. Consciously aware sentient beings provide constant incontrovertible evidence for a 

predominant intent to seek out and accomplish positive ends. In their very physicality, people of 

a sufficient (anything from neutral to altruistic) 𝐿𝑊𝑖 are, by definition, a larger, more massive 

ground for “the good” to take hold as the field. A factor common to individuals and groups intent 

to exist as an insufficient 𝐿𝑊𝑖 is obfuscation of disingenuous behavior,  encouraging an 

interpersonal dynamic internally referenced as a need for secrecy, limiting the numbers of their 

ilk to, inescapably, the exceedingly small minority - yielding in their physicality a significantly 

smaller ground for “the evil” to take hold as the field. 

As properties of “what can be experienced” by consciously aware sentience, faith offers 

among other things, an ideal of immensity never to be exhausted, an encouraging certainty you 

are not alone, and assurances of progress toward improvement. The role the infinitely larger 

physicality of the ground for “good” plays in securing these qualities as “available to be 

experienced” cannot be denied. Repeating, with a different tone to given to the phrase: 

 

Its precept is its execution.          

 

-Applying the same outgrowth grounded to the same line of reasoning, “the bad” offers 

what may be thought of as “limited worldview frailty”. Belief engages frailty, encouraging its 

adherents make use of inner processes, thoughts, actions, emotions and reactions, to convince 

themselves frailty is strength. The process requires a withdrawal of awareness to accomplish the 

illusion of circumstance, life condition-specific “victories” while disallowing acknowledgement 

to the limited scope of their triumphs; a dynamic engendering itself to acts of an insufficient 𝐿𝑊𝑖 
and, accounting for the smaller amount of physicality grounding “the bad” to existence, faith in 

evil is impossible. 

Looking to the world, the orchestrated position and progress of the insufficient 𝐿𝑊𝑖 
eventually becomes evident. Denying this does not offer permanent change to our state and, 

implied by “the bad side’s” orchestrated position: 
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Physics of the unified field is not immune to nearly impossible to conceive 

manipulations. 

 

Stating directly, for those capable of assimilating the information: 

 

Superstrings are an engineered manipulation of the material of the unified field, caused in 

part by triggering the development of initiated, not naturally occurring, gyroscopic tendencies, 

creating the perceived mass and matter dichotomy. 

 

-It is not likely to be believed, though the possibility must be considered, and out of every 

potential scenario, the seemingly absurd suggestion is preliminary suggestion. For the 

insufficient 𝐿𝑊𝑖, grounding their influence to the knowledge of the unified field is logical 

course, and in a hastened tone:  

 

If no cause is presented in life experience to give the full attention to every facet of what 

this use of physics provides evil and its ways, deny it further thought. 

  

Stars emanate particles and waves passing through all physical matter, consciously aware 

sentient beings have their own internal energy, drawn upon in the function of their nervous 

system and the mitochondria of every cell. This premise alone accounts for the “union” 

referenced in gnostic works and measured care in sharing why discernment is so important in 

these matters accounts for the esoteric nature of gnostic orders. Buddhism instills in its serious 

adherent protocols to control the mind and thought as the steadfast command of an individual’s 

sentient awareness in preparation for lived union. Hinduism expounds on the importance of 

devotion and or physical movement, position, and breath-control based dedication to sound, clear 

being as a necessary precept to experience union. Taoism involves internal circulation of your 

energy, as and through your body’s actual physicality, and espouses other tenets found at the 

core of the other two Eastern traditions. 

  To the Gnostic oneness is actuality, direct process field dynamics as the consciously 

sentient awareness, in the whole of its physicality becomes the field, no part is left apart, and it is 

accomplished with purpose, driving silent intent into the actual material of the universe. 

Knowing sentience and intent are ever-present as the field, and knowing the predominant 

disposition of all intent, the strength presented in their action of union sways the entirety of the 

field, in whatever minute achievement, toward the universally shared goal: 

 

Evil is ended. 

  

-Basic dynamics dictate it is so, if sober minded appraisal is given to the actuality of the 

unified field, the precept cannot be denied: 

 

Total strength demonstrated in action of the field embodied in those as union, structures 

and directs the total action of consciously aware sentience, accommodating all physicality to its 

end in countless imperceptibly small ways.  

 

-The complete plan. Gnostic contingents, forever and absolutely concerned only with 

direct observation of reality at all its levels, had religions grow around them. Every religion 
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started as what was “brought forth from those who did”, which was then given to those who 

learned and developed practices around actions known to better the central plan. As this dynamic 

progressed, religious devotion was comingled with offerings, not from those who directly 

“learned and developed”, but from those who claimed through purported affiliation, the right to 

make additions to what characterized religious devotion. What is intrinsic to all world faiths will 

never change, and nothing will change the importance of understanding the principle value of 

harboring throughout all life, as consistently as possible, a neutral to altruistic intent. It provides 

for all sentience as union the ground available for use to ensure the goal.  

Nowhere is an individual encouraged to drop their responsibility to discern for 

themselves what is beneficial, and care must be taken; knowledge of all working factors in 

whatever practice engaged must be pursued by the individual directly. A fundamental paradigm 

used to recommend what is best avoided: 

 

Any system of energetic intermediary, positioned between your physical body and the 

field at large, to be trusted as “proper” routes through which energy enters the body, and all 

routes to otherwise abandon your physicality. 

 

The most cursory examination of supposed facts of chakras and meridians gives the 

discerning mind pause. Fixtures of the ideas called “New Age”, said to be “given” by the Yellow 

Emperor in the eighth century BC, chakras in their own mythology “govern energies” entering 

the physical body and explicitly, every gland of the endocrine system. (Entailed implications are 

surmised by referencing the forthcoming discussion of emotional development.) Meridians 

operate with the same premise, an intermediary of energetic channels imparted as necessary to 

mental, emotional and physical well-being - another way to accomplish the same end: 

 

Interrupt the direct relationship of dynamics founding the physicality of consciously 

aware sentience. 

 

-Granting literal electromagnetic authority over the body, brain and emotions to energies 

whose source is unknown, the “New Age” asserts itself as the panacea account of everything all 

religious doctrines have forgotten, held back, or lost, and makes its perceived province the one 

true route to enlightenment. The new age doctrine constitutes a malady to consciously aware 

sentience. Whole premise founded on how old its energies are taught to be, with no regard given 

to actual demonstrated internal gain, the energies in their function “Do the work for you.” and 

none of its adherents will claim it is so. They are the compromised: 

 

Hollowed out in actual sense to function as conduits for the machinations used by the 

insufficient 𝐿𝑊𝑖, the more they believe in the validity of the energies they are attuned to, the 

better their self-referenced standing. 

    

-Victims inviting discord, if direct disclosure is attempted, if the compromise “their” 

energies cause thought, emotion, and general welfare is explained to them, their response: 

 

“But it feels right”; “I just know it to be true”; “It is my intuition, my second sight.”  
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-They are lost to buoys mid-ocean, adrift and convinced their standing is a tropical 

paradise, assuring you your invitation is ever present if only the protocols of their light are 

followed, and it is haunting.  

Elements as fundamental to existence as matter, sentience, awareness, and intent deserve 

appropriate regard. Another gnostic contingent associated to Taoism conceptualizes all of 

existence as being comprised of five elements; metal, water, wood, fire and earth. In this school 

of thought, people are of one element or another, and applied to everyone:  

 

Gestation is the period when “metal develops” and upon birth we are water.  

 

-If appropriately pursued and realized, progress marks a person as of wood, and this 

degree of growth is not common. An application of “lived ethics” is required as is adherence to 

practices encouraging a strong, fair minded disposition. Of those that become wood, less 

progress to the point that they are of fire, few survive this transition with life force intact and of 

these, exceedingly few become of earth. Regarding life circumstance, and conceptualizing 

ailments of psyche, character, and overall disposition, people of water striving to convince others 

they are of wood face the eventual repercussion of being forced to become fire.  

Picture wood not sufficiently dried, green saplings lying atop open flame until gradually 

over time they begin to smoke while the heat of fire dries water from the wood before it finally 

burns. The smoke represents tendencies of false character, the more permanent the tendencies 

become the more smoke. If not aligned to the machinations of the “bad side” by this time, people 

become entrapped by their own webs, aligning themselves to a variety of damaging habits. In 

general, lower quality actions belong to people of smoke; inaccurate life assessments create 

dissonance to the generally accepted cognitive system, which can develop into mental illness.  

An interpretation of the “Elements” of Taoism, expressing something valid to a subset of 

Taoists:  

 

 When fire is extinguished it burns on elsewhere, not noticing the change.     

 

    -Qualifying fire as an element. The same quality of permanence is extended to all five 

elements of this Taoist system. Sentience and its intent, in the physics of the unified field, is 

every bit as fundamentally permanent. The intricacies of conscious sentient awareness and the 

implications of its ability to act out its intent are profound. As a means to further extend 

appropriate conceptualization, the proposal: 

 

Life is the sixth element, and with just as much gravity applied, a person cannot be of life 

if they are not of a sufficient 𝑖 . 
 

 Addressing the notion of a faulty or misapprehended knowledge set, an angle to direct 

our attention, a gnostic thought originating in India among yoga-based traditions associated to 

Hinduism, from the Ashram philosophy of conscious awareness: 

 

Consciousness develops in durations of seven years. (Each stage is an “ashram”.) 

  

Citing facets of neurological growth and function, while the world is experienced brain 

cells develop shifting alignments of neurons and axons to forge new connections and form 
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varying neurological pathways. Lattice-works of brain matter literally develop while assimilating 

or reacting to sensory inputs, and the psyche forms as the epiphenomenon. The proposal: 

 

Five “subroutines” or overarching tendencies, marking durations of growth in sentient 

conscious awareness, not often acknowledgeable or recognizable, each lasting seven years, 

dictate the general modalities of cognitive development. 

    

-At birth the first color seen is yellow and the first thing learned is the body’s physical 

parameters; it is not the blanket underneath; it is not the person’s arms; it is separate, in and of 

itself. Leaving the nurture and nature sides of the equation to common sense and life 

circumstance, growth in this stage is marked by knowing what the body isn’t, and what cannot be 

done is imparted as the preliminaries of “how to get along in the world”. The first seven years 

are in a sense “governed” by a negating principle.  

During a transitional period of two years, from age five to age seven, brains develop 

along protocols of a more and more affirming principle. At age seven, more and more 

comfortable with what is known about its world and itself, preliminaries of personal identity 

develop according to an affirmed, considered “self-proven”, set of definitions. The process is 

nascent, though up until the next shift, and approaching age twelve a fledgling sense of self 

identity and personal place in the world is strengthened. In the transition to adolescence, from 

age twelve to fourteen, brains begin applying a simultaneously negating and affirming evaluation 

to the world. Literally identifying what the person “is” and what they “are not” at the same time, 

doing much to explain the internally perceived tumult of adolescence and offering a useful take 

on how difficult it can be to deal with adolescent aged people.  

The shift from the third “ashram” into the fourth, the two years before and after age 

twenty-one, presents an intriguing development. At age nineteen interconnected workings of 

brain matter are sufficiently in place for the frontal cortex to demonstrate individual-specific 

reason. From seventeen to nineteen years old, the physical foundation for reason builds, from age 

nineteen to twenty-one, the process of reason becomes more refined. By twenty-three the neural 

networks identified as the prefrontal cortex have developed, and critical analysis is possible. The 

span from twenty-one to twenty-eight is spent gathering an individual-specific knowledge set, 

while applying self-directed discernment to what, out of everything that could be known is of 

value. It is a period of individual progress so fundamentally formative everything encountered 

after age twenty-eight is inwardly reconciled to some of what was learned, experienced, and felt 

during this time; lives are commonly thought to “be shaped” during young adulthood. 

Regardless of any academic acknowledgement, heed these stages of neurological 

development when tending to developing minds. As a last note, in this philosophy the next 

ashram, starting at age thirty-five, is called “head of household,” or, in neurological terms, “fully 

grown”, where a final ashram is used as a period of trial and error when an individual learns to 

measure the value of their knowledge and its application. With mental growth addressed: 

 

What of emotional development?             

 

 Popularly regarded as the sole province of the brain, emotions entail bodily registers, 

physical sensations accompanying feelings, and many of these can be traced to the influence of 

hormones secreted by the endocrine system. The brain serves as “master and commander” using 

internal inputs provided by the body’s various workings, a “feedback loop” between the brain 
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and the body’s systems is continual, and through this loop the endocrine glands inform key 

aspects of emotional disposition.  

Another component of gnostic thought associated to Taoism: 

 

 Equanimity in glandular function throughout the endocrine system results in a general, 

more easily sustained sense of well-being. 

 

 -With its end pursued by adherence to dietary guidelines as well as physical and 

meditative disciplines, a sustained sense of well-being results from the glands working in concert 

with each other, where no dominant, disproportionate amount of function in one disrupts a 

balanced overall disposition of function throughout the endocrine system: 

 

 Emotional upheaval, or lesser disruptions characterized in displays of emotion, stems 

from unbalanced glandular function, where hormones secreted by disparate glands are, to 

varying degrees, out of proportion to one another.   

  

-When sad the pituitary gland has likely not secreted enough serotonin in a sufficient 

amount of time. When lethargic, a state often associated with depression, it is likely the adrenal 

glands have not produced a stable, useful amount of adrenaline for a sufficient amount of time. 

When sexually aroused it is likely our ovaries or testes, in concert with secretions of our adrenal 

glands are at work. Being enamored of another is reconciled to function of the thymus, best 

exemplified as a sense of aching and longing felt in the chest when missing a beloved. General 

dynamics classified to other glands, as gnostic contention: Thyroid dysfunction engenders 

problems communicating feelings and vocally asserting self-worth. Pineal and pituitary problems 

form in a lack of genuine quiet solitude, building out of little internal establishment of space 

allotted to oneself without aversion to being alone. Debilitation to the pancreas results from 

unresolved emotive content created in interpersonal disputes.   

  Any of these conditions combined are emotional dispositions, and were it not for the 

function of the endocrine system their physical ground is not present as inputs “read” by the 

brain. Processing signals reporting function of specialized cells in each gland, the brain 

optimizes for use certain neurological pathways, lessening availability to other routes of 

neurological function, literally employing and originating thought patterns. Receiving ends of the 

loop in each gland are called upon to augment function, establishing a continually permutated 

mental-emotional disposition. Puberty, with its dramatic shifts in displays of emotional 

expression, and for the first time aroused sexual response, is nothing without the endocrine 

system, and an indispensable appraisal becomes apparent: 

 

 The endocrine system secretes the same hormones in men and women in sufficiently 

different proportions to give different characters to the cognition typical of each sex. 

 

 -Cognitive function at large is well defined as the “route to intellect”, and cannot be 

separated from any internal process, much less glandular function: 

 

 From the male perspective, women follow an emotional protocol when using their 

intellect and it is their way of logic. Men have their own route to intellect, their own “way of 

logic”, and from the female perspective it is widely considered “unemotional”.  
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-Where an “unemotional” route to intellect develops later for women and an “emotional” 

route to intellect develops later for men. The feedback loop from brain to glands and back again 

founds a great variance of emotional states and is a permanent part of existence: Lessen or 

eliminate habits that compromise the function of any part of the endocrine system for clear, 

even-minded sight of the world. 

 

For developing lives, beginning with a required cultural reevaluation: 

 

The practice of affording later-developed cognitive performance to growing brains is 

whimsical in the best case scenario, and for too long the habit has carried too much weight. 

 

-And evaluating the modern, current education model from its start to finish requires an 

account of actual patterns of neurological growth without discounting the permanent and 

physical ground of developing emotional dispositions, this inventory does not apply exclusively 

to formative education. “Consilience”, subtitled (and defined as) The Unity of Knowledge, by 

Edward O. Wilson (1998) makes clear a debilitating tendency of academia:  

Defining paths to knowledge as routes leading to further specialization establishes 

knowledge sets so compartmentalized and apart from each other, the capability to draw from 

multiple disciplines is compromised, demonstrating the need to make a unity of knowledge.  

Recognizing the valid call, knowledge is unified in the schools of Physics, Chemistry, 

Biology, Psychology, and Ethics, where every field of study fits into one of these categories:  

 

History studies ethics swayed by individual morality, identifying a common “set” to the 

psychology of a people, grounded to their time.  

 

-A type of “Systems” study can be applied, exploring pertinent interrelations between 

branches of knowledge. In the utility of this view:  

 

Physical sciences address degrees of differentiation applied to the “plenum” of 

electromagnetism, from physics to chemistry (elements and molecules), to biology. Psychology 

is applied biology specific to what develops from our physicality in, and as, the psyche. Ethics is 

applied psychology, defining actions and behaviors as appropriate in universal sense, as opposed 

to individual -or moral- sense, and is to be applied to economics. Monetary currency is units of 

exchange assigned value and nothing intrinsic to its nature justifies differentials in the value of 

national currencies. There is no just cause for fractional reserve banking, where money is printed 

according to an assessment driven by macroeconomic equations, and interest-related raises in 

cost reflect a change in the currency’s value.  

Capitalism respects the individual’s ability to generate capital. Free market capitalism, in 

its organization and application, has proven itself to limit, in ability and possibility, individual 

capital generation. Communism demonstrates the practice of free market capitalism as a function 

proper to the nation state, creating governmental interest in corporate espionage because all 

means of production are owned (or are directly funded and dictated to) by the state. Free market 

capitalism accomplishes the same end by insinuating its interest into legislation, and asserting 

itself into the administration of national affairs. “Ethical Market Capitalism” is needed, applying 

ethics to economics as a fundamental measure toward ensuring people fair treatment.     
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Addressing the mathematical disconnect highlighted by this account of the unified field: 

 

 Language develops first as a sequence of sounds mimicked and/or “emitted”, not spoken. 

Neurological proofs are not needed here, a series of syllables later called consonants with vowels 

are used to “report” a new life’s experience of the world, and the sounds come to adhere to the 

languages spoken in each region. Languages offer means to engage and qualify experience and 

are indispensable to communicating what is found in the halls of knowledge. At the level of 

“educated natural growth”, math is a later developed format for communicating discoveries, it is 

used to better define what is possible with a succinct foundation, and this foundation in the end is 

meant to be Physics.  

However, in championing such a fundamentally foreign mode of codified relations, those 

well versed in the mathematics required in academic physics accede to modes of 

conceptualization that overshadow practice, precluding direct assessment of the fundamentals of 

the unified field. To repeat, with a different tone given to the words: 

 

Knowledge sets enable conceptualization. 

 

With math assigned as the language of the physical universe, a high degree of 

conceptualization is “preformatted” as fit for use by anyone engaging direct inquiry into the facts 

of the fabric of reality and, adhering to maxims of the unified field, the methodology itself 

collectively structures sentient intent in ways that exclusively pertain to the people capable of 

conversing in its language: 

 

The consciously aware sentient being capable of acting on its intent to override 

“sufficient instinct” - that is the physicist - has their own intent structured through the process of 

making mathematically sound predictions based on observed field behaviors. Academic “study” 

then becomes the practice of building perennial “expectations” to find a new “wave-particle” if 

their prediction fails “to test to observation” - using the resultant gap their math has isolated, 

every time in a way intended to predict a “new particle” continually. Their “study” marches on, 

defining a shifting landscape few ever observe outside of the math used to characterize it, 

without ever questioning what of their observations demonstrate their method’s impact, and they 

are not likely to do so without appropriate encouragement.  

Richard Feynman is a physicist who won a Nobel Prize in 1965 along with two others, 

for crucial contributions to quantum physics, and it is customary in the practice of physics to pay 

attention to what any physicist of his caliber would say about the unified field. His largest 

contribution to the study of the unified field is likely his championing of a mathematical 

bootstrapping process of “infinite field observation”. - The term requires explanation: 

 

A particle/field tendency is isolated and its every observed dynamic is put into 

mathematical representation; a “point of the field” as known, and - not just reliably, but every 

single time, a second “point” of the field becomes “isolatable” as observed mathematically.  

 

-This is the fact of observation in physics. Naturally the other simultaneously isolated 

point is recorded by the physicist as a wave/particle/field tendency not because the observer’s 

view first isolated the original “point of the field”. The physicist sees a point inside the field that 

is not “all of existence as verified”. Another point is not assumed to in effect materialize on 
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command (even when considering consciousness as part of the field the assumption is an error 

and physics does not assume). A second point “of the field of existence” is “automatically” 

isolated with every observation but no observation in these terms is actually “second” - the field 

of reality is there, and the physicist observes it. Feynman connected this pairing of non-

sequential “known field events” mathematically in a way best be presented as: 

 

╬   

 

-Where field observations can be written mathematically (as singular symbols and/or 

equations describing known dynamics) at the open ends of each line. The lines themselves then 

ostensibly present the dynamics of one isolated “field tendency/wave/particle” taken with its pair 

(but not yielding it). Each unit recorded is a “non-result” of each momentarily isolated 

observation. Richard Feynman in particular considered this representation of the non-sequential 

relationship uniting observed “field points” to be a statement of a sort of unity in and of itself; 

any observation inevitably includes another, and a sort of topography is eventually determined 

within the field by plugging mathematical presentations of what has been observed at all but one 

of the open ends of the lines in the symbol above - each set of seven isolated “field points” may 

be used to “predict” the eighth.  

There is no end to the arrangement and Feynman is among those who credited the 

patterned study as its own evidence of a continuum of the field, which “may as well be” 

presented as an infinity symbol. With this model many potential fundamentals of matter have 

been mapped out thus far by academic physics, and the infinity symbol has been suggested as the 

acknowledgement of the “observed field-predicted discovery” in its modality, which has in some 

cases been taken to be its own field fact; the infinity symbol has even been used under this 

definition in equations forwarded as “possible” solutions to the unified field.  

Knowing the unified field would provide the final “1” to the right of the equal sign - the 

end of the physics argument - because the equation relating all proven, observed, and defined 

dynamics of the field of existence is presented mathematically in their impacts on one another 

and relationships to one another, then correctly arranged to the left of the equal sign. This ghost 

of an equation haunts any physicist who has pondered how to actually arrive at the final 

mathematical definition of reality. To be clear: 

 

𝑚𝑐2 𝐿𝑊

𝑖
= 1     

   

-Gyroscopic tendencies formulating the friction that is electromagnetism itself, coupled 

with properties described in mathematical terms as bipole and dipole tendencies of the isolated, 

observed field taken together continuously, are used to build matter from superstrings after 

superstrings themselves are built by combining set gryoscoping tendencies with oppositional and 

compounding dynamics of the field. Sentience is the consciousness of the field concentrated 

upon itself into and as the matter it is, in fact “using” the matter it is to increase its concentration 

until eventually sentience is exhibited as consciously aware bodies able to act on intent to 

override their instinct. 

Every individual result of this end equation must be capable of recognizing right from 

wrong, because the singular presentation of any person can be captured in the arrangement of 

symbols to the left of the equal sign, and any person can act against another. Severe actions 

against people “as life” can easily be called evil. The number one to the right of the equal sign 
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presents the unity of “field facts” known to constitute all of existence (the equation describes the 

unified field).  

 

An inalterable calculus: 

 

All constituencies known to comprise existence have been arranged into what is 

considered life and some people (it may be said types of beings as well) have claimed that as the 

total result of all existence unified to its own subjective view, man is or can become God.  

 

-In response, an unassailable front: 

  

No matter the causal agent thought to be what yielded “first life”, the physical field fact 

presented in those considering themselves to be God, or on the path to supposedly becoming 

God-like, (often with specially earned powers or abilities only they can possess and cannot be 

understood by others) is the central cause to what a Gnostic calls the “war to end evil”.  

 

Physics defines this war, and throughout time it has been claimed that evil (embodiments 

of evil like Lucifer or Satan) created all life. With this line of reasoning “Its creation” is never 

taught the true nature of reality - even if the claim is “God is the creator”. The discrepancy is 

confronted in the life of the Gnostic for everything it entails, as he works to “Tear veils upon 

veils covering the “inner” of every possible existent.” (CGC), though gnostic works have been 

classed academically as only pertinent to their own lexicons while the study of physics discounts 

the role of the physicist altogether, except for his working to prove the next predicted “field 

point” continually, claiming a unified field exists and they’ll one day find it. 

 

Absent mathematical proofs ameliorates the pertinence of clinical treatment, after 

addressing life in its aspect, love is wisdom, and a simple equation: 

                                                                                                                                       

In fifth grade, attending dance lessons during lunchtime, on the day we were taught to 

waltz my partner was shy and self-conscious. Warts covered large portions of both her palms, 

backhands, and many of her fingers. In frail whispers she insisted as we came together, 

“The doctor gave me cream for them. They aren’t contagious.”  

She was trembling. With one hand on her hip, and in an urge to calm her as my other 

hand clasped hers, I whispered, 

“I’m not afraid, and that’s okay. Can you forgive me if I step on your feet?” 

            

 -Value may only be its preface, be invited to at once consider the preceding words, forget 

them altogether, and make any opinion or none at all of the passages. Not inclined to 

communicate in written form, being a poet, there is work to be done using a hyphen in the place 

of a dash - symbols as useful as they are - while praying a young mind will accomplish a work so 

complete there is cause to consider their distinction. 

 Step one, in fullness is emptiness, step two, in emptiness is fullness, and the open line: 

 

 Lying in bed at midmorning, sunlight through grey curtains made a mirror from a picture 

hanging on a grey wall. Unable to see what was in the frame, I closed my eyes, imagining how 

much the earth will have to turn for the mirror to dissolve.  
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Notes on [white elephant sale] 
-First offering prefaced by the preceding. 

 

 The book is a “novel of sorts”, a conceptual presentation, and preserving the integrity of 

the words conceptual presentation, final comments:  

 

Hyphens are used instead of dashes throughout the work and most hyphens are to be read 

as a pause (like dashes). Mature Content - without the preface, readers are not likely to consider 

this work useful to the process of claiming the Gnostic stance themselves.   

 

Its precept is its execution. 
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From Intake Form, A committal processed and began by Educator filing: 
Temporary Reassignment for Evaluation  
 
Possible triggers: 
 
 After free-draw day in Arts and Crafts, class had a snack, “Bug Juice” 
(class name for sugary fruit punch), and salted crackers. Student returned 
to Art Area unaccompanied and started drawing again, saying he “Had to 
make a new picture where the Elephant’s “teeth” look right.” 
 
Diagnosis:  
“Attention Deficit Hyperactive Disorder” 
 
Case closed and archived: #{ 
 
 
Statement of Warning T  
 
 Knowledge of the unified field in the hands of people who account for gravity, 
sentience, and the intent of sentience without classifying the behavior of sentience as 
right or wrong compels us to this work. Following text is written as an unflinching 
account of people struggling to define:  
 

What exactly is going on; who is in control?  
How far have the ones in charge gone with Physics?  
What are their plans? And,  
What can be done about it? 
 
It is unfit for all ages, making direct display of how bad things literally could be 

while developing a narrative to provide a composited “big picture” appraisal that (fitting 
the tone), must be covertly communicated and shared exclusively among concerned 
parties. Asking to know what impact these full implications - the “facts beyond measure” 
have and expecting to be taken by the hand and coddled into understanding is a 
delusion readers must abandon. 

  
With steadfast refusal to assess the nature and scope of the problem - what with 

everyone citing needs of personal lives and their interests - we have arrived here, the 
untenable position.       
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The Logic of Modern Poetry 
By William Carlos Williams 
 

 WE EAT, married comfort in bed, adulteries-as if we were alone to enjoy, (how can we 

share it-no one knows)- 

 -a catalogue- 

 We see the stupidity of love- 

 A man’s own little shrinking personality:  Byron. 

 We have only poetry to offer - not a sloppy appeal-  

-A style to offer- (not our business to say whether or not it is of value) it is what we have- 

 

-and for this we are given the archaic oxcart and - modes of a past - whole matter is dead 

to us- 

Sonnet, rhymes, capital letter and we are told that this is important. 

Some measure, yes, but a new one. 

Why? 

 

Before education (which is in itself the preliminary view) we require a view of 

knowledge which is at the same time comprehensive, obvious and simple. Something an infant 

might grasp, a thing now lacking. 

Letters gives us precisely the detachment for this view. It gives us a vantage of a view 

over knowledge by which to evaluate it in its totality. Placed, it can be approached. 

Joe Cook’s mechanisms are a splendid satire.   
 

-pg 145 

 
 

 
“Knowledge as commodity disavows life as poetry.” 

            -Theme 
 

 
 
 



Dedication 

 
The strangest sound ever was less than a laugh. Quantifying sound with a modifier like 

“strangest”, or “less than” presents dictionary authors a conundrum- “a laugh”, you’re hopelessly 

lost, all anyone can expect. 

Line, dash, hyphenated colloquialisms, and unnecessarily elongated fixtures in language. 

It is your fault, reader, trying to make sense. Icarus, wax-dripping, feathers falling, a fool 

convinced he is fast approaching his goal.   

 

These words, intended for delivery by light of a campfire, by a reader who knows their 

intensity as ardently as the pulse of his own heart.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      “Forever has it been that all shadows 

                                                       fall in what seems written an ancient language, 

                                                           where rituals are performed by mere echoes 

                                                             of motion sliding steadily across the ground.” 

  

                                                                  Act like a patron without the patronage. 

 

                                                                              “The text as a flurry describes a fleur d lei.” 

 

 

 

 

 

TO MY WIFE—           

   Wishing her well 

 

 This is to you. And to those whose flesh seared off and dripped back to the blackened 

earth.  She loved me so much it shone, and by this light she set my clocks. 

  I mean to love you with my life alone, and never in your way, my objective. 

 

   [signed]  J, D, Bloecker 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introduction 

 
From Intake Form, A committal processed and began by family filing:  
Legal 2000 
 
Possible triggers: 
 
 He mentions, in accusation, “my chemical imbalance,” prior to 
receiving a call on his cell phone and as he pours himself an ice-filled glass 
of diet generic grape soda. I responded by asking if he would agree to our 
“Heal for You” shopping trip we were talking about when he broached the 
topic.  
 
Diagnosis: 
“Schizo-Affective exacerbated by Complex Insecurity.”  
 
Case closed and archived: ?! 
 
 
Production Values…  

A lot of lights on in the room, all floating midair and this is how man made stars. 
White lights, fields, I mean- me?  

(Saw through three dimensions simultaneously.)  
All cameras were on me, no one could see them and somehow I was in 

perpetual off-center spotlight. …Imagined or intended. 
 (Emit sound, admit transit,)  

I don’t know stage direction, been told it’s a bigger problem than figured- knowing 
the glide through the room; expectant applause; hidden adulation. 

 
 
From Intake Form, A committal processed and began by Agents filing:  
5150 
 
Possible Triggers: 
 
 “Our daughter has never accomplished anything she’s committed 
herself to do. We’re pretty sure she’s been lying all this time about working 
on something; some project she refuses to let us see. She has gotten 
extremely specific about her diet and wants us to do the same.” 
 
Diagnosis: 
“Bi-Polar”  
 
Case closed and archived: !! 



Requisite Knowledge 
 

1. 

If a spark from a fire were self-aware, it would know -within its being- an incredible depth. 

Impossibly small and short lived (from our vantage), yet experiencing brightness without end or 

physical parameters.  

 

Everything known as existence is a grand composite of electrical and physical sparks. An ionic 

balance between sodium and potassium molecules fuels a -chemical- fire inside our every cell’s 

mitochondria. This fire, (or continuum of minute sparks), generates the energy our cellular 

ribosomal bodies use to make our DNA.  

Taken as a field, connected by the totality of cells metabolizing and the firings of 

neurotransmitters, all entangled on a quantum level, as a simple fact of nature- 

 

I was thinking about two children set -free- on playgrounds (without black tops), when this was 

written. 

 

2. 

Sentience is a strange -but clearly affirmable- mystery. I tell myself jokes like this, wondering if 

anyone would laugh (how many would even listen).  

 

So concertedly concerned with one, or another’s, resurrection. 

 

3.  

When people lost their -collective- heads, I knew there was a plan behind it but this was written 

over a television, so I (please) can’t understand it - an inner dialog lasting, seemingly, for eons.  

 

The perpetual, mathematical dilemma at the root (don’t) of all interpretations of beings is a 

mathematician’s inability to converse in a general manner consistent with a -cross pollinating- 

tome of existence. 

 

Symbols and exponents -can only- mean the world (do this to me) literally.  

X’s cannot access infinity.  

 

Applying language to sentiment, especially when written, is stymied (a word I never learned in 

school). Ideas of style and syntax comprise a void. Secrets you know are -bound- to be kept. 

 

4. 

When a sequence of events begins by leaving a room, the only sufficient strategy is 

accomplishment. Upon return, opening doors isn’t required.  

 

Leap frog, a child’s game, requires a sequence of jumps.  

 

5. 

All time(s) oriented to a clock face have an exact meaning, (disregard plurality). The punishment 

for describing “live life” is one substantiated reward, regardless of how frightened you get.   

 

6. 

At times I open completely to complete strangers. Sometimes I forget my best friend’s names, 

and though I will forever love you all, I wish, one time, you’ll do the same. 



Closing Statements  
 

Your Honor, over my time out-in the cold I learned-indiscriminate discrimination-no income 

based-it’s not-tax bracket meltdown-so much-to cover myself with bedding night and shadow 

provides-as a dubious distinction-it’s dynastic bloodline chosen-diplomatic policy-in advance of-

the current-at the time-next attack-bubble burst-the ceiling was binary-banks not allowed to own 

investment firms-a peculiar talent-string this together until it has meaning-on the senate floor-

claims submitted-all your rights lost in subcommittee-everyone should own a house-then no one 

gets a raise-minimum amounts of disgrace-targets for appeal-hand down judgements-lamppost 

shadows for sheets-layers distinguished by shade-it’s the endlessly raising roof-in winter at 

night-new and improved-backroom agreements-a story told over oiled handshakes-shoe shine 

strategy-there’s a place for you-not yet written-find-where we know you belong-inside sound 

barricades with convenient fast food access-deliberative debilitation-closed session emergency-

banks own investment firms-burst the next bubble-soap factories-oil-filled tankers forever 

wandering the ocean-water costs extra-keeping it out there removes it from market supply-own 

the rain-if not on fire-reassess price, pay off  setters-with entrancing nodding heads-coldest at 

dawn-a dumpster’s shadow makes the blanket-conceal your spirit-swaying like a transistor-

broken in shivers-multifaceted transmission-force a solution to apply-a staggered frequency-

dawn pushes frozen air across the atmosphere-emitted through light-did they see the fog their 

final breath made-picked up by a secret antenna-questions for an expert-pontificate rate of 

interest prognostications-smile with red wine stained teeth, she’ll overlook it-for duration of 

contract-entangled to spine-monetary courtship-I’ll tell you what love is-ask for it on your knees. 

[NO CAMERAS ALLOWED IN COURT, STILL FACES ALL CAUGHT ON SCREENS]  

Your Honor, who has the floor-transmissions hidden in static and disseminated on glowing 

mercury-ride the emanations-our leader’s effulgence-audacious to beg-corroborate sickness-

game-plan-slow spread-accelerating propagation of pandemic-birds and pigs-this better work-

definite bias-a simple calculus-three layers of clothing minimum-unless you want-a cost for the 

child’s life-hypothermia to win-while on assignment I met a kid-left the service-he lost his hand 

in a sewing mishap, calls it poor timing-demands for reform-election season-as the air catches 

fire-push differences in both candidates-call this a natural anomaly-which is a liar-saved three 

cents-less reported casualties from the frontline, thank our drones-maybe one day you too can-we 

approve, deny-and cause the war-attack who last spring-open then shut-we disenfranchised-our 

enemies listen-not how you think-not to how-under the guise of international aid-state, diagram, 

untenable construct-contract our contractors-pay for water-accepted closed-bid process-ask it be 

fluoridated-federal emancipation-end it-not the healthy way-eliminate the toxic ion-with building 

shadows as a comforter-they’ll lap it up-cry at the commercials-bottle it if it’s palpable-eats away 

the dentin-drives costs down-to have you eating wood-while they inoculate-it’s cellulose-you to 

extinction-hormonal additives somehow-using expensive filters-only effect animals-the great die 

off-not the people-market won’t sustain-overextended into real estate-rocks aren’t good pillows-

sufficiently researched-who reads a newspaper-ask the ideologue-make them laugh-admonish the 

viewer until next-those were the good old days-we’ll be right back, then-ride our point of view 

war footage-battle plan-if your motion-during a special overnight undisclosed session-makes the 

docket-game day-the yeas have it-breaking news-let’s not get cynical-caught red handed-with 

most at recess-when it makes landfall-change its name-not hypothecated-congress passed the 

second act-male to female-Iliad-spotlight our untelevised figures-listen, buy gold-identity crisis-

no we can correct-I’m in the commercials-no undue influence-market collapse-which one’s next-

a bump or a line-my dad arranged the bailout-cocaine sparkling flecks like sugar-they can watch-

from a distance of course-none of that granulated shit for my people-the pure powder-in that 

case-ether cooked-with this dilating our pupils-it’s five base layers-we’ll get paid to see-with no 

address-enough bedding-faces numb-torrential judgment-chills to convulsion-bite your tongue.  



Sad dancing, colleges answering-someone or some one-no question-numbing degrees-essay quiz 

response-due dates variable-long short of it-I’m-in the stockades-she’s-a Lock-key child-grown 

by now-I’m sure-age appropriate-in the middle of, and no real particular-I mean particulate, 

devise a device without inventing a thing-cry in deafening yet silent wails-laugh it off-but stop 

before the exercise gives you the shakes-slam phone down-wait-cradles no longer exist-apart- 

independent from-strange masks-happy, sad, interchangeable-pills will do the rest-schoolboy 

eyes first crush-forgets name, distinguish me not-they demolished respect, divined reason-others 

meant to reason the divine for you-have no right-wear the appropriate collar to fit the scenery-

pens explode under mental force-bent spoons-in the corner of the schoolyard farthest from the 

classroom door-yet underdeveloped mentally-she sure has it where it counts-egoic masturbation-

fodder for thought stream cannons-always wearing necklaces-staple receipts to clothes you wear-

set me apart, lose me in a crowd-on the carnival’s outer perimeter-goods exchanged for services-

schoolboy used to cling to chain-link to avoid floating upward, no one but the schoolgirl knew 

this-of course-electrical circuits carry depositions for a case that will never go to court-trial and 

error, latter then former preferred-pathologies-stalking for vogue-disregard evidence-all corrupt 

less ashamed divided by symbols-schoolgirl notices she’s noticed-how many are looking and 

how deeply-what is allowed if they can see in-from-outside these parameters-stepping on feet, 

warts on hands, dance lessons needed-whatever it is this has to stop-too loud and from every 

direction, especially up from underground-we remember playing marbles-circle drawn in sand- 

she always won-the most beautiful-miniature glass balls-schoolboy thought-never gathered nerve 

to say, they matched her eyes-lab coats-soliloquy and discord-common to need refinement.         

[white elephant sale] 
What happened there-something stole my mind-but you’re still seeing-walking-breathing, eating- 

swallowing discoveries-chemical lobotomy-remote by industry-drowning effects on voice, ears-

special department-knows, though hard proof-this was done-not allowed to think in words-not 

allowed to imagine-uninterrupted narrative-damning evidence in the being of each person I pass-

schoolgirl left enticements in lofty scents trailing her path-the animals scurry ravenous-and with 

dream intervention-they will not be able, will-to you not for you-schoolboy wishes each night 

afraid to pray-monsters build themselves from shadows, we only consolidate their forms-you’ll 

feel a little prick or sting-sing along but don’t make it apparent-stained glass window of skeleton 

hands clasped in prayer-petition’s denied, ask-thoughts on file-schoolgirl demanded more, found 

ways to think in a Mandelbrot sequins-schoolboy never excelled in math-lost yet not forgotten-

sacred car chases-so long as appropriate colors of light were blaring-signals misinterpreted-she is 

me-have you not remembered-multiplications-to commit on your behalf-crimes we unnecessarily 

demand-our conscious involvement be subject to-anyway, the two got married-television-lost to- 

accounts of people with hair and makeup done-odd departments-scrubs and goggles-faces are 

one thing, then sounds or names-who-how-or-the mind later arranges them-are another-seems 

like everyone knows it without it being said-why write, why feel-schoolgirl lingered near the 

sand box at recess to visually pick out sparkling grains of sand, close her eyes, and mentally 

watch them become stars-so why speak-I’m certain the two never met-certainties as applied to 

factors, probabilities-interprets results differently-depends on number of dependents-tax bracket-

skin color-a late entry-hidden sobbing-an exuberance one could never expect-time and place are 

relative to what you call midday-distress call-this futile endeavor has become all consuming-

apparently planned to the letter-office for internal affairs-departmentalize to compartmentalize 

frequency chatter-schoolboy thought if only he could catch her alone he’d find a way to ask-but 

something’s always wrong, somethings always following-can we get a moment of privacy-can 

the starving be collected to organize our Obeisance-dunce cap trading game-now it’s my turn, 

they demand obedience and that other thing isn’t a word-develop the film, cut, splice, intervene, 



Damn-command-schoolgirl walking a circuitous route home-laughter reverb-our damaged exit. 

The book starts now: 

 

1. High Sensitivities, Blocked Awareness 

 

No doubt you have heard the general public pronouncing Decuun’s name “DEE-KOON.” 

As of this this morning that frame of mind will no longer suit you, welcome to Decuun level one 

god training. In order to enable the dormant, latent potential inside all humans we must assume 

certain responsibilities. You have advanced to this opportunity because Decuun Organization 

saw in you a quality making you each worthy to assist us in assuring mankind’s salvation. We 

begin with the basics. Sound - reality, and how to properly praise our Godhead, Decuun, our 

doing so will form the world in his likeness.  

Spent all day walking through every crowd I could find attempting eye contact with 

passersby. Cell phones held most in thrall with pursed lips and ever-shifting facial expressions. I 

tapped a few on their shoulders to ask for directions. Hand over phone, “Yeah what?” Arm rises 

to match direction, “That way.” -In motions that said ‘leave me alone and fuck off.’ Walking 

around smiling with eyes open like nets, searching to make contact through the vacuous spaces 

newly owned by an impersonal force growing inside strangers’ brains 

Excluded preliminaries which may explain God level training: Energy underlying all 

physical reality can only be observed as resonant waveforms allocating themselves into particles 

with an undetermined relation to an observer’s presence. “Mysticism of Sound and Music” by 

Hazrat Inayat Khan (1996), implies that sound emitted by any sentient being reverberates at the 

energetic level of reality to structure our manifest world.      

I’ll have the TV-dinner porn channel please. The dogmatic dressed hair, rehearsed smile 

with the fast food delivery option. Exercise your democratic freedom. Learn to heighten sexual 

arousal by witnessing violence, cry in the mirror and blame your wife. Dress it all up in a suit 

and tie. Place put options on the top value of a diminishing algorithm governing the tact and 

consideration price index. Hold to sell exponential gaining profitability of crude, flash short-

circuit handshakes, the game is on.       

I want everyone here to look at each other. You would not be here were we not aware of 

your worth. Every one of you is expected to keep this training to yourselves. Only share what 

you are taught here and what this knowledge brings into your lives with one another. You are the 

chosen and the entrusted. From now on, you will pronounce our god’s name as “DICKOON”. 

Bring our divinity forth with low, quiet, focused utterance of god’s name while elongating the 

second syllable:  “DICKOOOOOON”. Humankind would be lost at the most fundamental level 

were it not for Decuun’s mercy and ever-available presence. In these trainings you will learn the 

roles you must play to make the glory of Decuun available to the unclean masses.  

 Score is seventy five years worked to loved ones lost by the time there is time to share. 

But the make-up was nice, the eyes smoldering and lips enticing. The gaped mouth look, -drool 

escaping pose- the unnoticed putrefied air. I remember holding hands, walks with friends, and 

being alone without the dread. Similar results with different backstories, known or strange 

players and enough withheld to build a lump in the throat.  Even dark assumes a shine after a 

while, shrinking light, set to gleam through watering eyes. 

  

Same song in our unit over loud speakers embedded in walls painted blue with clinical 

pretense- muted to not quite pastel, but our light colors just the same. Speakers blend in so music 

may travel through minute, nearly invisible pores, delivering tones of life outside to every patient 

inside, surprisingly current music ripped from alternative radio stations. Different songs and 

varying tempos, cycling cadences with new words sung soft and loud by different voices.  

But you’re the boss. -With the keys naked, or you with all those clothes. I know better 



than to ask for release -smells like ejaculate and disinfectant- looks like I knew you, or how you 

were out there. Sunlight softened by frosted windows. It’s different without sadness and absent 

anger. Imbedded within these disembodied sounds and repeated constant, the suggestion:  

“When you meet requirement for release your blood is ready for testing.”  

Every now and then you can hear cars honking outside. They blend into memories of 

your last doctor evaluation, begging you to question whether you lived a life before here. It’s all 

the same song, clinical, entering your mind during its cleaning. 

 “…and on and on it goes.”  Hum Bitch.  

  “These clothes don’t fit us right. I’m to blame. It’s all the same. It’s all the same.” As to 

Rapid Eye Movement (REM), 

 “I liked when her eyes rolled back into her head.” 

 “I like him on top.” 

 “Oh me? I like her on bottom.” 

 Sublingual preparations assimilate best. Never mind problems in term, annunciation, or 

appearance. Those works solve themselves. If patient fails you are not accountable. Dr. Mandril 

paging Dr. Octagon: 

 “What’s on T.V?” 

 All jokes aside, treating an error seriously, patient described symptoms of appendicitis, 

we treat the rupturing spleen. Blame side effects and uncaught contraindications, cover liability. 

Laugh out loud to make sure the Board isn’t spying. The residents might lock you up. 

 “Yep it’s the looney bin should you…” 

 Decuun Organization, as soul licensing body, has authorized certified Robbers to ascribe 

or diagnose:  

Mania, defined as all behaviors likened to,  

“Experiencing mystic union with stars”  

Upon misinterpreting this order a Death robber loses certification, as always. Impossible 

to quote, in any manner, the content of an Internal Memo…   

 “Are we always on camera?” In rehearsed tone: 

 “Yessir.” 

 “Is that in violation of…” 

 …End transmission. 

 “Let go of me.” She gruels her sexiest in fakery, 

 “I knew she wanted it. Why don’t they?” 

Maintain appropriate distance from staff or be suspected of plotting escape, get attacked. 

Left with a clean mind and weakened heart, head sanitized by minute radiation blasts. Hidden 

triggers on either end of every phone call- sounds heard subconsciously through static, found 

each transmission, so far as you know. A voice speaks inside the intermittent silences: 

“I want to kill you.”  

-Beneath the phrase used in salutation, ‘I want to kill you,’ clicks in prefrontal reasoning, 

from neural cell A to cell B, slips unnoticed through temporal lobes. (Travelling a 

neuropathological channel associated to disbelief- how you’ll never catch it at work.)  

Decuun implicitly condones all actions we commit before arrival. Once here, it seeks to 

correct us. Newly added members of a performance troupe now asked to audition. 

  

For most law violations Decuun mandates client nations submit their populace to their 

“You Need Help” Centers instead of detainment facilities. We adapted to the strange and 

exhaustive change in protocol. Crimes are crimes in the traditional sense if they are sufficiently 

violent. The system is codified. We had to memorize nine digit number sequences and learn to 

associate each number or seemingly random groups of numbers in the sequence with the 

location; type; degree; nature of crime; the regional center designated for intake according to 



type of behavior, etc. It took a year of training. 

Our Bureau is addressing claims by Decuun representatives that an organized infiltration 

of their facilities is working to undermine their efforts. Deciphering inter-group transmission is 

difficult. They seem to use metaphoric code to report reconnaissance.  

 

 

The Beginnings of an American Education -% 

 

Clarion Call 

 

The faculty exhausts person to thing. 

This faction recalls falsehood. 

The river evaporates the banks. 

 

 

The second Jack Johnson song is playing in the elevator over static. First man holds a 

clipboard and the other does not, one on a ride, the other an agent. Pointing at the straight-up 

position of the needle above the elevator door, the trainer speaks, 

“…And the people working the conveyer belt are on that floor. Ask a question.” 

 Man with clipboard quickly raises his finger to signal for pause. Without facial 

recognition exchanged and with slight-of-hand skill, he retrieves a pen from his pocket protector. 

Arranging all elements at his control, he checks the appropriate box. 

 “Good. Now wait.” Assessor leads me to a desk, grabs the stopwatch from the table and 

starts it ticking as he sits down across from me and asks,  

 “Which box was checked?”  

 “Addresses the need of enlistment appropriately” 

 “Shows promise. From this point on, removing yourself from your chair is not allowed. 

At this point it is apparent…” Assessor uses a look to silently search for agreement. 

 “You hope.” 

 “Statement of truth” 

 “Pass.” Training manual is explained. Little is known of written word, all of this is in the 

patient’s best interest. We seem to allow, 

 “What? Are they listening?” Safe to say, 

 “Yes. Always, and in all ways” 

 A key expresses a need to lock. We spend our lives looking for and being given keys, 

never discussing what they open. Thinking like this paints you into cubical representations -you 

become something torn apart to form a less solid picture- Picasso is not alive. Facilitating 

thoughts with ease makes you a candidate, puts the eyes of Decuun upon you. Their stare, 

invisible yet registered, disintegrates you piecemeal. They laugh at you -and every attempted 

and/or planned action; your claims that you’re whole.  

 “All items in the field are approachable.” 

Agent leaves elevator in patient garb. Underwear and bra -if needed- is the only 

allowance. Everything conceived must be accounted, emission is omission. A slip causes a spill 

on the floor, 

(This is what you get… This is what you get…) 

Agent feigns shivers, and awaits a message delivered by the building’s intercom. Unit 

door opens. All residents look toward the entrance while moving to gather around the unit’s 

television, because with each new entry they know it will switch on. A blank screen triggered to 

fix empty faces, 

“Go to work.” 



Agent pretends silence, lowers eyes to the floor. As we have mastered our periphery by 

now, evaluating who wears how much clothes occurs without direct interaction. -As mandated:  

 

We must discover thought-sound transference. That is, how thoughts become audible 

enough for broadcast. The bosses listen in. Confer as we intend to confirm.  

 

(…when you mess with us…) Report: Murmurs on ward and one known,  

(…Karma Police arrest this girl…) Conveying permission to indict, insert Radiohead.   

“All lights on the walls, floor, and ceiling shut off. Area near the Center’s reception 

flashes into blues, reds, whites and yellows. So, activity accelerating in the Center is a shade, 

right?” 

“Which.” 

“I do naught.” 

“Fail.” 

“How can we, I mean?” 

“Failure is confirmed,” 

(…She talks in maths, her Hitler hairdo is making me feel ill…) 

As we’ve discovered in another branch, this meant I was doing well. Assessor leans back 

in swivel-chair, shifts his head slightly to the left,  

“Next.” 

(…and we have crashed her party.) 

As a matter of public record:  When a patrol arrives, all civilians will turn around and 

place their hands on their heads in an automatic response to presence. This cannot be helped. 

Argument on this point, though inevitable, goes against the Principle of Entropy. Can’t figure 

how lights flash on ward from no detectable points of origin. 

“Endemia?  What is constant?” 

“Continue.” 

“We have no grounds.” Conversation continues, now Agent is patient. 

“This gauge covers abuse with theories to found all reactions in order to map the brain.” 

Speaking in query, referencing Schrodinger, 

“So a cat’s in there?” Assessor answers by touching Agent’s shoulder, Agent yells, 

“What-why tell hell, you’re touching to be my holster!” Time allotted for an Assessor’s 

dismissal from each unit must be relative to assigned interactions in each area. Sound is the only 

acceptable measure, acoustics, the only varying constant.  

“Time allotted for exit is set-variable.”  

“Fail in attempt.” 

 “I’m out by echo’s death.” 

“Pass.” Assessor leans forward to pick up pen, stating loud enough for the entire hiring 

pool to hear, 

“We have a new hire.” All assessors respond in deadpan concord, 

“Damn congratulations.” Half the room is removed with an announcement through 

loudspeakers, 

“Next.” 

Agents use words in phrase sponges for physiological hygiene and employ spoken dances 

to clean secret releases of generations who will never deafen the earth with innocent wails. 

Lurching vision out the corners of eyes, inhaling lesser life, forms near absolute death murdered 

by agents of an unwitting genocide. Decuun prefers our moans arcane and dowsed in fear, 

someone is always watching. Think how much income will compensate for the many times I 

couldn’t be there when you know I should have.  

Every twenty-fifth to twenty-eighth frame -you’re taught 24 frames pass in a second- 



images composite staggered as they assemble. Registered, nevertheless, at the top of the occipital 

and travelling discreet through victim parietal lobes. Gives you your plans for the future and 

your sense of what will happen, precludes shock, -issues your works to minimize disgust- 

Decuun is never considered an unseemly monster serving only a greater demon.  

 

An intercept referred to as the “You Need Help communiqué” suggests a group has been 

attempting to get their members hired in treatment centers. They may have succeeded, certain 

portions seem to cover a new hire’s orientation. Our Decuun representative claims that evidence 

of infiltration was only recently discovered, but they believe it began long ago. Our task force 

has thus far found no way to identify members, or anyone sympathetic to the group’s alleged 

goals. They seem to enjoy music and communicate using agreed-upon interpretations of lyrics of 

selected songs. 

A patient being processed for “You Need Help” intake sits at a computer terminal and 

types up to two pages explaining:  

“Why they feel they need help.” Or,  

“Why they feel they are being forced to accept unwarranted help.” The first evidence of 

an organized infiltration was found in these files. We’re working a theory that this group uses 

quotes from a common book when writing Intake Statements. 

    

It’s what startled the myths out of us. Reverberations through unmoving light, we talk 

about speeds relative to capacities and what’s possible without losing our bodies. If a leaf falls 

from a tree at an approximate moment, or at this rate of approach, would the branch or ground 

cease to be?  Now is everything quiet. Within relentless noise, conversations and music, I feel 

the hidden, obvious and calm view of heaven. 

“When I was contacted by your offices I was taken a bit aback, being a freshman 

Senator.” That’s what I said when I met their rep, obviously I was aware of Decuun, no one 

seeking a position in government - especially at the national level - can afford not to be. By the 

end of the preliminary meet, I decided to contact your group.” 

 “We’re sure you’ll be interested in what we can do for you Sir.” 

   “Do for me?” 

 The senator told us that by the end of the meeting he was compelled to seek out any 

group or movement that may be working against Decuun. He couldn’t quite explain why and we 

didn’t share information we’ve already gathered. For now, our interaction with ‘Distinguished 

Gentleman’ is tenuous. 

What do you say when you know you’ve seen the person you love and you are yet to 

meet them? Vows:  ‘We know full hearts and empty hands -get lost in rudiments of desire, lose 

our selves. Standing in darkness where it was raining stars- If absence makes the heart grow 

fond, what comes next? Will we notice each other’s presence more keenly within… 50 feet of 

each other? The first time we touch will open a new, less discernable distance- a silhouette 

against a brightening sky.’ 

“Senator we offer guaranteed reelection and a well-paid post-public position.” 

“I’m not sure you know about me, a Senator’s pay is more than enough. The country 

needs a strong middle class and my pay places me amongst them. I presume you gentlemen were 

aware of my campaign.” 

“Sir, we know what you ran on and we know what you meant. This meeting is about 

what you’re willing to do in exchange for the operating space necessary to accomplish any of 

your goals, -literally, any of them.” 

What do you say after you’ve long since met them and your third or fourth night together 

gets awkward? ‘Oh how precious- your thoughts were haunting but you blushed, and afterward I 

held you longer than you wanted. You welcome me then fight off what develops. And you say 



it’s something about always being watched. I think it’s always being seen through while 

pretending we’re statues. But nothing makes you move and nothing will take away your ‘alone’. 

Apparently DG inquired into the possibility of removing our armed forces from one of 

the four countries (arenas) holding them currently engaged. 

“First we have to make clear something you already know, though probably haven’t 

heard quite this way. Your positions are given to you, and taken by you, with regard to what best 

serves your revenue-generating population. You keep them happy you get your more-than 

middle-class salary. To ensure the body you serve remains, you have laws and coordinated 

armed response coupled with assemblies that directly support your choices while in office.” 

“You mean Political Action Committees and Lobbyists? Of course, bodies that exist 

thanks to our right to peaceably assemble.” 

“Whatever. You only pull specific levers to turn specific wheels you already know are 

properly greased, to do otherwise is counter-productive.” 

“Agreed” 

“To have a hope of recalling any of your nation’s armed services you need to join a group 

of thirty. This meeting is to ensure you know our qualifications, and for us to assess your 

willingness to meet them.”  

 Oh how precious- you feel threatened. It was something energetic that collapsed in your 

chest, a feeling of destruction you cannot reconcile to tests. Now you know winter is not the only 

time to feel warm and any summer day can be cold. Can you squeeze enough heat from the smile 

through which you speak when you tell me, “I hope to see you soon, but now, you have to go.”?  

Oh how precious- the lonely remnant. I haven’t spoken to her since.  

It’s a constant struggle to capture this spirit’s amusement; a need to have someone else 

know that no matter what anyone would say about your life, they’re wrong. This is just the outer 

shell of a divine intrusion. Not the greasy smiles and gold-threaded robes of their pay-the-toll-

man-divinity. 

 “But I was elected to a group of one-hundred.” 

 “And you can stay there, accomplishing just enough to keep your position, maybe even 

for a couple of terms, or you can actually start a movement toward the change you want.” 

 “Is the procedure Decuun is suggesting illegal?” 

 “Every action Decuun takes is well within the bylaws of our agreement with your nation 

as our client. These procedures are already in place.” 

 “Says who? I’m a senator and this is the first time I’m hearing of it.” 

 “Decuun wastes no time speaking about topics best addressed to parties already in 

positions to utilize the means required to meet a goal.” 

 “There you go. Streamlining the process enables us to best serve our citizens. This is me 

being called to task. I’m up for whatever you need.” 

Eyes shut, world fuzzes in like off-signal transmission -lost in cavernous words, and a 

thought flashed, synchronized across the void:  I was in a certain heavy silence spawning voices 

upon voices through my otherwise vacant mind, and that must’ve been the speaker’s 

fault. Otherwise, image of fingertips graced upon my shoulder -seated in the third to last pew- 

thought of the usher leaning forward. Startle shakes my head awake and I snap-up straight in my 

seat. The rear corner of my eye is haunted by the usher’s return to his post, backward steps, not 

to turn his back on the idol-plaster sufferer, call it what you may:   

We know this and us and all things will end, so... 

 DG was given a date, time and place for a meeting where he will be “tested and 

rewarded.” -He says he’s certain that was the exact phrase. Though he’s sure he correctly 

reported the details of his first meeting with Decuun officials, he says he met with an increasing 

inner difficulty mentally arranging and recalling this report. DG came across as sincere, insisting 

he adopted his cavalier cooperation with what he sees as an unconstitutional system of 



governance only to figure out exactly what Decuun does and how it’s done. However he is a 

politician, he claims he searched us out through our pentagon contact, and no claims will be 

substantiated.    

          …Why not congregate? In the names of what defines our lives, their minds, and how 

strange it feels to not belong. Eyes gentle drift back, lids fall to weighted rest, my head slops 

over to the right, world fuzzes out like off-signal transmission: Smiles stretch across walls of 

canyons formed of echoing words, -all our bodies wrapped in comfort comatose, or the 

translucent belly of a mechanical fish. Swimming swirls through depths -scales falling like stars 

to black endless fathoms below or above, vision delving across the void, I looked down too long 

and became transfixed.   

 Necessary checks through trusted channels, appropriate protocols commenced regarding 

our Distinguished Gentleman (DG.) Per standard, no resource we work is to know any other 

utilized resource, unless absolutely necessary. We pray those interactions aren’t heir to Decuun 

monitors. Makes sense to keep quiet for safety to all parties but, “That makes sense” has 

admittedly become an uneasy conclusion regarding the majority of our discoveries.  

I don’t know where she went, but I heard warbles of voices piecing together messages, 

like an auditory mosaic. Too many voices, trying to pick out one to listen to will drive you mad.  

Otherwise, image of a crowd seated, lowering to their knees amid the sound of a thousand 

creaks, knee-pads swung out from the lower backs of pews hitting thick maroon carpet with 

countless soft thuds echoing the hall.   

Pentagon bureau confirmed no word from justice house, in court or intelligence. Strange 

to work so committed unawares, I’ve spoken to three or four of ours who have seen our Leavers 

go. We commit to all this orchestration to find more Leavers. Not sure what this all adds up to. 

Still we collect numbers, discerning proper treatment, and disdaining division. (DG) said his 

head almost hurts as he recalls. His thoughts scramble. He’s fairly certain the reps from Decuun 

abruptly, somewhere in conversation and without changing topic, asked him how young he likes 

his girls. He responded he’s married, they laughed. Our leaders insist we don’t adopt a cynical 

outlook regarding the lives of their “leaders” and public figures; it’s oversimplification to 

dismiss them all as perverts, all of us aim to leave.  

Hands clutch and tighten around my neck, becoming short of breath, panic deep within 

reverberates to my surface. Head snaps awake synchronized with everyone in the room kneeling, 

corresponding with the priest as a group, reciting rehearsed answers to the widest questions. 

Sorrow and incense thin on conditioned, chilled, dusty air. We bow our heads toward the altar.  

 

 

Example of a Boy Beginning His “Education” =@ 

 

Have you taken what Is- rightfully mine        

 

  /Platform? 

 

Are  

 your   

                                                       Windows                   

worth losing to hopeful microscopes? 

 

Bill, look and see what you’ve done. 

 

 

“Here’s the machine.” -A three-by-five foot black box, in blue lettering along its top: 



Your Friend. 

 “State the patients’ number into this speaker. Perform.” Agent questions, 

 “I have no number. Is this a mock-up assignment to match the room?” 

 (You’re questioning the sciences…) 

 “Good, I see we’ve hired another asset. Note this room will be crowded with infirmed 

and you must be one of them when performing your duties.” 

 “Demonstration follows” 

 Trainer scans room with bouncing eyes, tilts the heart-half of his body in the direction of 

the speaker, whispers a series of numbers fast into the speaker’s metal cover as his brain cavity 

glances nearest the machine.  

(…You’re questioning religion…) 

 “Now, slap any surface of the box with an open hand.” 

 At this point Your Friend is awaiting a second voice. Having already murmured your 

observations to a fellow Doctor on the floor, your part in this dosing is complete. After 

considering your input, the second Doctor will add his own assessment before giving his vocal 

prompt to Your Friend.  

 “Identify other doctors how?” 

 “All doctors wear the least clothes in the room and acquire articles of clothing as their on- 

floor time increases, this and on-unit position enables discernment. You’ve done your job.” 

 (…You’re looking like an idiot…) 

 A voice from across the room, -I could not distinguish the source-, stated clearly, 

 “Naturally I won’t be speaking.”    

“Step with me.” 

Trainer moves toward the direction in which the voice came, trainee accompanies. Now 

you’ll sit yourself in front of the television, or go to the magazine rack. At this time your 

observations are being given to Your Friend. 

Trainer winks at the machine. Second doctor cups his hands around Your Friend’s 

speaker, presses his mouth to it and recites in a regular tone: 

“Only displays emotions as mental construct; has touched three to five chairs; stood 

before the window; sat in the last chair touched; moves around more than speaks to others.” 

Second doctor moves to the magazine rack. 

“If you choose the television, number two goes to the rack and vice versa.” 

“Understood, -And dispensing medication?” 

“For purposes of demonstration, that’s number three, beginning in three to five minutes.” 

(…And you know longer care- REM) 

I’m reminded that songs will be playing on the intercom, told everyone on the unit will 

be shuffling their feet, especially the doctors as it speaks to duration of stay. My voice, recorded 

at interview, is being programmed into Your Friend as we wait. I’m warned most patients will 

mimic the doctors’ various interactions with the machine. A man in boxers and a white-tee 

undershirt walks up to Your Friend and starts laughing, hugs the big black box and traces his 

finger under the blue letters. 

“That doctor could have also vocally groaned or whimpered in a depressed manner then 

slammed the side of Your Friend. Any combination of these will work. The only action required 

to complete the order is physically touching the machine, it will then dispense medication”.    

Your Friend whurrs low for a few seconds then clicks. A sound like a door opening 

inside Your Friend’s body is heard and a plastic packet drops into a dispensary tray in the middle 

of Your Friend’s lower half. 

“All pills dissolve upon contacting saliva- like any prescription from any doctor. So 

there’s no need for water.” 

“No aftertaste?” 



“Not even a real sensation in the mouth.” 

“As number three completes triggering Your Friend’s medication, you are to engage the 

patient you prescribed the pills to. You will speak to them as you lead them to Your Friend. You 

are to touch their shoulder, look at Your Friend’s tray, point down and say, 

‘Look, it’s ready for you.’ 

“No further cue will be needed for the patient to ingest their medicine.” 

“Is that guaranteed?” Trainer gives me a quick astonished look that eases into a smile, 

“We’ve been doing this a long time.” 

Subliminal cues beneath the words and music over the intercom must be the preemptive 

trigger for the, 

“Look it’s ready for you.” being enough for the patient to automatically take their dose. 

Decuun’s You Need Help centers address the governments’ inability to provide what are 

considered necessary controls.  

“As a doctor in this facility, you’ll work on-floor in one unit for three hours after 

breakfast and before lunch. You will already have memorized the unit’s patient numbers and 

names upon arrival that morning. Each day you’ll complete at least two of the Doctor’s stations 

we covered in today’s training.” 

“So at that point I’ll have on boxers and an undershirt.” 

“Fast learner, you’re quite the asset. Before lunch two guards will arrive and call your 

name for transfer. You are to record your general observations of the morning unit sometime 

after your lunch break.”  

“Average patient turnaround must disallow doctor identification.” 

“It does, nearly all patients are out of this facility within seventy two hours and most of 

them have been in two units during their stay, this patient shuffling requires each doctor has 

three different male units to cycle through each week. Now, as I was saying…” 

Interrupting the trainer is not recommended, though after you’re hired there seems to be a 

grace period; comments and demeanor are not scrutinized as closely as in pre-hire trials. 

“You are to memorize the ID numbers and names of the patients in your next assigned 

unit for the two hours before dinner.” 

“How many patients per unit?” 

“Thirteen, including the three doctors.” I’m told to remember that intake and exit 

evaluations are the only times a patient knows they’re meeting with doctors at the center. The 

intake procedure occurs after a patient is assigned a computer station and is interviewed through 

a connection called, “Computer-Screen Call (CSC)” Patent Pending. Decuun holds all patents. 

“You and the other two doctors are only known to each other by your amount of clothing. 

You have ten names and their respective numbers to memorize twice a day.”  

“No problem.” 

 

You are energy churning upon energy that never was and always is at the center of this 

galaxy and within the point where all stars are one. Where energy collapses and turns upon itself 

until all notion of being -observable or not- ceases and differentiation of known place; space; time, 

fails, and all is one. You are not that point yet from this point you are this star we call sun, and 

within a fold of the sun’s heliosphere, you are the intense stirring molten core of the earth. 

Something more descript yet softer and less visible than anything physical. You are not that, you 

are the sun, through the earth’s field, sparking, metabolizing into manifest within each nerve cell, 

and every synapse throughout your body, building your brain.  

You are the further known physicality within each cell’s mitochondria utilizing energy it 

produces so your cells’ ribosomes can store and reproduce the DNA of every part of you, ensuring 

your longevity. You are not these. You are an internal framework of addition, subtraction, division 

and multiplication tables applied as variable articulations of intent, calculated to livable degrees of 



accuracy. You are your thoughts and feelings, less your instincts, mentally intuited constructs of 

personal right and wrong, all consecrated in the alchemy of emotional expression. You are 

anything from a scowl to a smile you grant a stranger or friend, justifications of your stance and 

impressions you take from all your interactions.  

 

In the parade you want the incremental dripping of works and facial contortions, half-

smiles, invisible bruises present beneath the spoken tones. Expectations of the day, the hunt or 

salvage for survival planned. Wails of agony thinned as they cool from magma dream sequences, 

turned over to convey empathetic revivals.  

“It’s not half as bad as you think,” 

Description of second meeting between DG and Decuun reps, 

“Room was lit by long narrow pits along the walls on the floor. What seemed like sunken 

light boxes projected patterns of burning flames playing on all four walls, and climbing to the 

ceiling, the center of the room had the coolest temperature.” 

Everything is noisier than it seems and only heard in its full breadth if I’d just shut up. I 

heard that bit-phrased accusation, overacting the scene, translated as matter of course for 

unarticulated cognitive process. It’s not the whole parade scripted rising from my bed. Noted the 

air was awaiting movement. Some moment of weakness, praying for companionship, ticker tape 

tallied gains and losses from three days ago.  

“A man in an expensive suit stood in center and forward of two men in hooded capes. Each 

man held something in their hands, as I tried to see it the well-dressed man spoke, “(Name of DG 

withheld), for what purpose do you seek access to our higher order?”  

“I was not briefed or prepared for this second meeting with Decuun in any way. As I told 

them I want US troops withdrawn from all active global arenas, the room seemed to get warmer. 

Before my every response I heard what sounded like a group of small children laughing, obviously 

inaudible, and directed straight at me. By instinct, I looked around for a source of the laughter, but 

instead noticed a doorway opening into another room behind the ceremony’s leaders.”  

A sacred punctuated realization, slicing up thin strips of paper because if the satellites 

wanted to see this, you know they could. Gather up the evidence from unacknowledged corners of 

conception. Print-out cut-out, rain down mockeries, tree-corpse nondescript congratulations. 

Welcome you home type parade to convince you that you had been at war and now the fighting 

has stopped. The battles never cease, just switch arenas.  

“You know. Think about it, what, the whole world’s in on it for your benefit or demise?” 

“The two hooded figures extended their hands, the central figure spoke, and for the first 

time I could see what they were holding. A dove in a small golden birdcage was to the left of the 

well-dressed man, a fencing-style sword was in the hooded man’s hand. The men said, in unison,  

“You may set this bird free, though its legs are bound to its perch, or you may kill it with 

this sword.” 

Carry on the inner struggle or subdue, accommodate, congeal your person with generally 

accepted frames of surrender. Sigh, there’s nothing that can be done. Giggle, set attention prone to 

receive entertainment. There’s time to pass, parasites to feed, pain to attend, lives to numb. Don 

concerned looks, engage illusory awe and surprise, place a phone call -send a text. 

“I just never chose- Fought because I sensed a fight.” 

 “I asked how I could set the bird free when it was bound to its perch, and something 

happened during the well-dressed man’s answer. While being told that opening the cage door 

would make my choice clear I felt a strong sensation of energy swooping into my head. A sort of 

unseen thickness as one wave, swept from the back of my head and forward, across, or through 

my brain. I remember them explaining this was only so that the bird wouldn’t be freed indoors. 

As they spoke another voice loudly announced in the adjoining room: 

 “God has touched him now.” 



Works through all procession, and any pause from us rising to our return to collapse in 

euphoric exhaustion, plays what you know to be you against what you hope you are and what you 

refuse your sight. Convulsion-yawn the disdain for your position, after the marching band, in front 

of the cash register, pretending you’ve already forgotten overheard portions of their conversations. 

They’re just instruments being fingered, beaten, stroked; forced to orgasm against their wills. 

Make you feel dirty for synchronized glandular secretions led in concert by god, angel, devil or 

demon. Make you glorious, place your order, smile, glance silent articulations of being, reach for 

the cup and off to your place.   

 “My eyes rolled up into my head, I felt light on my feet for a few seconds, then I 

watched my own arm extend and take the fencing sword from the well-dressed man’s right hand. 

I swear to you I had no control over this. I lifted it upward, over the man in the center. All this 

happened faster than I could question. I’m certain they did something to me; I somehow acted 

against my own will. The sword moved from my right hand to my left, I watched it as I drew the 

sword back and stabbed the dove. The bird whimpered meekly and its blood started gushing out. 

I apparently struck it in a major artery or something. Suddenly I was back in control of my body, 

looking down at the sword in my hand. Blood was pooling, covering the bottom of the cage.” 

“You’re not in control then- no one is.” 

(DG) clarified why his recount is so accurate. He wrote it all down at his first opportunity, 

and re-read it every time he tried to remember. He was told that he had done well but he still has 

much to learn, and that Decuun is looking forward to working with him. 

Regions refused self-navigation contract, constrict the iris. The pupil, being a black body, 

is perfect complete shadow allowing the indweller vision. And what if a poor bastard intuited their 

existence? -Welcomed their participation, -for the purpose of familiarizing himself with outlines 

of their being-, then demanded they relinquish control? Runoff swirling downward, every 

communication becomes façade behind which motives are surmised and unspoken intents are 

taken to be literal content, masked in metaphoric speech. Standing in the shower, feeling the water 

in the pipes more than what’s falling. -No, the heat of the metal carrying the message, laughter 

circling the drain. Second to third block down Main Street, crowd of onlookers starts to thicken. 

 

 

The Beginnings of an American Education 

 

Chapter 2.  The Address Toward Collegiate Study.  The New in Art. &$ 

 

We close our eyes over starlight. 

When your eyes shut, what do you see? 

 

-A projection and projector?   

-The laughter on the outside and sorrow in the center? 

 

My shivers originated in my bones, grass formed my bed. 

 

We will destroy you- 

 You faceless empty attitudes built within walls of apathy. 

We have seen what you’ve done. 

 

Our bodies and our planet were glowing.   

Sky was the soft white light we and the world emanated- 

 Breathing was infinite calm, being was timeless joy. 

 



All this stopped- rendered as ‘yet to be known-’   

And only if the child knows it’s self beyond manifest. 

 

 My shivers originated in my bones, starlight formed my bed. 

     

It is fun to talk about flowery endings and apocalyptic visions- 

It is mind controlling nothing 

And heart unawake. 

 

    Being is what you are;  

While you are being an emotion or even ‘feeling one’ 

Being is One 

 

We close our eyes over starlight. 

When your eyes shut, what do you see? 

 

-A puppet show and its audience? 

-The admiration of everything and reverence for nothing? 

 

Do not think about these words. Do not think. 

Stop looking around and learn to be within 

See through and as your self, and into the world- 

Through light and into the cosmos 

 

The shivers in my bones originated in stars.  

 

 

Suspect statements from Intake and Exit processing indicate prepared memorization. All 

entries made during in Computer Screen Calls are encrypted to make the patient’s file anonymous. 

With no association to patient or location of entry, statements are considered clinical data 

demonstrating ubiquitous positive results, member nations were thereby enabled to expect 

improvements in their populations should they meet Decuun’s requirements for their “You Need 

Help” program. Decuun reports they are currently decrypting the system to provide us a list of 

probable Group members. 

 

“In the afternoon you’ll visit the station you would have advanced to when you left the 

morning unit. By then your preliminary observations are to have been filed. You are to instruct 

the guard, your escort, to synch patient transfers appropriately.” 

Decuun Robbers at intake and exit have recently started scrutinizing patient entries. They 

may be screening for infiltration. As constant record is kept, a filter has been provided to remove 

all repetitious chatter. It is the fashion of autonomy. Constant discards are indecipherable. The 

public’s argument becomes secure in some relation to the position of stars. Keep kool keith, with 

whom I was never acquainted. -or cared to know (These are the jokes…)  

Conception:  touch of a butterfly’s fluttering wing, the air bouncing on the skin and a 

rush of inner calm. How much relief a long sought-for answer provides only improved by having 

never asked a question. Were it not for this form -these parameters of being- I’d puddle in the air, 

a pool of thickening vapor refusing to shift solid from cloud, one step from mind.   

“Admiring the flowers that grow beside the station’s platform won’t change when your 

train’s leaving,” -late is late (…to their schedules, at our cadences…) 

A place on the board is easily mistaken for a position of God-like stature as board 



members are asked to relieve society’s strife. Decuun is “international” in root concept, existing 

to map all brain function and to augment any behavior deemed abhorrent by leadership of 

member nations to near extinction, unless deemed temporarily useful on a case-specific basis. 

The body licenses all grave robbers to practice. All approved forms of medicine stem from one 

common root, biological pathways discerned and extrapolated while observing dissected corpses. 

The ages spawning our world’s current state were dark. 

Doctors Consult: ‘Taking another pill, destroying the ladder we were going to use -for 

lack of a structure to lean it against- we avoided the fall to save our bones. Broccoli has more 

calcium than milk. (Aridity doesn’t mean you’re alone, it means that with it, you’re alright.) And 

sesame has more calcium than broccoli.’ (Moist air doesn’t mean you’re embraced, it means that 

without it, you’re fine.)  

Biological pathways observed current to actual internal processes are a recent advent. 

Medical science is case study built upon case study. While their medicine’s conceptual 

foundation has become marshlands over the last century, any new advances they make only 

serve to replace load-bearing structures in a cathedral once thought pristine. Its walls stained 

black as death, its windows shiny and clear -muddy-shore leap frog (…opening act.) 

You have no choice. The choice is yours; you will be medicated to under-normal, 

nurtured into diapers, or have your problems strewn into a pageantry we’ll direct with pokes and 

prods. We’re here to help. I fit where they want me. Doing my best not to whore out my mind, 

they promise I’ll get comfortable on all fours. They would stand on my back and mimic the 

Statue of Liberty but cross-dressing is ill-advised. They get around to me once a week. The 

beauty I’ve found in these confines is the razor’s edge, foot before foot and mile after yards. 

Can’t be tracked as distance moved or a path traveled, but it’s more than pacing the hall.  

Speak into the speaker,   

 “Patient dreams of spaces between stars, refuses to share, increase dosage as 

recommended.”  

 Madness is easily diagnosed on their side of the Plexiglas. We wear gowns, they share 

eyes. Their names wear letters. We laugh aloud. They snicker in silence, pondering where 

psychiatric care becomes psychological torture over meals cooked to order, gnawing meat from 

the bones of the matter, placing the line between unsettling differences in character and 

psychiatric assassination. There is no Plexiglas. Situational-contextual factors addressed, 

impartially aided to ask,  

“Who needs help now?”  

Elders may recognize these quotes from our founder’s writings. We have learned quite a 

bit since those days. As he or she is not here and we never receive advance notice of return visits, 

I resume, for sake of nostalgia and honor in absentia.   

 I have a choice. Straighten-up, using the pops and fizzes their pills cause my brain to 

define what straight is, or get nice and comfortable inside my cage. They assure me they’ll 

dispense accordingly. To you unexamined holders of mischief proclaiming beliefs you’ve held 

too long and without question:   

 I am not akin to your likeness. Listening is much less than prognosis. Your satisfaction 

cannot proclaim a cure. We have played the same field long enough. This world is not a neural 

construct; a composite sketch for a crew; a stage directed by commanders.  

 Are you listening? Can you stop? 

  

 We asked our Decuun representative about the accuracies of the You Need Help 

communiqué. His response was vague and oddly to a point:  

Decuun Organinzation employs an optimal combination of therapies to create dynamic 

and results-driven treatments. These include contemporary and applicable interpretations of 

Jungian Archetypes, Gestalt Therapy and counseling focused on the Freudian ego and id 



symbiotic dichotomy. 

 -An explanation beyond our grasp. We did not discuss the possibility that You Need Help 

communiqués are literal, given the wide use of metaphor in the writings attributable to the 

Group’s leader or leaders. Decuun embodies a new concept, which makes them a natural target 

for alleged nefarious intent. Infiltrators seem to have themselves all worked up with one or many 

theories as to what exactly Decuun’s goals are. The investigation has taken a toll on my task 

force. I’ve heard occasional outbursts of doubt and concern, like: 

 “If they can do that to anyone how do we know they aren’t infiltrating us? You know, 

maybe just to make sure our findings are to their liking.”  

I prepared a memo to clarify that Decuun is not who we are investigating. I required 

everyone on the task force to read a couple pages of a Decuun website. Their mission statement 

outlines their intention to aid a client nation’s ability to best serve its citizenry. Information 

detailing what a country must do before being accepted as a Decuun client is available on the 

same website: 

 

Secure agreement of eighty percent of your citizens’ governing members, whether voted 

into office or appointed, for service qualification. Decuun has subsidiaries to help your 

nation’s governance obtain qualification numbers. We take advantage of the fact that any 

country’s laws are meant to remain mutable, capable of inhaling current situations and 

problems, then exhaling answers and solutions. Let Decuun become your nation’s lungs. 

Exceptional performance guaranteed.  

 

A wing in the central building of Decuun’s operational center is dedicated to Research 

and Development; a wing to Physics; one to Practical and Technical Sciences; one to “Economic 

Deployment”, and another to what is called “Commercial and/or Political Pathology”. Decuun 

recently insisted the group has infiltrated not just their “Help” centers, but each of their branches. 

Our task force has expanded in response to this information. 

Two weeks ago Decuun reported the group’s “invasion”, as they put it, has progressed to 

their central offices. Decuun Organization’s position in world affairs precludes us from 

suspecting an active rebellion of Decuun employees and officers. If this angle is being addressed 

as an internal investigation, we would only be notified if a public law is broken and even then, it 

would only be if the violation is something Decuun considers punishable by our justice system.  

We are combing through personal exchanges between citizens for any evidence of a 

group intent on making Decuun’s operating procedures public. We theorize a recent intercept 

given to us from a member of this group is meant for delivery to a member outside Decuun’s 

central office. Possibly it was left in the open; where a Decuun agent planted it to be found. As 

citizens of one of Decuun’s charter clients, more is expected of our task force. Our country 

joined back when the organization was called DUNC. -An honor of backbreaking tedium.  

 

 

[Shakespeare] ~` 

 

Where we’re at 

 

In the buzzing, wavy light of a fluorescent bulb whose one end is disconnecting -cast onto a 

night time parking lot- our shadows tremble. 

 

A child uses a stick dipped in gutter water to write descriptions of where we were on the 

sidewalk. 

 



 

(“Do you realize…”) 

9072 Spoke apart from Flaming Lips, 

“But they don’t understand doc- I mean I know you’re the doctor here. I’ve seen it 

enough,” 

My response accorded my training: “What the hell?” -loud and put-off, “Just sat here to 

fucking watch T.V.” Entered unit in boxer briefs and undershirt, 

“I mean, you don’t understand. I raped her. No one here- no one I’ve told believes me. 

She even denies it, though she is my sister.” 

(“…That you have the most…”)  

“Right man, look I didn’t sit here to talk. You’re an ear rapist is what you are.” 

Here’s where I may have discovered one. He’d been sitting silently behind me, legs 

stretched, body reclined in a non-reclining chair for twenty-thirty minutes, looking at the ceiling. 

(“…Beautiful face…”)  

“I entered her against her will. I know I did. She didn’t scream or anything and later, she 

swore up and down we weren’t related. When we got home the next morning, I couldn’t look at 

her. Sitting there smiling, like she had something on me.” 

Patient behind me leaned forward and spoke into my ear, 

“I know you feel it when I’m close doc.” 

(“…Do you realize…”) 

Natural instinct response withheld. I already since barefoot and boxers on this unit owed 

this one a peculiar synchronicity. 

9072: “I mean I still feel her struggling and when I remember, it’s her face squirming and 

looking all uncomfortable,” 

(“…We’re floating in space…”) 

Patient stood up and spoke loudly as if he was addressing the whole room. 

“You know that light sort of airy feeling in your chest.” 

-Exactly what I felt every time he near. I managed to get up and move away as he moved 

toward me, and on cue I felt as if my center, upper chest was solidifying. 

“Ear rapist can’t even let me watch T.V.” I didn’t look at the potential Leaver- 

(“…Do you realize…”) 

He walked to the end of the hall toward Your Friend.  

“I’m just saying I belong in jail, not here. Yeah, you walk away. You’re a shit doctor 

anyway.” He followed me. I walked over by the window of the common area and all 

weightlessness in my chest dissipated.  

(“…That happiness… makes you cry…”) 

Walked along the wall to the back of the front area, turned the corner, and walked down 

the hall. Potential Leaver was clearing hallway, same softness began as he approached. Arrived 

at the hallway’s end, looked out the window. Turned around and walked along opposite wall 

back to Your Friend. Saw 9072’s dosage in the dispensing tray. 

(“…Do you realize…”) 

I heard laughing and, 

“Yeah let’s all exercise.” -from the common area, which was beyond my view, as I 

shuffled my feet quickly to return, patient 9072, ready for dosing, passed me. I have no 

explanation for how the correct patient winds up at Your Friend every single time. It’s a system 

of apparently innocuous protocols at work, only coming together after the right three employees 

perform their tasks in the right order. There is no telling us apart from patients on the floor. All 

employees take water tabs at designated intervals, on one (or both) units they attend each day.  

 (“… everyone you know… one day…”) 

In the common room the suspected Leaver was doing jumping jacks. Note that I chose 



this assignment with full knowledge of the mental strain entailed, knowing how important it is to 

discover and monitor any of our future members or leaders. I rushed at the Leaver, my chest 

again softening, and pushed him on the side of his torso, knocking him from his exercise. Before 

someone wrapped arms around me and dragged me away I whispered into his ear, 

“Remember the name Jay when you get out.”  

(“…will die… So instead of saying all of your goodbyes… Let them know-”) 

 

We have received what appear to be several Interdivisional courier pouches from the 

group. If these pouches are authentic and actually sent from the group, they know they are being 

investigated. A hand-written note reading, “TD sent to our physicist and leader” was found 

inside the bag, along with a document stating the following:  

 

Fourteen various wave/particles are emitted by the sun that astrophysicists generally 

consider to pass through earth, and, so far as they will ever know, all things physical. Physics 

Department (PD) has formulated the equations and plans to build from five of these particle-

fields, an empty, invisible space, -a void. The first field we have isolated will provide the 

resonant signature for all objects Decuun intends to operate from inside this space. Each object, 

on its own will also encase itself within an object-specific allotment of the ‘void,’ rendering it 

invisible to any potential observer, even when separated from the field it is resonant to. 

Naturally, three of the other fields, structured from applied particle behaviors, will be used to 

allow for the objects’ physical dimensions. The fifth field will support any and all functions of 

these objects, including motion; inter-object communication; and receiving and sending signals 

through the first field to and from the physical, known world. PD hereby petitions Practical and 

Technical Sciences (PTSD). Develop mechanized systems to: 

  

1. Match the resonant signature of the ‘void’ described above.  

2. Meet above functioning criteria.  

3. Remain functional when bombarded with Electro-magnetic signature frequencies 

required to transfer each object into the void.  

4. Emit energy that, after being fired through the first field mentioned, will become 

frequencies concordant to and capable of having an effect upon the electro-chemical 

systems of the human body. 

 

Send this and all required data to PTSD. 

 

We assume letters “TD” in the handwritten note references missing “technical data.” We 

are pleased with this find as it confirms our suspicion that the group is in fact organized and has 

a leader. This will aid our requests for equipment and personnel needed to solve the case. This 

information has not yet been forwarded to Decuun. 

Also, we have a potential break on the intake and exit statements. All have clear headings 

followed by symbols or letters. Words and symbols in headings are markedly separate from the 

rest of the statements, headings may reference another text used as a common resource, cited 

with symbols as annotations. We cross-referenced words in the headings with the Library of 

Congress database, current edition. So far we have no matches.  

Books listed and stored in the database have dramatically changed over the years. Ever 

since the founding of Decuun, new editions have been introduced with books removed or added. 

Each new Library of Congress catalog replaces its predecessor. We have explained our suspicion 

to our Decuun reps and have asked, as a law enforcement agency, to be granted access to earlier 

editions of the database. We’re awaiting approval.   

 



 

G.W.F Hegel theorized a rational structure for The Absolute. We may consider The 

Absolute to be ‘as close to God as we can get’. Hegel regards it as pure Thought, or Spirit, or 

Mind, developing. He reasons The Absolute develops through a dialectic form of logic. This 

espouses the notion that all movement or process, or progress is the result of conflicting inputs. 

For Hegel, reality is The Absolute in manifest, as it develops in a form and process called “the 

dialectic.” (Preceding explanation of the dialectic is mainly from what I found at Microsoft 

Encarta online encyclopedia under the entry “Dialectic.” -Preceding words were just spoken with 

a broad, open-teethed smile, head slightly tilted, my arm’s half-extended in an inviting gesture.)  

I played chess alone many times. Typically playing a while for both sides, then, after the 

game was well underway, I’d start attacking the black pieces with their own knights. I’d ‘finish’ 

these games by playing out how long the knights could survive -how much damage they could 

afflict, before they had to die at the hand of their own side. Not noteworthy if you know anything 

about chess, they say life’s a chess game.   

 DG has been cleared through proper channels. Follow all accepted protocols regarding 

informer’s class. Three weeks until authorization. Should information from his next contact not 

clear, these words are invalid. Trust is reverse entropy. How the concept of the Hegelian dialectic 

was explained to me:  

Once God decided to answer the question of “Who, or what am I?” for itself, history 

began. God’s quest for self-definition has since carried on as a process of elimination; anything 

that could be God becomes manifest, conflicting possibilities either overcome one another, or 

relatively equal possibilities form syntheses. This process defines the reason for and the character 

of all history known and unknown. Story goes that when God is able to define, or redefine itself, 

history comes to an end. 

 

 

The Modern Primer EE 

 

pOeM 

 

The calibration of thought denies the sanctity of being. 

 

mc2𝑖 = 
LW

𝑖
  

 

The insanity of evil justifies immorality. 

 

 𝑖 + L = W+ 𝑖  
 

The timetable of our enemies’ demise is secure. 

 

 sct = m 
 

The insolvency of our world obscures the answer. 

 

 E = mc2 
 

   

Cameras record the goings on in fourth-grade classrooms. This must be a form of 

nanotechnology. No child displays knowledge that they are being watched, angles the recordings 



are taken from are nearly random. At any given time the picture is from point-blank center of a 

student’s face no matter where they’re looking, or if they’re turning their heads. All recordings 

are made on the day of each class’s White Elephant Exchange. Children were told to prepare for 

the exchange by choosing an item they own; a toy or an object and that they must be willing to 

trade what they bring for an item brought by another student. 

Recordings begin when the first student displays his or her item to the class and explains 

what makes their item a thing of value. The entire process, from each student drawing their 

number indicating the order they will trade their items in, to the last trade is documented. Facial 

indicators of each child are picked through and tones of voice are scrutinized. Looks at items 

other then what each student brought are noted. Every aspect of each child’s explanation and 

every child’s every reaction is taken and apparently assigned a value.  

  What is being witnessed here I’ve thus far concluded, is how each student displays their 

knowledge, and how inclined each child is to desire material goods. Some children drum up an 

intangible value to their item by citing stories from the period of their life when their toy was 

important to them. Certain students have difficulty concentrating on the item they brought when 

presented with a classroom full of items for trade. Each student’s recorded reaction to the item 

they’ve received at the end the exchange seems tantamount only to the verbal and non-verbal 

cues made by each child watching the items exchanged as they await their turn. The exchange 

goes for three rounds in most classrooms, with some variations made at the teacher’s discretion. 

It is clear these recordings are being used to build a sort of catalogue. Our read-out 

screens flash from time to time. With each flash certain transparent colored markers appear over 

the child’s head and body, and I do not know what they mean. These frames freeze and the 

people in PTSD enter to print them out and when they have gotten all frames in question, they 

leave the room. I’ve been told after they assess the data and computations the findings are 

forwarded to Economic Deployment (ED) and Commercial and/or Political Pathology (COPD). 

One last note: the whole outfit relays all inter-departmental exchanges through courier 

pouches, no electronic or otherwise modern means of transmission are used.   

  

Walking around or sitting still mentally picturing light does nothing to return you to any 

pre or ultra-physical state. And many have told their inquisitors, some having already accepted 

aspiring students or disciples, that individual return to the source of all being is simple, should you 

let go of life’s complexity. Many who have gone before were profoundly accomplished by the 

time they were considered guides.  

In ‘communications’ jargon, every spoken word is sent through a physical channel before 

it is received by the listener. Example: If a person on one side of a crowded room is talking to a 

person on the room’s opposite side how much is accurately heard? Genuine teachers it seems 

always send their message through an inner channel muddled by the life known to each listener, 

and from this we know parables spoken by people once supposed to be guides.   

Jesus spoke in parables to convey that anyone may know his God. Mohammed wrote 

journal as he sought and found commune with Allah. Abram wept realizing he had to leave the 

civilization of his time if he hoped to know the divine. The first Buddha did much the same 

thing, and Upanishads of old steered the Brahmin class of India gradually away from fire 

sacrifice to turn inward. In every case we have the knower; the reader or seer; the interpreter, and 

the inner channels through which actions were seen and lessons were interpreted. From these we 

may access what has long-since been distilled by translators and editors. 

 

 

French Painting 

 
(Its Importance, a Definition, and the Influence Upon Modern Writing Traceable to It) ** 



 
Indemnity Clause to Friends as Editors, 

 

This is not sentiment.  I am a man, by means and measures, an object to be desired by certain 

women and men.  Some one some others may want to know.    

  

In 1943, with “Geopoliticus Child Watching the Birth of the New Man,” Salvador Dali said, 

 “How was that word spelled?” 

 

-Written having lost all timing to my work, once composed, and after room once accorded to my 

Sat-Song was no longer available. 

 

  

News room brief:  ‘Conspiracies are for the birds, unless our cleaner is without your help, 

vote for street sweepers and pray for clouds. Now you’re allowed to yell at the dust they spread 

into the air and laugh when the podium hides the majority of the Speaker.’ 

“Vote in assent?” 

Identified myself as Jay to the prospective leaver, usual glazed-over eyes and stammering 

words as he confirmed he recently left a You Need Help Center. He said my “name” sounded 

familiar. Patient’s certain he used to meditate regularly, and occasionally took long meandering 

walks. He remembers being arrested for trespassing in a public park after hours and sent to a 

center instead of jail. As a condition of his release, he accepted placement in a group home. I got 

him to participate in group procedures to eventually correct the damage the You Need Help 

Centers cause.  

“Was a third of this country actually paid for?  Are you standing on land Rome will 

gradually take away?” All topics ignored with a slightly varied flavor tonight at eleven. A pinch 

of spice, a smidgen of salt and it’s been a brand new day with nothing changed, if viewers argue 

motion your eyes to constants:  

Temperature readings, sports scores, time and date running along bottom of screen, this 

way no one knows we’re reading. We’re in this one together.        

“Vote in dissent?” 

Suspect’s memories of his time before the center are numerous, unfocused and non-

linear, which is typical. I told him we were put in contact because of a chest-centered sensation 

felt by one of our operatives who correlated it to his being near. He vaguely recalls addressing 

our man, and has a clear recollection of walking while cultivating a sensation that the air around 

him was entering his body through his pores. Suspect reports the “lightness” was coming 

through his chest, remembers experiencing it a lot and for some unknown amount of time, before 

he began letting the air pass into him. Once he started the latter, the former happened less.   

…The ‘they’ inferred are the indwellers, we the indwelt…  

If you rub a balloon against cloth and feel the static field filling the distance between it 

and your arm, tugging at your hair follicles, you can picture what energy your nervous system 

draws upon when firing a signal across a synapse to move or twitch your muscles. When your 

heart beats, each firing inside every mitochondrial body in each of your cells can be sparked 

from a static sort of energy that sits closer to your manifest, concentrated physicality, and is 

differentiated from the rest of what the sun emanates. -How a field of static electricity is separate 

from air, strange yet obvious. 

From my experience with the Leavers suspect, to be referred to as “Growth”, is not 

currently, nor was he once a Leaver. Though he has potential; he may be going through the 

internal physical changes, and should his awareness of the world and his state change 

accordingly, we may be able to witness someone become a Leaver. For now, he is Growth.   



 A field like this lies just under us, differentiated because it is the energy our nervous 

system and cellular mitochondrial signals draw upon to keep this moving, giving continuity to 

this mind of narcissus locked in the body of father time following, as best we can, the consistent 

damning judgments handed down from courts of mockery. Sentences carried out upon masses so 

concertedly smiling they won’t let anyone know how much they’re bothered, this civilization of 

society. So much of what is known are codified answers after explanations, lacking any regard 

for the investigator’s mode of questioning.  

 Growth began our exercises and is learning how and why to eat properly. We assume he 

will meet with the usual difficulties during transition. No one stops living a life deemed 

appropriate by Decuun easily, some, like this kid Growth, display tendencies Decuun works to 

minimize and destroy.  

Keep up with movements of officials and propagandized theorizing of backroom deals. 

Who really is in charge? Who benefits most? -All fine and good. Take long walks or utilize some 

other means of meditation, gets you started. But eat their meat -follow their guidelines -watch 

their news -care their way, and chances are you’ll fail. There’s no certainty Growth will make it.   

 I am a whole man, and not compartmentalized into what fits each situation. Not that light 

handed, empty minded sort of schizophrenia passing for refined in your world. When I found the 

enemy I cried myself to sleep for nights at the hopelessness, at the purveyance of this monster’s 

grasp. Eventually I found a way to fight, and more, over time I found the will. This war does not 

seek to make soldiers from men and women, nor drones from people. It aims to part you away 

and alone from those around you and expects you to augment the experience of social atrophy by 

purchasing and hoarding goods meant to be shared. Each and every one of you has been ordained 

bit-proprietors of a personal manifest destiny. Enjoy the inner sense of peace this brings, the 

disembodied voices will follow soon. 

  

All Decuun interdepartmental courier pouches the group may have sent us, strangely 

enough, were not confiscated by our Decuun reps; they only requested we disclose each pouch’s 

contents. They were surprised by the “technical data” pouch and we were asked to set that one 

aside. We don’t seek to implicate Decuun. However, our task force must consider the probability 

that, if the pouches’ contents are genuine, group members were set up to take them.  

The Group clearly sees themselves as spiritual in nature. “Leaver” is a phrase they use for 

person of interest. Perhaps, referring to a person “leaving” life in a world they see to be 

dominated by institutions counter to their ideals; A suicide cult? If “Distinguished Gentleman” 

messages are true, The Group’s sympathizers are at levels of society we didn’t expect.  

 Notes on some source material The Group quotes:  

It was the author’s last published work. The entire original was found in one of his 

folders in a staff library at Yale University after he died. A post-it note on the top piece of paper 

said: 

 “The book as a whole is a whole.”  

The folder’s contents -not all typed pages, some hand written- were passed onto the 

author’s wife, who then gave it to the publisher. 

 

The unimaginably rich switched on the great etheric light bulb. We have been placed in 

their hands. Ruling class has created the mysterious realm -colored light projected from 

unreachable depths; an inner sense that your body is a shell; darkness independent of how the 

room is lit. This can’t be projected through shut eyelids - it is meant for us to find within. 

Decuun the god-maker laid out before us, submit or join your only option, and the roster for 

those allowed is always dwindling. 

More footage taken by unseen floating cameras captures a woman from about ten feet 

away. Camera orbits subject at a slow rate. She is standing with her eyes closed. Figures, 



symbols and numbers superimpose on screen forming equations in three different colors. 

Calculations in blue over top of subject’s torso; red over pelvis; green at neck. These recordings 

are identical to those reportedly taken of fourth grade classrooms. My level inside Decuun 

doesn’t calculate the equations, for some reason though, we are shown the data readout.   

It has been reported only billionaires are guaranteed salvation, the process through which 

the chosen advance is permanently debilitating to all sense of common decency and, unless 

Decuun saves them, they will be left alone to face hell. All others are only designated for 

servitude. Their god is merely a system of containment, a strange and impending monstrous cage 

of continually shifting proportions, forever and ever amen.             

 The woman with closed eyes is in a park. She smiles, lifts her right foot into the air as if 

stepping onto the bottom step of an invisible staircase. Returning her foot to the ground, the 

woman raises her hands to level with her collarbone, turns her palms down and opens her eyes. 

She keeps her head upright, and looks downward without tilting it, visibly exhaling as she 

arranges her palms parallel to the ground. She bends her elbows so her forearms extend in front 

of her chest, pushes her hands downward. She closes her eyes again, in one swift movement the 

woman leaps into the air, right foot first and begins to turn here body as her left foot leaves the 

Earth. Just as she completes her turn at the peak of her jump, she disappears. -Literally vanishes, 

were it not for this footage it would not be known. The surrounding area was extensively 

scanned and found void of witnesses.  

In answering the question,  

“How Do They Make Stars?”  

*The edition of “The Embodiment of Knowledge” used by the group has been discovered.  

 

 

Science and Philosophy -= 

 

Edifice 

 

 He uses the last bit of his suddenly fading muscle control to smile widely, figures this 

way at least they’ll know he was happy. After exhaling every last bit of air clinging to any inch 

of his lungs, wind-pipe, stomach -air is tricky- he vacates. Eyes had already been closed for a 

good, timeless while, countless times before. However this time, to this world, he was gone. 

 

Eulogy  

 

 He found things out about life in what we call reality that would render scholars feeble, 

especially those claiming to be religiously and scientifically adept. For those around him, we that 

say, “We loved him the most”:  

 The time he spent, times he was put through, the times he went through to learn what he 

knew, were frightening. For him, to say those times were tumultuous is putting it lightly and, 

during those last few years, to say that he loved anyone over any other, became increasingly 

absurd. 

 

Elude 

  

 Mistaken to think life was going to be his accomplishment, he knew all technically and, 

his family was free. His comprehension was never another’s vision. Everyone sees and 

understands the most disturbing times. There are few things to know about these words. 

“Family” means all of you who read this, all of you. 

 



 

 Trade flowers for the girl’s softening face, attempt holding back a smirk and betraying 

your introversion. If we had more time alone we might find our way out of this. Maybe replace 

the memory of last checking account balance, and arithmetic to answer how many more drinks it 

can stand, with a participatory nonchalance. Start the trend and no one follows but you know its 

worth, or fit the mold, don’t speak the unmentionable. World Health Organization studies, done 

in the eighties concluded bringing proper sewage and plumbing to Africa would practically 

eradicate the continent’s epidemic diseases.  

They went with throwing money at vaccines because the former option brought less 

income, fed Decuun fewer souls, and lowered the chances of making the list their class of people 

constantly competes to make. Translates through social strata into your desire to find more 

money however you can. Buy more of what you don’t need, look good wearing, or standing next 

to, and driving a tricked-out hearse. Enable us to disregard your decaying stench and dismissal as 

forever in vogue. Join if you execute your facial expression perfectly without lowering yourself 

to attempt compassion toward the dismissed. High school-clique mentality smoothly became 

society’s governing principal, so long as its sole adjunct is the complications of being solely 

responsible for your place in the scheme. Pay for play program and a comfort to assimilate - as 

learned - to be a cell in their macrocosmic malignance. As above so below, bureaucracy up and 

down the line.  

Corn subsidies encourage production and every possible manufactured use. High fructose 

corn syrup unbalances cellular metabolism in organelles inside each cell of the body upon 

digestion. Maintaining and improving individual position takes precedence to global concerns. 

Frenetic cellular metabolism extends and the debilitated condition impacts cellular reproduction, 

which progresses to cancer. All cancer is not from this source, wood rot affecting the leaves.  

World politics is best described as a system of corporate feudalism employing skillful 

front men. All forms of institutional knowledge found a self-referential paradigm. Put simply:  

Knowing is to be applied for fiscal gain.  

Seemingly our only hope is to know ourselves on our own terms. However, Earth’s 

ruling class endeavors to structure and contain our ability to do so. 

Enjoy the sweets until threatened with diabetes and drink diet for your health. Forget that 

aspartame (diet sweetener) was listed as a biological weapon during the Second World War. 

Forget it causes patterns of neurological function identical to an extremely low-grade, focal 

schizophrenia in frontal and parietal lobes of the brain, and is now used to replace sugar. 

Shouting facts in the streets and organizing protests is not the answer. Decuun prefers protest. 

They can tip-toe it toward violence and harvest the spectacle. Unlike a person spending quiet 

time alone, with their eyes shut, concentrating on improving themselves from the base of their 

being up.  

Our solution is not readily recognized. The ruling classes invest all their energy in 

lessening your ability to find the required time and mental space. Lest any of us become calm 

enough to actually question how much of our waking moments are uncomfortable without being 

at least marginally engaged. On some level we relive difficulty every instant we have to be in a 

crowded room without a friend.  

Trade discussing how every single decision made at every level of government is chosen 

and supported by a company standing to profit, for a discussion about where you ate before what 

movie you saw. How feudal kingdoms are defined by corporate market shares, and how 

legislators, generals and judges are appointed, above all else, to defend them. Take my tone as 

cynical or sarcastic, if you can even recall the distinction. Grant me reproach. Don’t take 

everything so seriously, cancer keeps everything in line, running smoothly.  

You’ll grow to love the stench if you just give it half a chance. Notice the sparkle and 

shine of the smile, fluidity of word choice, the finite tonal quality. Don’t miss a phrase and have 



to ask someone else what was said or you’ll have no one to eat lunch with. (Though half of 

everyone you’d ask couldn’t explain it if they tried, the other half can’t sum it up without first 

hearing what their favorite ideologue would say.)  

    

   

[“The rich are all liars”] #! 

 

Capitalism is endemic. 

 

 

 Joint project of PTSD and COPD: the grotesquery. We have uncovered perhaps the 

strangest and inconceivable of Decuun’s actions thus far, transmission will attempt to 

encapsulate agent’s experience. With no melodrama, no overstatement, nor etheric conceptual 

framework: This is where demons are made. 

 The space between complete strangers has grown acrid without a scent to note the 

change, without a sinking sensation bottoming out the gut, a sudden unnamed anger arises, and 

occasional ferocity in the eyes. Planners, architects and their consorts celebrate with how well 

they’ve been compensated to bring this mess about, flaunting cars and adornments commiserate 

with the evermore rarified trappings of success, and tout the greatness of their handlers and 

superiors until they die.   

 A long, wide shelf lining the room is topped with several empty glass chambers of 

varying sizes. Thick rubber and metal seals the four sides and tops of each tank to the room’s 

walls. An aisle of saltwater aquariums on pedestals extends the length of the room’s center. 

Bottom of each aquarium is lined with a thick gelatinous bioluminescent substance that, through 

the water, is sparkling and undulating shades of yellows, browns and greens. A submerged 

miniature forest of what looks like ocean plant-life protrudes upward from the mass. The 

“plants” are thick white stringy structures, with strings at their bases, splitting to thinning 

branches toward the top, where they are nearly dental-floss thin.   

Perhaps regret fills their last conscious thought, we’d never know. Contractors were used 

to extend their reach through technological means to preserve their power. Immune to mortal 

considerations… 

  A senior employee of COPD explains,  

“You remember from your last god training that sound structures physical matter, while 

intent animates it?” I agree.  

“You are about to see the ultimate display of that sentiment.” I ask what the tanks have in 

them.  

“We’ll get to that soon. Before we go any farther there are safety procedures you must 

learn that demand absolute adherence.” 

 …they call themselves God. Groups of bloodlines, any room to accommodate newcomers 

long ago vanquished. They have created fields of emptiness which make their machines invisible 

to all but the trained mind. Through these machines they can personally step into you, probability 

of them doing so is proportionate to your interest in fighting their goals. Most indwellers result 

from autonomic, programmed, shifting darkness. 

 “Always-ALWAYS have the insulating gloves on before removing anything from a 

tank.” I inquire why.  

“You’d die of a heart attack within ten seconds of direct skin contact with the water and 

almost instantly if you touch anything growing in the tank.” -Sparkling gel at the bottom differs 

from the types of bio luminescence seen in crashing waves.- 

 “Each spark is a genuine electric charge.” -As oppositional chemical reactions in a single 

-cell organism conflict, forming a quality to the field, the field sufficiently organized into these 



materials.-  

“Notice that light blue hue?”  

 And what you know is nothing if it cannot be used to increase the profit margin made 

from what your Gods deem knowledge. TV anchor will give you your insight:  Grab your 

vaccine early and before supplies run out. Supporting natural physiological health through proper 

nutrition is impossible. You may only use compounds impossible to find in nature forced 

together by a pharmaceutical company’s lab-tech, the only valid course of treatment is forcing 

these laboratory preparations onto your natural body. 

I hadn’t noticed before, but each tank did glow with a sort of blue hue, looking closer, I 

saw it originated from each tank’s bottom. 

 “Were this room not so well-lit you’d see them glowing. Anyway- the gel is a biological 

electricity generator. Those plant-like structures carry the current generated, and that’s what 

they’re made to do.” I ask exactly for what purpose they’re being grown.  

“To be harvested, you Puke! Don’t ask me what will be demonstrated- How the hell did 

you get here?” 

At each level of god training, we’re told we’ve qualified due to an unspecified special 

capacity that makes us worthy. Training concludes and assignments change. This is my second 

day here and for at least three more days, I’ll be chastised as if I don’t belong. Decuun is 

pernicious and I am being trained to bite back,  

“I didn’t ask for your resume and a damn commercial.” He smirks,  

“Right.” 

You are to consider the resultant systemic degradation of disparate bodily functions 

normal. Be assured you’ll live long enough to consume their products and fuel their goal. Aid 

them by allowing their dominion to metastasize first deeper into reaches of your psyche, then 

outward into the cosmos.  

 

Further Insights, Thoughts,  

-Disregard until a viable projected market share proves their worth: 

 

“Cancer is not needed to keep the world in order.”  

“Knowledge is our White Elephant.”  

-A thing too costly to preserve and properly maintain.  

Any object placed as a whole, makes indictment its objective. 

  

Pointing my attention toward a worker who had been harvesting some gel from another 

tank, he says,  

“Decuun has direct servants and here is where we make them.”  

Several scoopfuls of gel are taken from a tank and moved into an empty chamber along 

the wall, to this one of the stringy ‘plants’ is added, along with most of the gel in which the plant 

is rooted. No more words were exchanged during the following process.  

Be prepared for an attack from all sides and remember you’re always safe. 

Inside the chamber, the gel lining the floor scintillated violently, as if demonstrating the 

disturbance caused by its transfer. Plant lied limp atop the gel, its fibers slowly sinking deeper 

inward. Bright white light suddenly shone through the chamber’s floor and flashed so strongly it 

completely obscured its dimensions and physical contents. After the flash, the light shines faint 

blue again, retracting, gradually dimming as a smoky, pitch black mist began manifesting as if 

absorbing what was left over from the flashed light, it swirled and hovered, nearly filling the 

chamber as it sagged downward. Before the black mist touched the gel and plant, the section of 

wall backing the chamber opened and a resonance, a tone of varying high pitches was heard 

through approximately two-inch thick glass.  



Don’t be afraid to fall into your handshake. If you must, you can hold onto where we 

found ourselves, keep a straight face without dissolving into circumstance. 

In response to the sound the misty, smoky substance coats, then sinks into the pile of gel 

and it begins pulsating, with a few strong uninform pulses, the stringy plant is completely 

subsumed by gel. As the high-pitched resonance shifted tone, the mass of gel thickened around 

the plant, making it less translucent. On the floor of the chamber a thick ‘trunk’ of the plant 

straightened and aligned, constellating along the back of the mass, as thinning roots assembled 

with the gel into two lower limbs, two branches diverted to form arms, and the plant’s crown of  

tendril-thin branches gathered gel into a shape resembling a head. With this change, sparkling 

currents in the gel receded into the still visible plant fibers. The whole assembly further 

solidified, and its surface became opaque as it took on the form of a hideous creature with moist 

skin and no eyes. 

Don’t be afraid to swallow your disgust in favor of a life so powerless it feels empty 

without news and entertainment to help you avoid what you will not face alone. 

Absent eyes, snarling mouth filled with jagged protrusions apparently made from the 

same brownish substance as the body instead of teeth; I had little time for examination. Its legs 

and arms were extremely thin. Its torso just wide enough to separate its limbs and its head was 

squat, disproportionate to its height. The tone, a slightly modulating high-pitched ringing playing 

during the entire manufacturing process, suddenly grew to its loudest volume. The resonance hit 

my gut. The creature lunged toward me and hit the tank’s wall as if focused, pressing against the 

glass until its lunge was somehow contained by a slight modulation of the ringing, and the 

creature slumped, as if clasped by the tone itself. 

Don’t be afraid to look away, to borrow your shock and dismay from unconfirmed 

sources.  

Chamber’s stone back wall started undulating wave-like and, as if I could see through it; 

at some point the wall returned after the ringing entered. -I didn’t catch when but I know a pitch-

black space was on the other side. The creature, ensnared by the sound still resonant in its 

chamber, was dragged into the wall, into the void that only became visible for the instant it took 

the creature to disappear. When the section of the wall backing the chamber re-solidified, 

(stopped undulating) the sound cut off. No remnants were left. I bent toward the glass to inspect 

it and said, 

“It’s so clean, like it’s been sanitized. What was that thing and where did it go?” 

There’s a tiny voice drowned liquid like bouncing along the back of my throat and 

reverberating toward my stomach. To stay calm, I might tell myself I’m being spoken to from 

someone on the inside. 

“Decuun made from a portion of its being a single embodiment then took it to its realm. 

Up until now you probably thought all you were learning and seeing here resulted from plans and 

ideas developed by man. Today you learned all our efforts, and all the efforts of our 

predecessors, are mere plans enacted in service to our lord, and nothing is accomplished without 

Decuun’s command.”   

  

 We’re meant to enforce laws and not question. As task force leader, my words are never 

to encourage doubt amongst my team. When we all wake up and hear Decuun’s latest orders 

listed interchangeably with our elected leader’s wishes, I am not to question who chooses whose 

laws we enforce. I’m in it for the benefits and sticking it out for the pension. 

 We have evidence people can literally disappear into thin air. That the multinational 

peace consortium that works inside every industrialized nation of the world is cover for some 

cult-like belief system and we are all being monitored in a way no one could fathom. Such 

absurdity for some reason is taken seriously enough to have us investigate.  

 It’s just ideas and writings of sparsely organized malcontents. Without the crazies we’d 



have no jobs. I’ve requested time away from this assignment. The group seems to be expanding, 

evidence of their activities is mounting, and we now suspect members are working in our 

Bureau. It’s impossible to tell when they began their infiltration and at what levels in our offices 

their members operate. Confirming the group’s goals is imperative. 

 

 

[“Without money-title”] // 

 

Picnics 

 

There are light bulbs, not the ones that pop up cartoon ideas, but they are invisible 

And life, when looked at, seems like fractions of itself- but no piece is not whole 

I know, I know, and pretty much you told me so- We should’ve held hands 

We could have laughed at the night’s darkness from the daylight of our minds 

Now its gotten way too, we’ve thought way too -never mind the limits 

Next time we visit, I’ll bring the flowers 

 

There are conversations, not the ones that use words, but make statements 

And put things into perspective, like orange lemon limes, battery acid 

You know, you know I don’t ever follow the subject; I like the secrets- 

People say what they’re trying to hide when think they’re acting distinguished 

Acting way too, smiling way too, -never mind the humor 

Next time or sooner, you bring the drinks 

 

For our picnics at the substation, a blanket is suggested, attendance is by invitation only 

The rest can stay at home, watch T.V. and experience technical difficulties  

 

These are our hearts, not the ones that pump blood but, they house our shine 

And love, when fully known, will recall us to the place from where we came  

We know, we know, this feels more comfortable than we like admitting 

Laughter or tears in our eyes doesn’t mean we’ve lost our selves to feeling 

Losing way too, opening way too, -never mind vulnerability 

Next time, maybe, we won’t discuss where we’re going. 

 

 

ED filters COPD strategy, communications criss-crossing brains into hemispheres. 

Transmissions broadcast by Mars. Broad, ‘soft and rigid’, holographic reality is projected over 

physical earth. ‘Soft;’ not readily noticed, ‘Rigid;’ once methods required for access are learned, 

its presence is undeniable.  

Every singular occurrence is per-mutated outcome tracing back to a source event. My 

task is assigning an exponential value to happenstance. We like to conceive of some quality that 

makes our solitary experience more original than anyone else’s, and the apparent novelty of our 

singular point of view clouds perception.  

This holographic realm is not another world, knowing how to utilize the so-called 

abilities attained by successfully interfacing with the hologram is not genuine spiritual progress. 

The hologram provides an answer to people’s innate desire to improve themselves and the world 

in a so-called spiritual framework. When using protocols and methods originating in this 

projected reality, all self-conceived ‘good deeds’ and ‘special attainment’ is falsehood. This 

system exists to exert control over us; monitor us; ensuring mankind never reaches its potential.     

Absent anything to say, in half the time it takes you to reach a door I’ll be crushed by the 



weight of an inner silence so strong the world collapses with me. At least to my view, you 

wouldn’t notice a difference, but it is real. A peculiar talent I built up in order to train my will to 

handle visits to Otherworld. Only requirement to elucidate truth is recognizing and accurately 

communicating falsehood, genuine or enforced. My love, though shared directly with few and 

expressed physically with one, is boundless. 

Electromagnetic spider’s web, homogenizing ruler of another kind, another being 

progressing through energy fields and currents travelling, also concentrated inside electrical 

wires with signals overriding the mediums of transmission to spill and broadcast announcements 

concealed in buzzing. Followers and subjects: 

 

When categorizing satisfaction, set each value to the amount received only as it relates to 

what we’ve taken. When measuring reward consider the burden of maintaining eye contact. 

 

Smiled for a long time at my reflection in the glass window outside the café, forgot it was 

a window. Waves of resonant static interrupted by signatures of another’s presence wash onto 

thin-beam signals, invisible heavy areas, -razor thin spans of thicker air. Somehow sensed 

differently, in uncontrolled flashes as vision, and suddenly light-headed when entering the room. 

Tattletales chase brigades of suffering, impaired and indistinguishable from the rest, 

while faces fade into scenery or memory depending on whose side you’re on. Don’t give me that 

sentiment, don’t smile warm in disgust. Forced to cover dark in your thoughts, definitive beings 

expand their residence inside your every action to eventually fill and overtake your being, 

wondering who’s to blame. 

While looking at: 

 

“Light on Paper, A Picture in Ink”  

-A man in the rain under a lamppost that emits more than light; black ribbons flowing, 

radiating away from the streetlamp’s bulb.  

The picture, in pointillism, floating atop water, dissolving steadily into its current, 

“I never wanted to see you go. It was just best for both of us.”  

-the woman I love.  

 

 Become subject to sounds transmitted, syllables and phrases clothed in silence and fall 

prey. While you’re dreaming or walking around, smiling or grumpy, unaware, the broadcast 

persists. Originating in void, transmitted through any signal antennae you can conceive, and 

those you’d never suspect. How intact the relay is received, the strength of the impacting signal, 

varies in relation to your intent to unconsciously believe what is said (and what your unconscious 

hears).  

Solicitations, unsolicited, numb your listless brain. They’re constantly knocking on your 

door. Turn on the television; music; play a video game; start a movie blaring, drown out the 

silence. Knowing they’ll hear your every utterance, itch, scratch -thought, feeling. Offering to 

satiate you on your behalf without listing side-effects, promising it will end soon. Curl up in the 

closet. Abandoned warehouses become assaulting concessions on days we mark progress, 

missing persons never to be found bound in gimp suits, constricted into fetal positions, dangle 

from rafters - no longer switched out of phase; sufficient involvement makes them visible.    

“Do this or else.” 

“I think they’re coming to get me. They’re almost here” 

“I could swear no one else is home.” 

-Common Belief, belief of the commoner, not of Velikovsky, who said Venus is the 

newest addition to our Solar System, having assumed its current position between the Earth and 

sun nine-thousand years ago.                                                                                  To those we lost: 



2. Collapsing Probabilities 

 

Let’s toast the empty world and its denizens. Glasses raised clinking cheers even with 

some too dumb to note the contradiction. -Some too quick for second thoughts before hollering 

agreement, hold your blank-faced questions until the spotlight’s on the passed-out topless girl. If 

you have something to hawk place it beside her, our photographers do the rest. Don’t be shy, 

everyone deserves their big break. Can’t wait to say I knew her before tonight. 

Account of our Distinguished Gentleman’s (DG) experience in second ceremony follows. 

The twisting, wispy mist-trailing clouds riding shoreward breezes one night near Easter. -Invited 

to drink at a mansion owned by wealthy financiers-women prancing half naked or less-cigar 

smoke filling their lofts-aforementioned trailing mists reference demons collapsing upon 

themselves. Institutions we’re raised to accept and crimes we unwittingly commit. Don’t look at 

me. Don’t talk to me long enough to see who I am. I am the cell phone provider I pay. The 

televised entertainment I watch. The clothes I wear and the video games I conquer.  

Awoken when called by languages concealed inside coded handshakes, large headed 

creatures travel through inaudible sound frequencies. Skin is greyish white with blotches of pink, 

red pupil eyes and jagged teeth, and they travel sidereal. -DG focuses more on the women- 

prostitutes. He found pockets of underage girls as he wandered the estate. He said he’d swear 

some were younger than nine. 

Unrealistic idealism drives congregations to ritualistic swaying in concert and then 

prayers, no matter how silent, provide cover for mechanically collectivized sentiment, delivering 

the impacts of remote actions executing nefarious intent.    

 

Took nine whole months, but our Pennsylvania Bureau sent us a file on William Carlos 

Williams, author of “The Embodiment of Knowledge”, the book used by the group for Intake 

Statements written by members entering You Need Help centers.  Turns out it was less a proper 

manuscript and more a mish-mash of slips of paper and disparate pages, later printed as a book. 

Found after his death in a file in his teacher’s quarters at Yale University, atop the pages was a 

note. It was given to his wife, who published it intact. Each page or scribble was given the 

heading as found, in many instances what is listed as the “title” is the first line written. These 

headings with two symbols added to each, (apparent annotations) match the first lines of suspect 

Intake Forms. 

William Carlos Williams did not die a normal death. He had become increasingly 

despondent after one night in the staff offices building when he loudly proclaimed loudly that he 

was intent on discovering and making public the secrets of the Yale secret society, Skull and 

Bones. An investigation later found that in a period of time preceding Williams’ death his wife 

had gone missing. After walking around for weeks, mumbling, unable to engage in conversation, 

he eventually returned home. Emerging two days later, he walked onto his front lawn with a gun 

in his hand. The area he was in, just off campus was fluttering with morning students off to class. 

He was reported to have yelled: 

“If I don’t do this now, I may never find my wife again. Time is of the essence, sound is 

their method of transmission. LISTEN LISTEN.” 

The professor was known for spontaneously announcing verse before work. 

“If I don’t do this now, I’ve done the math and checked with the physics department. 

Based on data obtained from the Silly Society, I’ll miss her.” 

 Williams, a doctor and a poet, raised the gun to his head, 

“If I don’t do this now, I mean doing this now assures that when I return she’ll be a star.” 

With this he pulled the trigger, killing himself instantly. His wife was later found alive. 

She had been wandering a rural road, apparently hitchhiking back into town. Florence Williams 

returned home, took a shower, changed her clothes and walked to her husband’s office. She 



walked intently, talking to no one specific, repeating in a low voice and a well-annunciated tone,   

“We’ll get you next time. We have you now.”  

 

 

Poetry +” 

 

Accounting for time passed… 

 

       “Notice me (distended) from relative differences in sensation and atrocities through children.  

                   No one innocent, some guilty, none so much as those who invented the construct and  

It’s relatively distended operators.” 

 

 

 Limericks promote calm, lyrics stuck on repeat, reversing an unnecessary consequence of 

life as it were. Embedded within frequencies created by the clicking, warbling sounds, beat to 

beat: 

So then, all thought connected as an invisible web embedded within reality. All concepts 

as blankets of mist intermingling green for the newest most original shifting between brown-

grey, stagnant mundane. Accessed from outside this world by our brains’ piecemeal efforts to 

explain and cope with our day-to-day experience. All human awareness comprises a few bands 

of energy and a certain gradient of soundwaves. Everything I am and can hope to become is 

either present or far removed in a mental conception. And the machines float around in this 

disembodied concept-realm, interfering. 

These are secrets I only tell myself aloud to assert their incontrovertible reality, and only 

when no one else can hear them. There are no longer any haunting portents, no expectant electric 

tinges of elation dancing down my spine attached to the act of swallowing. The pills’ quasi-

plastic fractured time release seals have been depositing repeatedly in my body for so long they 

have congealed to become the only thing holding my joints in their sockets and binding my 

muscles to their skeleton. The compressed, compounded powders never fully dissolve. Particle 

by particle assimilating into my bones, gradually insinuating a solidified structure, and I know 

what they meant by ‘a pillar of salt’ -remnants of a skeleton.  

I am not party to my surroundings, be they a seemingly empty room -only I know the 

truth- a crowded hall I somehow force my body through; or a one on one conversation. My every 

motion, facial expression, and tilt of the head is pasted into place, the scenery changes around 

me. I am the remnant of a reaction. After remaining still long enough, when I move there is an 

enjoyable bodily sensation, -if ‘Sensation’ is even derived- entire world is the adhesive backing 

from which I am peeled. This happens in three dimensions and each time it steals all the air from 

my lungs. 

Spent all afternoon on grass lying in shade, watching sunlight fall between branches and 

leaves, -momentarily sparkling at their edges- blinding, flashing dreams. A simple faith; my 

body knows earth; the planet knows space, and the tree I’m under is a bridge from one to the 

other. -All to establish the simplicity of matter. We looked into atoms, (each undistinguished 

from another), split them, and annihilated an insight we were unable to realize. 

The moon is a very large machine projecting the holographic realm. It utilizes several 

fields emanated by the sun to create a dimension separate from our physical world. The majority 

of this ‘other realm’ is empty and provides the space this system needs to operate effectively 

‘inside’ and throughout our physical world. Picture a ball existing in its own, exclusive allocation 

of space-time. One that is generated- ‘built’ to be isolated from the world we experience. That 

ball is just as real as any ball children play foursquare with, only it resides in a pocket of space- 

time forever preventing you from touching or seeing it. Now imagine that ball hitting you on 



your head, the sensation of being hit is real, but you would have no way of knowing what hit 

you.  

Replacing compliments with depth charges because I like everyone’s face, our lines show 

the lengths we’ve gone to salvage grace from what the world has given us. And if you can still 

smile, walk a mile with empty pockets; still giggle and remain silent because everyone that 

passes acts like they’re running late, the next time we meet we’ll share a laugh at the expense of 

a world convinced it spins too fast.  

Command Post Neptune: chairs in a circle that look like skeletons made of dark grey 

bones affixed to permanent positions by structures concealing fiber-optic and electrical wiring.  

Wobbling so tightly spun people begin to doubt gravity and hold onto the ground with 

nothing but a tablet, shuddering at an invite to calm down. Preferring the speed of technocratic 

diplomacies, their drone-like fingers taking whatever we think is ours, once killed, our dreams 

will be the only meal that satisfies their carnivorous beast. 

 

 

[“Then Comes Poetry”] -- 

 

 Your face of Saturn kiss, from here planets look like stars twinkling away their distance. 

“Do birds know they’re in orbit?” 

  

Felt the air feathered upon my skin and a mile closer to you. 

 

-Breaking monotony-, appeals on behalf of have-nots, prostrated by those whose 

salvation is already bought, paid for… 

-Receipts written in follower’s blood-  

…Is it coursing through their veins?  

The ceremony a mockery, clocks only count time down 

-To give more. 

 

 

As decreed by governing schizophrenic theocracies whose only supported leaders are 

willing metastases of the same disease, we aim to wage war perpetually and convince you it’s the 

only way to achieve permanent peace. In return they get access to the summer home they’re 

offered while in office and the setup they’re promised once they’ve played their part in strategic, 

state-mandated corporate espionage.  

(Rhymes program the upper subconscious.)  

Tell me this isn’t fascism because the state doesn’t own commerce well, commerce owns 

the state. What argument can you make? -Insist alternative energy industries constantly catch bad 

breaks? Organic farms getting shut down by the EPA, now led by Monsanto ex-management, 

products declared unsafe by the FDA, led by the same ex-management, all legitimized by the 

supreme court, whose members include three of Monsanto’s ex-management?  

(-Solution Set: Intent is gravity demonstrated through sentient action, a force impacting 

bodies and forever partially actualized, solve for each as proof develops.)  

It’s to the devils glory I’m loitering around a freshly dug grave, curling up on the fill-dirt 

pile, comforted wishing someone would shovel me in and walk away. It’s a sad dream but a 

dream just the same- to melt with day as the sun sets, let night soak my brain, dampen my 

thoughts enough to carry weight despite elucidating nothing. The body wants what the spirit 

can’t have, but feeding time is forced upon me like this song has to end. Give me your adoration, 

smiles, and the joy blank faces provide when it’s the only reply you can offer the spectacle I 

create. You don’t see it but I’m cradled in a stranglehold. My every inhale is a victory and I can 



only exhale; only get a moment’s release once I’ve been supplicated by my need. 

“Hi, nice to meet you- You wanna share a dream, live a nightmare and be battered until 

they’re one and the same?”  

“Yeah, didn’t think so.” Let’s try exchanging smiles until I fall away. 

A matrix of machines -not balls- physically hitting us at an extremely subtle level 

generates a realm, and works in concert from this unknown space to hold us ensnared, caught 

within a lattice of varied energetic frequencies broadcast through our brains and bodies affecting 

us at the sub-molecular scale. A system so pervasively interwoven through the fabric of reality, 

each of us is coaxed early in our psychic growth to subconsciously produce a holographic 

double. This is interpreted as ourselves in dream or meditative states, and the holographic realm 

we experience at these times is interpreted as a level of reality from which we can better 

ourselves and the world. -And it’s all projected by large invisible (out of phase) machines, some 

resembling the black four-sided pyramid pictured on the back of the dollar bill.  

I want warmth within this blizzard standing under icicles hanging from my awning 

praying the sun shines warm enough to crack them on a hundred and five degree day. Yeah I’ll 

share your blanket, play footsie with you. You’re cute and distracting me from the other body 

inside me thrashing at my chest and heart, begging for the violence to stop, crumpling under the 

pressure to contort with indecent desires, indifferent to liars, confessions and pleas to be 

forgiven. My only interest is finding enough pain to kill and riding it out tranquil then wondering 

why everyone else is so uptight. Everyone that knows me wants to put me in restraints, and they 

probably would, if they thought I was the only one they’ll have to fight. 

(There was some time when it scared me; an all the sudden comfort no matter what the 

situation. Like the fetal position and wishing the world would again become my womb. Chakras 

are physical interfaces between the machine realm and specific glands, organs and neural 

networks inside our bodies, their purpose is to structure and contain our emotional responses 

and intuitive capacity. Chakras generate intra-dimensional inputs targeted at the bodily side of 

the brain-body feedback loop, the brain mistakes the signals for its body because it is the body’s 

function that Chakras trigger. Lying stretched out on linoleum. A sensation torn straight from 

the ether, a wind blowing from inside me and clear through my physical form, I pushed my hand 

into my forearm. Found it too solid to correlate.) 

Mankind has enormous, latent, extrasensory capacity. Despite these potentials the system 

herein outlined is used to force control. Without it we might bring tremendous changes to the 

earth and ourselves. All of us possess an inborn predilection toward growth. With focused 

intention, will and proper meditative technique, true progress is probable. We demand more than 

a consciousness subdued by television and less than leaving your body behind.   

 

 

The History of a Coterie CE 

 

Articles of Independence 

  

Perception is pre-requisite to knowledge is pre-requisite to perception is pre-requisite to 

knowledge  

Is pre-requisite to perception is 

 

Your god is a skyscraper, forty thousand feet high 

So your stories about clouds aren’t completely wrong, 

Angels comprise the board of directors; the walls of the boardroom speak to them 

Brainwaves are picked up by receptors lining God’s exterior 

Your god’s body transmits these as extra-low frequencies 



-Low enough to call angels’ hearing a divine ability. 

They, in turn, assign prayers to appropriate saints and holy men to deliver God’s answers. 

-Half of you feel some degree of anger, a quarter are quietly laughing hysterically,  

The rest too afraid to acknowledge the possibility-  

If you ponder too long with nothing in mind 

Tears well in your eyes, but T.V. taught you to not cry easily 

God’s main product is your spirit turned marketable commodity,  

And granting promissory benefits should you meet the conditions. 

Your God is the king, your consciousness the subject- this is not cynicism 

Keep your head down; don’t ask any questions 

Invest in arms manufacturers because your god’s backing both sides  

There is nothing you can buy that does not profit the conglomeration 

Rejoice in your status, god wants you to have mansions.  

-The better to acquaint you with heaven. 

 

Procreate- sex is the release you are to relish in your dark spaces and shame in the open 

The firm creates and controls your dark spaces;  

Keep your head down and don’t ask any questions 

Material objects received are love’s record of payment 

Collect your pay stubs, count them when you’re lonely.  

It’s the quantity of possessions not the time you spend longing for fulfillment that really matters. 

No expression of love is greater than letting the prolonged turmoil of supporting your family  

Slowly kill you- sacrifice your self and your spirit, at least two of God’s employees did. 

Should you achieve this, and manage to shut out the voice of your soul,  

God will provide an opening in its ranks, should you fail- 

And instead, listen to your soul’s voice, 

Chances are God will open a position in your name 

And your teaching will become manipulated to best serve God’s goal. 

 

Perception is pre-requisite to knowledge is pre-requisite to perception is pre-requisite to 

knowledge is 

  

God transmits at frequencies that render you an individualized consciousness subject to 

The governing whims of a quote-unquote invisible reality,  

One that God’s generators render selectively out of phase to yours.  

Sub atomic quanta build all reality we vibrate within 

Electromagnetic and strong and weak nuclear fields   

Your god generates a large portion of these fields-  

From them he builds his domain from where he exerts control. 

Nickola Tesla- A man who got so close to capitalizing on the truth of reality  

He had to be eliminated. 

God always appreciates expanding its means of control, though it disdains competitors. 

When he died Tesla was recording the vibratory signatures of objects, 

Asserting that by changing their resonance we’d make them invisible. The poor sap- 

You can’t invent God’s game and expect to live long enough to share it. 

You are being told, not asked, to keep your heads down and don’t ask any questions 

Fill up your clubs and bars at least two times a week, sit in front of and listen to 

A quote-by-quote entertainment and ignorance driven ideologue community 

God recommends that your spare time and pocket change goes, once a week,  

To any location designated for congregating, preferably one where you will 



Not be asked to pray for peace, but for soldiers, and pray that a righteous victory 

Won’t be too bloody for you to remain meek, your God is the Anti-Christ- 

An overwhelming System of Machinations,  

Ensuring that what you think is what it means. 

Broadcasting streams of images, sounds, and information into your heads through  

The vibratory gaps between dimensions,  

 

Knowledge is prerequisite to perception. 

 

 

Body wants what the spirit can’t have, feeling it crawling through me pushing me to act 

like a court jester warming up the crowd on execution day. As the child molester is led to the 

gallows he proclaims the sky will darken and the earth will shake for three days as it did when 

their messiah got his crown. I’m adorned with a drink, a pipe or a pill, given half my life to the 

thrill of having a snake slither inside me. 

Members of the elite have access to suits allowing them to interface with a dimension 

they refer to as The Black Sun Realm. High powered statesmen, aristocracy, business and 

industry leaders put these suits on for a specific reason, -each one looks like a wire mesh leotard 

with plates of gold covering its chest and running down its limbs- solid gold dildos protrude from 

the groin. 

As for interpersonal or sexual relations I don’t posture, plead; feign interest to gain 

access. I meter out my bloodletting for the purposes of accomplishment. Insane people are better 

company because they make a more attentive audience. ‘Gotta have something to give if you 

expect me to take, and contain your hysteria should you see through my face. 

Astrology is to apperception as Karma is to time. -No way espousing a notion that the 

latter does not exist, but rather demoting the system of karma from primary consideration. How 

does what we do and don’t want to confront within ourselves inform our decisions? -The 

question is best approached without the mental acrobatics and Conceptual Frameworks 

constellated by astrology and karma.  

The suits worn in the Black Sun Realm make permeable the space between our reality 

and this other dimension.  
Quantum entanglement:  Quarks in the nuclei of two different atoms spin in the same 

direction if entangled, no matter the distance between the two atoms. Common example of 

entanglement is a quark inside an atom in the Andromeda galaxy, entangled with a quark in an 

atom in our solar system, both locked in the same direction of spin. If one changes its spin, the 

other does as well, at the exact same time. Observationally suggested and mathematically 

proven, Einstein called it spooky action at a distance.  

 

Surveillance records of operatives in The Group we suspect have infiltrated Decuun have 

yielded haunting and impossible to disregard claims. They have been taped while openly 

reminiscing, alleging they overheard (members of Decuun, presumably) talking about how they, 

for example, 

“Love getting six or seven year-olds on the ground during recess and fucking them like 

their Daddies never will.”  

The people supposedly saying these things are Senators; World Leaders; Judges and 

CEOs; Heads of Film Studios, Producers, Directors and Agents; Members of Congress; Priests 

and on and on. Of course, this was never seen in public. Various departments of law enforcement 

have for a long time heard rumors that these types of conversations are regular fixtures in certain 

circles. We never had anywhere to go with this information until we started investigating The 

Group’s infiltration of Decuun. As an Ethical Imperative, we are shifting our focus.  



 

“What have we done…” 

One may care to look inside themselves, asking the question, “Why do things happen this 

way in my life?” -Perhaps it’s better to ask, “What about me caused my response to this 

situation?” and “What in me causes others to respond to me the way they do?” Or even, “What 

inside my own mental and emotional works makes it easier for me to approach these situations 

and avoid others?” A great deal of how and why we as individuals move through our lives is 

decided by how the world, as it appears to us, does not correlate with our self-ideation.  

“…Oh my God…” 

We have a group within our group training and improving their shamanic capacity. The 

world sees, or is told to remember this concept as one movement of drug users that burnt their 

fuses out before the explosive device was even built. We seek to solve for all pressures being 

applied to create a negative, lower case “c.” These words, their cadence and pace, are a war-

dance because who else; how else; can anyone gain their release? Look at this long and hard to 

best postulate gravity: 

“…What have we done…” 

Everything is louder than it seems. Full restaurant dining room, with individual 

conversations carrying on at appropriately individualized volumes. And most continue the 

ignorance throughout their lives. Deriving their sense of purpose by brushing aside what they 

hold in common with everyone, never achieving a view outside the individual.  

“…O my God…”     

Perhaps birth is the source event. Individual source events must be happenstance 

increased by a very large exponent; consciousness concentrating. A new life is an exponent and 

not just of attraction (-how its occurrence brings, or brought together two people, and impacts all 

people known). Each new life collects more perceptual inputs from the environment; it is in and 

as itself therefore, a power or order of magnitude. 

…In case you missed it, this excludes time travel.  

“…this is really happening…” 

 Amassed on (or in, as “O” represents sound), the vanguard of an effort to defend Fun, the 

group. Or Atmosphere, in general, like the album, “You Can’t Imagine How Much Fun We’re 

Having.” (Heard, emitted, recorded, or broadcast.) 

“…like starlight crashing through the room we’ll lose our feathers.”  

 …A note to disarm the Critical Mind, Complete  

-With appropriate Assignments: 

 

Who are you?   

Not acting stoic or showing off with words. -Trying to laugh inside and out at the same 

time. It’s much more difficult than it sounds. A conundrum: how to lose my best admirers to 

single out my one beloved.   

Certain subterfuge has no meaning save what others have invested. Stock market crashes; 

I wish to evoke more than bodies laughing and much more than spirits rejoicing.  

Love is an affinity felt for one person by another, commonly known and shared by two 

people physically, love is a longing; a dream; a desire fulfilled. 

    “Alignment.”  -If ever one word could build a sentence. 

If ever… -too many words build ruminations. Eyes think on their own, too often bodies 

follow, and by now you may have gotten the point. No point in your fanciful dead-ends. Why not 

finally stop, admit you’re lost? -Savor the remains until there is no bitter; no sweet, and you long 

for neither. 

Love is shown and shared non-romantically. The undying support of concerned family 

members and friends; a person who seems content to simply be around you- to listen and 



exchange; to guide you and to consider your guidance. Solve for “l,” derive “L.”   

Sounds like confusion, you know so I won’t have to. Sounds like perfect apprehension, or 

I’m just playing opposites. Well, however, but- do you get it? Does it risk arrogance to say, “I 

know more than you dream because you dream more than I know.”?   

If this is not the understanding that misunderstanding is basic, don’t mentally replace the 

word ‘basic’ with ‘banal’ -a process already filling cathedrals and stadiums weekly. Inspiring 

songs of glory and dances of madness; arguments become sanctified and regret is surpassed by 

relief. One of the three deserves a sigh, and a sigh is not a laugh.  

Children know nothing more than acceptance. They know simply ‘to be’ with any given 

situation. As we have grown each of us retained this tendency to some degree. Still, we all 

struggle to give and receive more love. Some of us even strive to discover a sense of love that 

arises within; independent of any happening or relation. Solve for “c”, derive “+c”. 

For those presumptuous enough to hold ceremony of one or another as target:   

When creation is conceived it takes no aim; pulls no trigger; fastens no bow; carves no 

arrow. Better to say there is much we have forgotten than to mold dunces from students never 

meant to be teachers.   

In the English language, the word “is” frames a statement of knowledge. In the language 

of mathematics, an equal sign represents the word “is”. Throughout our lives “is” becomes a 

question. What questions we ask; what answers we find, define us as individuals. Reevaluate 

“eM” as process, constituting “m”. 

There was a collective dream we shared, more than passionate speeches- more than 

microphones and PA’s ever amplified- a dream now soured into a pursuit to better our individual 

positions at the cost of not our neighborhoods, not our villages, but our being. Our reverie 

putrefied when One collected gold, any medium, indeed it could have been mud -were water so 

scarce- and fashioned it into a crown; a necklace, any adornment made not to be worn but used 

to set one upon a pedestal and mimic our heaven as a dwelling intended for mortals. 

Space, as a contributing element to “being”, is a lower vibratory energy that constitutes 

solid-state physical matter. Space is simultaneously an all-encompassing non-vibratory energy, 

ever-present within and beyond solid state matter. Solve for “s” to derive “S”. 

 A clear as a bell day and white feathers riding the wind doesn’t mean a dove was shot.  

One may be given to death at any moment. Time takes a more succinct toll than pennies or 

pence- dance in what falls from heaven, may it never again be ash. If an essay on lighter notes 

became too heavy for you to lift your eyelids, rest is assured. This symphony of cacophonous 

structure lays foundation for palaces yet to be discovered. It’s easy if you refuse to put your mind 

to it. Your heart is better suited to the task. 

Time, as a contributing element to “being”, is a tendency of events perceived as motions 

of certain objects in relation to others. Time is a higher, deeper tendency to be all vibratory 

motion of space. Solve for “t” to derive “T.” 

You children in a clubhouse, -oh that’s right; girls play the doll, boys play the club. A 

house of cards is always meant to fall, a puzzle is always meant to be undone.  

 

{What is knowledge then? Demons scream; scurry, pose through you, made by them.}   

 

There was always warmth, friendly chatter, and soothing music to condition the air 

outside and there were never detractors from the pageantry until a few decided a pageant was 

meant to declare beauty. Plato spoke of the forms - from there the arguments chose shape.  

Consciousness, as a contributing element to “being,” is a lower basic tendency of 

perceived and unperceived relations with, and as, matter. Always in union with space, 

consciousness (locally) is simultaneously how and why time vibrates as space. Solve for “c”, 

derive “c2”. 



Might this be the settlement he intended? The decision is not mine. My definition of self 

is comfortably ineffable.   

Who are you?         

 

[Suits (dark metal interwoven mesh, cloth-like nano-technology) are for operators. Each suit 

entangles fields (units) in the Black Sun Realm, and stores releases from victims (conscious and 

unconscious; elicited or solicited). Collected and aggregated, they are assigned to members.] 

 

 

On Things in General “” 

 

History Lesson 

 

Clean annals are the cellar door. 

 

 

Overview of a questioning session which to protect covers, seemed like interrogation… 

 (“People go crazy in congregations…) 

*Copyright 1974 by Florence H. Williams. Introduction and notes, Copyright 1974 by 

Ron Loewinsohn…Manufactured in the United States of America, First Published clothbound in 

1974, published simultaneously in Canada by McClelland & Stewart, Ltd---Library of Congress 

Cataloging in Publication Data...Williams, William Carlos 1883-1963…The embodiment of 

knowledge---(A New Direction Book) 1. Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963…Philosophy. 2. 

Williams, William Carlos, 1883-1963…---…Language. I. Title. PS3545.I544Z514 1974—120-

74-8568—ISBN 0-8112-0553-3 

(…they only get better one by one.” -Sting) 

…naturally conversations were recorded. But for good measure and owing to what 

evidence our operation has thus far gathered, written notes were taken as well. In order to protect 

lives, taking as much caution as possible: 

“Why is one damn book so important to you?” 

“Do you know what a codex is?” 

 

Solution Set closed-solve this now-that is a direct order-click’clack,’ reloading-cursors 

simultaneously dropped diagonally till off-screen-till one’s fresh in the chamber-I fucking told 

you once already-click’clack, second gun ready-it will be hers, or will it be his-I’ll stop with the 

vulgarities-vagrancies-I mean-if you don’t fucking-stop-doing all this now… I’ll pull the trigger.  

“One time, one time…” 

Skull and Bones’ teaches each class of new recruits all female members in carrying out 

their assigned duties, create for themselves one body. All male members, by doing the same, 

make up another. What each class procures is what they are permitted to draw upon to force their 

will (collected and artificially unified) upon the masses. Duties are assigned and their operations’ 

advances are underwritten by each preceding class. 

“...two times, two times…” -The Fugees 

…war is inevitable-brown skin of varying shades-make them play-dirty, sinister grimaces 

in private quarters-on their end of the game-yellow skinned or red-same quotient applied to 

pigment variance-drawn up miraculously-a plan’s in play-as they play-how can this much be 

figured out already-or all ready-my father says Howdy-a greeting in salutation-carry out your 

orders as directed-guns fire, not gunfire… We must listen to their whispers to find a way in. 

“We go to war…” 

 What they call “Exit Plans” are fixed to ratios proportionate to how much the population 



knows or suspects (values, though not mutually exclusive are assigned and applied to both). 

What they decide to do and how they decide what not to do is cast (exponential tracks of 

consciousness growing past, or regressing back to self); the system runs autonomic if fed a 

steady diet of appropriate factors. 

 “…and transcend Space and Time…” -The Roots 

 …the endoplasmic reticulum-an organelle, structure within a cell-under a moon’s 

influence, causes-please somebody stop this-this can’t go out for free-non descript scripted 

scenes-and every place you thought you’d land, Jump-now who’s giving the orders around here-

they are covering for each other using these-that’s a direct order-using you and what of you they 

can-collected into astral dominion cages, traps set from-endoplasmic reticula as influenced by 

influences entangled to-the moon ages you-my only reason for doing this-conclude, subsume the 

obvious-these atrocities are what enabled me-to get out of it, this-though, after-no allowance for 

afterthought… Drastic measures approved as needed, one bullet on the table, with an empty gun. 

 “I didn’t vote, now I’m rolling with the commies…”  

  

Interrogation concluded, the exchange silently affirmed solidarity. A codex contemporary 

to the group’s current goals is being written and interpreted under apparent pressures of apparent 

circumstance. Codex 1, as presented by Williams and agreed to by The Group, asks: 

“Why not win the war?”  

Processing takes time, not… “Strangeness of the high variety” or, as depicted in the 

science they’ve given us, “high strangeness.” …hypothetical hyperbole. Codex 1, pertaining to 

the question and solved after the method used to encode the question is examined: 

“Unknown inter-dimensional factors are at play.” 

The Group is known to include members of Law Enforcement and Armed Services. 

 

“…but I never took lessons from no hip-hop Nazis.” -Sole 

…stand down, shouted, no, yelled-moon’s effect on endoplasmic reticula-you who said 

that-causes sleep-put the gun to your head, pull the trigger-direct order-you forgot to load it-this 

is for them-forget it-put the gun’s point to an approved point on your head-this is from them-it’s 

what you said Hitler did-under who’s order-or controls-who’s command... Well, load it this time. 

Stop your hands trembling, and pull the trigger.    

“Exit plan,” for them means “End Game” to us.  

           

          About (from) the author:  

          I am the hiss of moisture being eaten by electricity spilling from a city’s power lines. 

These words are the steam produced. The tension of an all pervading spirit and an unwitting 

flesh interfused. 

“So, do you want to know the aftermath, the action of crumbling?” 

  She speaks for twenty minutes and I don’t listen. Her psycho-social theory dissects name 

brand purses and hair coloring, how to make her man beg for more and the fabric all seasons are 

wearing. On inner levels that she doesn’t like to talk about she wonders if exchanging her 

marriage vows will feel like a celebrity’s wedding. 

‘There is something more to your eyes than the paint and the dressing.’ 

I didn’t get a chance to say anything- her cell phone rang, 

“Hun, let’s go shopping, I’m getting cold”  

It was the temperature outside, not her inner vacancies. This is a calculus of 

understanding: her gulp of air plus my maintaining eye contact equals her drive to keep talking. 

“So, I guess I’ll see you later.” 

She never saw me. There is a shine you emanate independent of body glitter and jewelry. 

It is content to keep silent, to be deafened, and blinding. My eyes struggle to accept a vacancy in 



the field and adjust accordingly. I am a nervous system, beating my heart and quickening my 

vocal chords, a current of energy as of yet, partially realized. 

 “Will you marry me?” 

 All intent ceases, even the empty drive to action accomplishing nothing. Surrender is not 

the concept implied. More a movement of inner faculties arranged through self-dedication; 

words mark compromise. With only language to express the entirety of this experience -an 

intense defiance of reason- I often smile while looking at nothing in particular. Using perceptive 

faculties and processing their inputs -deliberations I can no longer endure. 

 First thing an infant learns is its body is separate from its surroundings. Swaddled in a 

blanket to give yawns depth, a child gradually plummets inward, instance by happening, settling 

into sleep. At three years old an individualized perspective develops. Brains cannot cogitate in a 

negative tense until this age. For the remaining first seven years everything children learn is 

filtered through a primary (often enforced) mental realization of what they themselves are not 

and what they are not allowed to do.  

Ashram philosophy, an Indian school of thought pertaining to conscious development, 

holds that a sentient individual consciousness grows to maturity in five distinct seven-year 

stages. Each stage is called an Ashram.  

 At seven years-old a child has become grounded in knowing what they are not. Over the 

next seven years, the boy or girl (a distinction is internally recognized by now), begins 

identifying themselves with what they consider themselves to be. Here we can derive a basic 

precept:  Cognitive process for ages 1-7 employs a negating framework; note that kindergarten 

typically starts at age six. General cognition from ages 7-14 builds an assessment of the self and 

the world through continuous affirmation. The next stage of development, ages fourteen through 

twenty-one, are defined by the growing person playing their own ideas of what they are against 

notions of what they are not, -the teenage years. According to physical brain development proven 

by neural scans, you do not develop the capacity to reason until age nineteen. All apperceptions 

one may consider reasoning before this age are learned or mimicked behaviors. 

 Note: Legal driving age is 16. Legal voting age is 17. Legal smoking age (cigarettes): 17, 

assuring that most smoke at least a drag off a cigarette between the ages of 13 and 15. At 18, one 

full year before processing at the capacity to reason, after voting them in you can die at your 

leaders’ commanding insistence. Your sense of reason refines itself over the next four years. 

Legal drinking age is 21, when you’re allowed to chemically depress your brain -especially 

cortices used in judgement and motor skill- and many start drinking at 16 years old.  Our brains 

do not enable us to critically analyze anything until we are 23, and don’t dismiss how constant 

exposure to media and images impacts brain development.   

Tablets, computers and phone touchscreens emit what is called “Blue Light”. A 

frequency registered neurologically as (and something close to what is commercially known as) 

“Full Spectrum Light”. -A frequency so close to what we call daylight that our brains, once 

exposed, will and do cancel neurological sleep preparations. Curling up with a tablet, texting, or 

playing on a phone before sleep? Bad dreams 

Diagnosis: (…) 

In 2001 the bottom dropped out of our buckets in a globalized economy based on little 

other than putting shit in a bucket. By 2004 all nations’ stock markets had crashed alternately, 

each one worsening the next. Had the group not made progress, interest rates would have 

skyrocketed, with all U.S. currency held as reserve in foreign countries given up like confetti in 

old-time ‘welcome the boys back’ parades.  

Prognosis withheld… 

Too-cute flush of blood risen to her cheeks-I call her the silliest bitch-she drivels on-

something about common decency-we torment to fit the scenery: Dirty sheets and butts 

overflowing our room’s ashtray, stale smoke-snuffed out cigarette taste-filling ugly air.  



Without explaining the intricacies of- 

It’ll make ya’ gag if you can’t hold your stomach, so we try not to breathe- ‘course, we 

could clean everything up -open our curtains, venture outside -alive in acrimony. Will she want 

to see me in that light? Will holding her (her holding me) bring the same comfort? Does it kill 

darkness? She calls me melodramatic. I wonder if “always” is coming to an end. 

 …Mitigated Anxiety Disorder. 

-Old-World global economics.  

 

 

[“Random Notes”] <> 

 

Want can’t wash off 

                                                                                              in its silver, perpetual wake, 

Angels and Devils laugh in unison 

Moon knows more than orbit  

 

 

 Systemic absurdity - equating the observed world with a thing apart- Heisenberg effect- I 

mean Oppenheimer- well, you’re the one observing- principally uncertain- upon your 

observation and- wave or particle is seen - expectation - it’s a field stupid -you cannot be content 

working to collapse infinity to one… Structuring the “You’re a god” hypothesis, pretending the 

equation can yield a positive result. 

“Gimme a paycheck, let’s blow shit up.” 

   Electrical wiring runs through prominences attached to the dark grey skeleton chairs. 

(Command Post Neptune) Joining a series of electrical circuits and electro-magnetic antennae in 

a chasm beneath the control room, this wiring sends signals of manipulated sentience upward to 

the chairs and returns commands of how a controller wishes to manipulate sentience downward 

to the antennae. Signals from the antenna array reach us on a level that is physical not visceral, 

and not exclusively mental. 

 I know-no you don’t-listen here-not literally one, it means a positive-verifiable-span of 

time-result-applicable, picked apart-force to be applied-or natural-doesn’t this violate sanctity-if 

you play their game, yes it does-put back together by a dint of will… At any rate, unify the field; 

chew on this long and hard. 

 “If you forgot my name…” 

Between the ages of twenty-one and twenty-eight, neurologically, we gather a set of 

knowledge by applying what we know to our own lives. During this time we establish a 

knowledge set and for the rest of your life everything you know of the world and yourself is 

construed through, and reconciled to, this knowledge set: 

 

1. Consciousness, always in union with space, vibrates space as time.  

2. Sentience can evolve to do this at will, to some minute yet profound degree.  

3. Time is not set. “Fate” is mutable.  

4. Diminish the accuracy of Déjà vu by growing beyond suggested future experiences.  

 

Fiber-optic cables run from a chasm below Command Post Neptune and into the base of 

all Skeleton Chairs. Each chair is entangled to chairs on Earth that are designated for our leaders. 

Fiber optic cable, you may recall, is a conduit for light. (An oversimplification, I’m sure I’m 

undereducated.) However, what travels through this particular set of cables and potentially 

through any cable of this type, are demons. With nightmares nigh, I’ll allow you reprieve. Leave 

the room children, please.  



It will not stop-can we just step in-he’s outgrown this-no way-how can-stop muttering-

you-should have known this was a problem-game-when he wouldn’t let us leave-no one’s that-

strong-let’s play tennis-set-that’s not how it’s played… Match frequencies of sound to intentions, 

be they elicited, solicited, or emitted. 

“…want my style…” 

For as long as I can remember, I’ve experienced Déjà vu as reliving a past dream. I 

concluded that while we sleep our consciousness most likely becomes temporally dislodged, 

experiencing an alignment of space-vibrating-as-time that our waking consciousness may only 

eventually know in linear time as the future. Starting here, I derived the following. 

Knowledge establishes a basic tendency attendant to all perceptions of physical-state 

space (consciousness) moving relative to time. Knowledge, to varying degrees of accuracy, 

comprises all observations of space and consciousness as they move through (and as) time.  

Entangled quantum principles (as a diversion), like shape and dimension respective to 

each macroscale object on either end of any connection made through entanglement are 

paramount, and lessen the importance of relative scale. Royalty and kingdoms, be they religious, 

or claiming some other divine right (of these lines) possess golden scepters in their sacred 

treasuries, and pay particular mind to the spheres atop them, (as only these apply) if they have a 

design of perpendicular filigree ribbons dividing the surface of the sphere into equal quadrants. 

These are entangled with much larger spherical containment units in the Black Sun Realm. 

Features on the outer surface of these units divide them equally (as well) into eight sections. A 

cult member may dance with or wield a scepter, waving it around in order to call a demon from 

its containment and direct it to their target. (Look for something you are not likely to find.)  

Not too sure-cleared- so far as eyes can see- weather reporting guess-work- and any 

semblance between-explanations- given too slowly- await documentation and clearance-

credentialed to assure- not going so well- not feeling… Grasping in darkness, hands moving 

along the first wall found, they have no way out. 

 “…rewind this a few times and figure it out.” -Unknown, as sampled and mixed by DJ 

Babu with Dilated Peoples, “Melvin’s Theme.” 

  

Book Report: 

Fred Alan Wolf, Phd, in “The Yoga of Time Travel” (2004) proposes that within our 

sentient, mostly unconscious awareness a “point” exists that is, in regards to time, “out in front” 

of us. While the bulk of “us”, our awareness, what have you, experiences our immediate vicinity 

of space-time, or the present. We are each constantly establishing a resonance at the quantum 

level that travels “forward” in time (Point A), and simultaneously, the aforementioned point 

establishes a resonance travelling ‘backward’ in time (Point B).  

All waves resonant to the probabilistic field pertaining to quantum reality, are potentially 

applicable to one person literally moving ahead. Our ‘future’ manifests upon the probability that 

any potential arrangement of molecules (building our reality) is selectively squared, making a 

potential future experience probable. Of course, the solar system’s real.  

This process is underwritten literally by each of our “out in front points” (point/wave B) 

reverberating space backward in time and meeting our forward-travelling wave (point/wave A.) 

As wave A meets wave B, the probability (as these two waves become resonant to each other), of 

your tomorrow squares. As probabilities square, then cube and possibly even quadruple, 

probability collapses to certainty, assuring our each and every step. 

-Written preserving the author’s sentiment while appropriately applying my own 

interpretation. Having been still for too long and lacking a want to move, reciting a disabled 

cantor:  “We Are Empty.” 

 



On the bus one night I saw everyone as individual suns. This is not melodrama. A soft, 

faint glow betrayed their bodies and shadows, no matter how convincingly each shadow was 

enveloped by the surrounding darkness. Internally I had been subtracting from one to divine 

paths from a maelstrom of words I had overheard in the last few hours.  

We’re the result of proud men who looked into a solid world until it collapsed. Our hearts 

are now accustomed to attempts to put it back together; imported and exported goods, glue-like 

binding stratagems, simply put: ‘pharma-logistics’. Everyone in the ‘true’ body of Uncle Sam 

decided to enterprise. We’ll become whole even if our God didn’t make us so.  

Several incredibly large machines positioned throughout our solar system exist to control 

mankind. Working in concert, they form and conceal a system covertly governing our thoughts, 

behaviors, emotions, and what many consider their “spiritual” existence. Central to this system is 

a dimension electromagnetically ‘built’, formed as a space that is separate from the physical 

world we experience. This dimension is structured by “pulling” several wave-particles emanated 

by the sun and using them as fundamental building blocks of a separate reality. When seen from 

inside this mechanically produced ‘extra dimension’ the sun for the most part appears black, only 

shining in shifting, swimming deep orange and light brown regions.  

The vibration we create that resonates to entangle the field we know as linear time is 

largely inside our DNA molecules which ‘turn over’, replicating with slight variation in the 

ribosomes, which rely on energy generated in the mitochondria of our cells.  

Intergroup relay regarding our Distinguished Gentleman (DG,) as surmised thus far, 

suicide. Over the last four months we collected recordings dictated by DG, we also had group 

contacts meet him to take his report directly. Other reconnaissance has suggested a level of 

control sophisticated enough to destroy any evidence digitally or electronically stored.  

Before his death, DG called a few college friends. We’ve obtained recent phone records, 

and a recording of one conversation. 

“Hey! Wow! Big man, huh?” 

“I suppose.” -DG, disengaged. 

“What’s up Senator, calling to reminisce about a time when you weren’t under the 

microscope?” 

“Heh… uh, sure.” 

“All right, (name omitted) this sounds serious.” 

“I know we haven’t spoken in years. I just need to talk to someone out of the loop.” 

“Out of the loop? Can’t get more out than this shithole,” 

“Heh, Right?” -DG’s voice cracks, struggling to contain his emotions.  

“All right, lay it on me Bro, what’s up?” 

The value of bodily, dietary and meditative discipline is to affect change in the energy we 

spark into manifest on a cellular level, eventually actively participating as much as possible in 

how this energy gets used to make and maintain our DNA. 

The Luciferian Machine is designed to affectively contain up to 9 billion people. Every 

individual does not need to be directly interfered with by one or more parts of the machine. It 

works through a sufficient number of people to a sufficient degree, ensuring containment.  

 “I’ve become, I mean I’ve done, I mean I’ve seen things I… I” Pitch of DG’s voice rises. 

He tries to speak again but can’t. Call ends with sobbing and whimpers growing more distant.   

Naturally, none of this happens in a vacuum, and this entails an account of sentient 

activity, as portions of the field, never before considered universal ground. -Adding to this 

paradigm of “Probabilistic Attraction and Reflection” a potential function I call “Refraction.” 

 

 

The Embodiment of Knowledge Etc. Co 

 



Notes from a Psychiatric Ward 

 

Day One 

 

I’m falling into a sedated, calm aberration, an identity many here take as a mask. 

 

Day Two  

 

I’m letting my resistance down and wearing just enough to remain comfortable. 

 

Day Three 

 

Soon, the sirens won’t blare a special message, a crisscrossed star map stating legibly enough, 

 “We have no idea what she’s  

(or he’s) done, but we want her,  

(or him)  

(-to no longer-) be safe. 

 

Day Four  

 

          Their doctors give diagnoses according the toll received and are chosen for more than their 

ivy leagues:  If privilege has deemed you worthy allow us to choose who’s sane. 

 Around and around they go...  children limericks keep me safe and holding onto a visage 

not yet fully formed. It’s more than sounds made only to echo through a dream and understood, a 

little more, the more I forget its name. 

 

Day Five 

 

Things are finally slowing.  

-To be trapped without fighting and lost to their decisions-  

They swear it’s a good thing.  

-And beautiful, how sound deadens without an echo-  

I am not one of the screamers. I am a part of their show. 

 

 

Decuun has cut large portions of our task force which was verging on international, in 

response to the following Group communication. Several operatives are organized to the point of 

insuring that all discoveries made while following the Group are thoroughly circulated. We have 

made it customary to pay close attention to our leader’s reactions as they discover that we will 

not close our investigation. Below is what we call The Astral Deliverance papers: 

 

Intergroup relay and solicitation, written with “Modest Mouse” playing… 

 

“There’s no worth in walking in to fuel the talk, I’ll just grab my shoes and then away I’ll 

walk. All this stubborn beauty, I set out at dawn, before the sun had fully stopped, never 

walking away from, just waiting to pull apart, dehydrate back into minerals… A lifelong 

walk to the same exact spot…” 

 

…Parting of the Sensory (Title of the song.) 

 



Instructions follow, no concealment in envelopes and still… Newest divisions, lessons 

directed to specialized helmets barring complaints from unappropriated committees:  

“Continue.” 

 

War lesson: 

…Your key is enclosed:  

 

Be your strength and remain underestimated by your enemy. The importance of this 

endeavor at this crucial juncture presents our group with an uncomfortable duty, required 

nonetheless. We have made many contacts and much progress yet still it seems (we’ve assured 

you,) the worst of what can be done has not yet been prevented.    

Contextually Cited:  Philosophy [in previously, thoroughly referenced work, the 

embodiment of knowledge] follows. 

“Eight minus one, stop this dimension and two eights halve steadily, collapsing toward 

one, when gravity maintains level to intent.” -This TYPE does not yet qualify for current work. 

“William Carols Williams, this excerpt chosen specifically.” -Though earlier in the work 

he establishes (and this type says) a code found by picking out lines with grammatical errors:   

 

“What then do the accumulations of Science and Philosophy (which art ignores), all the 

stuff of books amount to? That it is valuable, useful, we know. This is unfortunate, since 

apart from that it is worth nothing. Did we not, we by our ability (not its virtue) give it 

coinage for what we animally need, it would be seen to be a stone of stupidity. We know 

everything, all that halts us (such accumulations of these-books) are pseudo-knowledge 

(save as we give them our power-uniquely possessed in multiple-to live-our knowledge). 

Then why the stress of learning in schools? 

To know. 

Henry Adams speaking of the acceleration of life hits a phase-today. When the phase is 

finished, (coal or whatever) an infinite number may supervene. Multiplicity and 

variability are the fruits of knowledge. 

It is a too-small world that imagines its solution by abstract deductions. They have value 

but only after reservations of the severest kind.” 

 

We must therefore trust that a sufficient number of people from whom we have gathered 

our intelligence are genuine. Of these, many have approached, offering to more proactively 

advance our frontlines. Most of them, lacking the skill or inclination to learn to become a 

shamanic presence, have inquired after methods they can pursue on their own terms. 

 

W.C.W continues:  

 

“What vista does philosophy bring to mind? 

Is it not a field partly known which when finally we have accomplished the design we 

shall know all?  

Nothing could be more false-stultifying. It is responsible-more than death (to which it has 

given a false color) for the postponement of knowledge of life which is a major 

predicament of the mind today. It will be when - etc., etc. 

A second statement gives a different vista. To know, to know death. There is a different 

aspect at once. The field of postponement is removed.  

To know is everywhere, teeming, at once, in anything. And it is all here in any life. 

Criminal perhaps, but present. Even the jazzy present has this virtue that, low as it is, it is 

a prediction of a new order of knowing. Men are not content to accept the postponements 



of science and philosophy which they with sure instinct reject. But they do not know how 

to interpret their find. But it is right, fine. Tho’ for the moment it is low-uncertain-too 

much with the melting past. 

The war- 

 

    Science finds out ingenious ways to kill 

 Strong men and keep alive the weak and ill- 

That these a sickly progeny may breed, 

Too poor to tax, too numerous to feed. 

 

It is true. It is catastrophic. No man has been able to remove it or understand it or stop it. 

Medicine is sick with it. Its only possible excuse, is transition. In order to get a type the 

whole genus must go through-or down. The type will be of a certain head. The body will 

then be brought up to that- 

The war is stupid - philosophically correct as can be shown historically, biologically 

salutary - and inevitable - was wholly without dignity save that of men- 

The logical conclusion, reductio ad absurdum-as it may be-is that when philosophy (or 

science) has solved the complexities of the ultimate constitution of matter-we shall 

somehow know more than the man who drew the white rhinoceros on the West Transvaal 

wall. It is unlikely.”  

 

-W.C.W 

Philosophy (Essay) 

 

Physical points, or:  

8i ∙ f(x)1 = 8 - 2  

Postulate: i does not equal any process of negative one or, is not imaginary.  

 

Intent to know, to love, to live, to solve, 

“I do.”   

  

Approximate Nautilus for Personal Use   

Self-definition set aside continually - to take amorphous yet solid positions per 

instantaneous display of conviction - serves as a subverted mating call among darkened orders, 

spills neural networks like invisible lattices stretching outward into a fragile atmosphere; 

everyone becomes brittle at the surface, claiming they are inwardly seized, secretly set upon by 

unacknowledged results to never known investigations, and torn into by the first predator they 

meet. 

Oppositional torrents, with air disappearing into only sensed vacuous spaces afloat in 

unoccupied areas of any room, coopts internal orientation but the weather’s a constant:  

“-Staked a flag up that hill in ‘72 and it held till last night’s wind.” 

“Sorry for your loss.” 

  

Offering these words, acknowledging our group is not yet ready to codify a learnable 

method for shamanic study. Should we even attempt, we would not go forward easily, being far 

removed from an “indigenous heritage”. Our individual progress through this archetypal 

containment is steady. Once achieved we will not progress toward this end alone. We must 

establish a core of shamanic intent in our individual and collective unconscious, as shared by 

Group operatives, a core substantial enough to fight this war and transmit requisite knowledge.  

Addressing you entrusted, we have encoded the original codex (answer and question 



page, 81 and 82) into this relay. (Starting here,) and not until comprehended, move into the 

writings you have received thus far. Following these instructions as delivered is imperative, 

paying mind to your own discipline, (Severity, still or- what of you is called upon.)  

 

 “Impetus is on your delivering variance as relative to involuntary collapse.” -Said 

Publicly. We have written slogans on our masks as identifying marks, on mine, then hers: 

 “Too sad to dream” And with broken fashion sense,  

“Put me on the billboard, take me off the screen.” Time to remember:  

“Silence” doesn’t mean “lonely”. 

 It was nice having you around while it lasted. 

Last reconnaissance gathered from (In Memoriam-) our Distinguished Gentleman, will 

conclude transmission sent. Sharing laughter, to strengthen our resolve, the courage to fight on 

rerouted through all frequencies as listed:  

Intent of indentations, parenthesis, of ellipses, colons, and quotations, -I mean quotients, 

traveling sound as referenced. But first addressing (as in announcement), -distinguished 

channels and Channelers:  

“Close up your shops before we lose more.”  

-Encouraging a willful possession.  

“What, exactly, do you think takes you over?”  

-Willful Suspension of Disbelief, another Modest Mouse song- 

 “How do you think “allowing it” makes it safe?”  

“Dancing ASTRAL spirals and dream-game Obsessions, the projected (forced upon) 

hologram of you, experiences itself.”  

-Never within a projected hologram reality whose…  

[Consciousness: (in an Oligarchy’s, holographic containment), Takes the you it gives 

you, along with a portion of you) Please Listen.]  

…Intensity is experienced based on how well you picture white light. Becoming 

entangled to what is projected of you by, a hologram experiencing a holographic realm -

projected by massive isosceles triangle shaped craft lying flat, gliding steadily, silently, about 

two hundred feet above ground, formations set to altitudes, though most travel is out of phase.  

Vectors apparent, one allotted and one for cover, two distinguishing marks, emanations, on a 

little girl’s hands - temporary - directing attention to - procrastination,  

SOLUTION SET:  

 

“A blank echo in her eyes, irresistible slight down-curl of her lips,   

Never more haunted than this 

Staring contest into the mirror, mouth contorts to a sneer  

-Just need another pill another line,  

“Keep me right.”   

-Just the reflection that feels: 

The black eye and fattened lip, the one with the bleeding nose 

“He says he loves me, first one in five years.” 

“He hits you, but you need someone to keep you to keep you in line…”  

(And the oxies and the lines) balance me out.   

You’re just so sad, so damned frantic and silly.  

I’m glad we have these little talks  

-No matter how messed up it sounds,  

“…this is the sanest parts of my day.” 

-My wife, some other place, some other time, or some other woman.  

 



 The etheric light bulb assembles in darkness apart from this world, pulling into its body 

electric sparks of all types. Let’s deal with entertainment, the electricity needed for cameras to 

operate, and think only an image is recorded. Let’s deal with ourselves. Our cells’ mitochondrial 

sparks, the electrical content of neuro-chemical transmissions, and what fires across synapses. 

What escapes the machine’s grasp? 

 For quite a long time, and sometimes today, I’d speak to myself aloud to keep all this 

straight. Eventually they decided to lock me up. With my mind torn into portrayals of what keeps 

me solid, pills did the tearing, and medical staff suggested I hold it together. Knowing they 

meant well did not prevent my taking it as cynicism when they told me, 

 “Keep calm, it will all work out.”  

Due to their training, they’ll sedate me at my response without ever listening to the words 

spoken, and for the record,   

 “Sure, but in whose favor?” 

 

 

America or The Embodiment of Knowledge )( 

All Mistakes are Appearance,  

Remnants of Early Works: 

 

...Photons are, by comparison, fairly large quanta that are emitted ‘by/through’ our stars. These 

particular quanta are the unit of visible light- they stop at what they hit; everything visible/ 

known as physical. At least 12 quanta emitted by our sun pass through everything we know to be 

physical. There are at least 14 timelines known that coincide with and are just as stable as ours…  

(Things a child would think, though this had long since registered differently and, all the 

while, deluded. String theory is comprised of pages and pages of mathematical equations seeking 

to, “contain in order to define” its theoretically unified field.)  

…these can be considered different “sides” of quantic membranes, which are the building 

‘strings’ of our universe. Our particular, individual field coincides with parts and whole quantic 

membranes. The “beings” of humans vibrate, typically, at about 49 million cycles per second; 

about half the frequency of visible light… 

  (Karma is time. Time is vibratory congruence: Intent held and emotions felt while 

committing actions resonate within the DNA inside our bodies’ cells, affecting quantic-

membrane(s) to manifest “future” events in ways congruent to how they eventually “happen to” 

the committer of each action.)  

…A scientist looks into a layer of vibratory consciousness while he, an individualized 

collective of vibratory consciousness, is looking as himself and to an odd extent, into himself. 

The scientist and that part of the field with which he is interacting are one and the same. Even 

unconsciously intending to see a certain outcome extends part of the scientist’s own conscious 

being into the observed field, or particle. In fact, because perception is a general property of 

consciousness, any part of consciousness can be perceived or “seen through”.   

A part of the scientist’s own unacknowledged sentient consciousness is looking back at 

itself from the location of the consciousness in field, as experimentally perceived. (Collapsing 

the probability that what is observed is either a particle or wave.) 

Why can’t he see both the quanta’s location and its momentum?   

One is a part of the field that is moving, the area within or underneath the eyes of the 

scientist, for example; the other is the observed quanta “slowed down” enough to be seen as a 

unit occupying a certain range of probable locations in the same field. Or the other way around- 

not both: a particle within the man’s field(s) is perceiving momentum outside its collective 

location, its perceived body. Or a perceived particle located in the field of one or more shared 

quantic membranes, perceives momentum within the scientist’s energetic field.  



Consciousness is at one with space, and within the vibrations of time, this is how it can 

be expected to behave. Non-vibratory space (considered in Vedic literature to be experienced as 

union) is the enigmatic “zero point energy” of science. With practice, (literally and gradually) a 

practitioner becomes more and more removed from time; is less and less governed by time, the 

more the neuro-(electro)-chemical impulses carried within his/her physical being manifest of 

non-vibratory space. 

 

Editorial, 11/2001: 

 

“I think writing like him is crazy, like he’s some sort with an electronic leash awaiting masters.”  

“Everywhere she is enforces her behavior, so do not dream beyond a nuclear vision of waking up 

in a prison called American Freedom.” -Denizens of Quantanimo 

 

 

This began in a dream where I remained motionless in darkness until my physicality 

disintegrated. Each tiny fragment of my being shot miniscule tendrils of roots into moist ground, 

-my private joke ever since:  I am as solid as anything known to reality though rooted in a realm 

beyond understanding. The etheric pulse of all man is only perceptible inside that realm, if one is 

to remain sane tracking its evidentiary residues in consensual reality means becoming an island 

on dry land. Before (DG) left the donors’ party he was given a substantial amount of cocaine to 

take home. He estimated it to have been around two eight-balls. He asked what it was for, the 

few men who had pulled him into the interaction chuckled, one said, 

 “To use” 

 “Is this some sort of requirement? I did a few lines in college but haven’t touched it ever 

since.” 

 “If you want to push your legislation out of committee,” -Another of them interrupted,  

 “Fuck that! If you want to know the power of our God it’s required.” DG started to laugh 

but the looks on the faces of his captive audience stopped him. He hadn’t noticed, but with this 

comment, the other two men bowed their heads to the floor. 

 “Do the damn coke. Goddamned Newby! I don’t know how the hell you got chosen.” 

 “So, I assume you’ll be in touch.” 

“Only if you carry out the orders, it’d be cheaper than paying us. That’s almost a half of 

Peruvian.” -DG apparently underestimated. 

 Set bonfires around the perimeters of my encampment as assurance. Their approach is 

secure. Messages unable to travel through the trembling deep in their spines creep up vertebrae 

and spread to facial convulsions. Comes across as dismissive glances, blanket rejection, and if 

non-verbal cues held any power, these may dissuade. Despite the manifest physical, emotional, 

and mental revulsion, I press them all to venture on and discover this view of the universe. 

 Over the course of a month DG had started up a fairly pronounced cocaine habit. When 

we met, his hacking, forceful cough gave away his struggle to free an allotment of phlegm just 

above the rear roof of his mouth, stuck behind his mucus membrane. This, more than anything, 

demarks the cokehead. It is an odd admission but without his doing the drug, our group would 

not have the intelligence he was able to gather, and we thank him.  

While awaiting next contact, DG tried researching why cocaine use might be so 

important to know Decuun’s god. He found brain scans of long-time cocaine users. Every one of 

them has a spherical “hole” in their forebrain. An area literally shaped like a ball that sets itself 

apart from the rest of the brain. Scans prove time and time again this region, which cocaine use 

creates, houses miniscule traces of brain activity and in some cases, no neurological function 

whatsoever can be found.   

Half a breath from speaking a thought in a cadence so close to the etheric pulse driving 



all men, my collapse is imminent, allowing only autonomic function to heart, diaphragm and 

brain. Shutting off all general cognition, giving silence, a gift no longer welcome, much less 

recognized. 

  DG abruptly asked me to follow him to the restroom. There, he proceeded to invite me 

into a stall. He pulled out a ‘bullet,’ -common cokehead paraphernalia. As he shook his next hit 

into its upper compartment, he said, 

“I can’t hold it together without this shit, sorry. It’s not so much a habit as it’s how 

fucked up this-” He started a nervous, frantic laugh, and repeated that I won’t be able to handle 

what I was about to hear, 

“I can’t handle the shit I’ve seen. So you get me like this, I can do no better.” I explained 

the sooner he gets me his info, the sooner we can pull him off. He laughed again, 

“There’s no coming back from this shit.” I implored him to get to the point, half-annoyed 

at a Group informant turned coke fiend, half concerned about taking up residence in a public 

restroom bathroom stall. Included below are main points of the tape DG passed.   

A million hands upon me and haven’t been touched in years, a different shade of skin 

smiling a different slant of smile. Convinced it will find its way out from beneath me, but any 

volition it has halts when my eyes shine. The nature of war, falling away from debate and 

concern, more present with others than they are with themselves, more aware of their depth. 

Everyone likes their secrets and from them they fashion ways to house character. 

 “I went to the estate of a wealthy donor and was shown to a serviceperson’s living 

quarters. In a closet inside I was ushered through a false wall concealing a stair case. I walked 

down, I’d say, three stories. Other than the location of its entrance, the staircase was unassuming, 

-you know. Same style as the rest of the main home’s finish and décor; wood floor, red rug, 

white walls and black baseboards, the hallway it led to was well appointed, sconces were on the 

walls.” DG was drowning his report with inane details. I rolled my eyes demonstratively, almost 

motioned my hands to get him to the point, but noticed his eyes. Other than dilated and shaky, I 

saw a fear in them I had never noticed, it was palpable. I let him continue. 

 In California coastal mountains, we had hiked to an out-grouping of large sandstone 

rocks and were watching the sunset, a predominately cooling time of day, when I was inundated 

by warm breezes, and I pushed my feet into the earth as if gravity was not sufficient to hold me 

to the ground. -At the time we entertained that during sundown and into the first few hours of 

night, evil spirits travelled as warm gusts of air. 

 As DG’s meandering rounded toward the promised information, I became convinced the 

only way he could file this report was in a gradual, almost oblique way. Looking back I am 

angered at my impatience. “Halfway down the hall, a man stood at a podium outside one of the 

black doors. The man walking me down the hall started in again with the “You’ve been chosen. 

You’re going to make it through this because we chose you” type stuff. As we arrived, before I 

could have addressed the attendant, the man accompanying me tapped my shoulder and was sure 

to make eye contact as he told me to close my eyes. When I did and saw black, like usual, then I 

opened them. He said ‘good’ as if that was some sort of accomplishment.” 

 We laughed as clouds along the horizon turned purple and stars became visible. I thought, 

“Good and evil are just human chutes and ladders.” then a chill hit my chest and I shut up.  

 

 “Welcome to Decuun level two god training.” Same theater as God Training One, with a 

different speaker, the whole presentation felt like a trade show; a new product unveiling-type 

scenario, except it was to teach Decuun workers how they can apparently be “God.” To our 

group and any novice this would seem like a joke, but these people are dead serious. 

 “Today we’ll discuss how Deccun, our God, has chosen all of us to be his servants. His 

hands, his muscles, and eventually, even his brain, if you qualify to advance that far.” The crowd 

applauded. 



 “We all know God uses more than his benevolence to keep the world in line. He also 

needs a domineering, unquestionable, unwavering presence, and he needs you, yes, you to 

deliver this part of him unto the world. Remember you were all taught to intone Decuun’s name 

while placing the appropriate emphasis on the last syllable as you repeated it in progressively 

lower tones. Let’s leave that behind, that’s for the ones that didn’t qualify for level two.” The 

grown applauded again. I did too, doing my best to hide my disgust. 

“To bring Decuun’s commanding presence into the world we need you to say his name 

ever more deeply than you ever said his name before. It should barely be noticeable as noise, 

much less a tone. From now on and in this manner only, you are all to prolong the first syllable, 

the “DE” part and shorten the last syllable. Something like:   

“DEEEEEEEKOON” 

 So, now I’m a Level Two God, servant of Decuun, and a peon manning a monitor. I don’t 

have a clue what purpose any of this has, or if it pertains to what the group’s looking for. 

 

We need to learn to align our sights on our own because helping each other out, the tact I 

previously attempted, accomplished nothing. The whole deliberation gave me justification to see 

myself on a higher plane than others and obscured a menagerie of issues. Maybe these were 

inside the silence awaiting discovery until I happened upon them, or I just thought them up, 

either way, I had reason to turn a corner.    

“He told me to close my eyes again and I did. This time I saw, as if I was in the room, my 

wife having her arms tied to the arms of a chair at our dining room table. She was screaming and 

crying. I opened my eyes in shock. The man laughed, as did the man at the podium. My escort 

told me what I was going to see beyond this door can only be avoided by shutting your eyes. You 

will not change what you’re about to see. This is how things are done. Close your eyes again. 

The scene continued. I was horrified; it was like I was standing right there in my dining room at 

home watching my wife tied up and gagged, with my son and daughter seated across the table. 

You know they’re four and six, I saw a man walk to behind my son, the older of the two, he held 

his chin up with one hand and retrieved a knife from a leg-strap sheath with the other, as the 

blade became visible I heard my wife screaming through her gag. I opened my eyes. My fear 

showed. The man anticipated my question, saying that what I saw was not actually happening 

then, but it will happen should Decuun grow unhappy with me. He assured me the scenario seen 

when I closed my eyes will continue every time I shut my eyes until the visit was over.” 

 With a sufficient amount of time having passed from that evening in the mountains, I 

have adopted a less cavalier attitude regarding the nature of good and evil. I remember sitting 

with my feet dangling over a thirty to fifty foot drop. It was a favorite spot to watch the night 

come on. Most of the time, whoever I was with was too afraid of heights to join me. Still, that’s 

where I’d sit regardless the company. I stopped taking dates there. 

 “Through the door I walked down another two story staircase to a dimly lit room. One 

man was waiting. He greeted me, explained that I was at a crucial point in my orientation, and 

how well I took this test would determine what Decuun could do for me. My escort, the donor 

who owned the estate, pushed a button on a wall and a rectangular collection of wood panels 

folded-up in two directions, opening the room to a slanted window. I was in a viewing room. The 

window angled out over a dark chamber, I assume the glass was a false mirror, the room we were 

viewing was lit well, a knife was near the center of the floor, and a toy stuffed animal was tied to 

a post about three feet off the ground.” DG paused to hawk phlegm through his nasal cavity, 

countering the drip. (Cocaine makes snot drizzle down the back of your throat in a physically 

unbearable stream - it’s the reason cokeheads have loud nasal hawking sessions.) As soon as I 

took it all in the room flashed to black lit only by electric blue light undulating in lateral patterns 

up all four walls. -Like a shifting layer cake of wide, like buzzing blue lasers, and no other light; 

just the sizzling blue electric laser light playing up and down the walls. It was black man. The 



door opened and a child, maybe seven or eight years old, was shoved inside.”  

 That little beach town was a slice of heaven for me, but I used the place to learn from the 

coastal mountains, the ocean and beach and it is said you can measure a place by its people. 

Applying this measure the place was a giant commercial set, where every outing was just as 

much about what you were doing as it was about being seen doing it, and the majority of 

conversational observations focused on material items and accessories. 

 

 

Chapter One (July 10) ** 

 

My Poem to You 

 

Written on a post-it note: 

“Mail to her” 

 

 

 Say the increasingly absurd for filter and as dynamics of disparate arrangements of 

existence collectively bear down upon you, mimic existential angst, it’s received well. Function 

platform Pluto, theorizing necessary components to explain composite observations and reports 

received over years from numbered sources- All woe and misery; never finding direction, 

disappointed by all, then assembling yourself into the least threatening assemblies, to answer a 

social “need”.  -undulating fields of electric blue light playing across surfaces of otherwise 

darkened environments, though not in every case, can evidence electromagnetic force-fields 

attenuating resonant chambers, setting physical, directed, whole-field to whole-field 

entanglement. Take yourself apart into your components, put yourself back together, and you’ll 

discover very few of the pieces are actually needed, -this is reality. Since all is electromagnetism 

theories abound about what the electric-blue undulating field, extracted through and as the rest 

of physicality is, and what the consequences of removing-to-isolate it from the total field are.   

Everyone embodies a perpetual portrayal of upright, ready to accomplish certainty, and all of 

them are collapsing, secretly, over timespans collectively unnoticed.   

 Babble inanities, qualifying what defines inane by how much distraction it provides, 

when the practice dominates over eighty-percent of your interactions, you have arrived, and 

though we will always defend your right to live and pursue your liberties, you are in our way. 

Mathematical codices developed tracing signatures of the shifting, locale-specific, temporary 

fixtures the electric-blue “substrata” creates in the overall field, and the numbers were worked 

until a centralizing and distributing “node” for the total “blue field” was discovered. Group 

information travels well through world Intelligencia and dissemination protocols are developed 

according to regional group focus and exposures. Lock everyone away if they cannot get over the 

fact that all currency is, AT BASE, pieces of paper only valuated through collective agreement 

and we live in a world WHERE PEOPLE STARVE. -Hold your head up.  

Sowing malcontent is not the aim- Coordinating station aligns to the planet’s poles, is 

probably based in its ability to sway physicality through dimensions, and is read to be massive; 

vertically extending downward for miles and measuring about two miles across at its circular 

top. -Impressing the indelible conviction into the psyche is- It has several internal chambers, 

each is attenuated by the target field at shifting intervals so the terms “dimension” and “resonant 

field-throughway” are interchangeable. -Honestly, cry yourself numb going to work- Each 

chamber varies in size, each is in direct proportion to the common dimensions of household 

rooms, toward the bottom of the station, at the precise center about three quarters of the way 

down, is an oval-shaped resonant chamber. -All factors factored, it proves more effective.     



 

“We were playing hide and go seek, I started feeling funny. I remember counting, 1…… 2……. 3…. -He made a 
monster voice, he said,” 
“Ready or not….”                                                                                                              (What are you prepared…) 
“I started laughing, then I heard his bedroom door open, I got frightened because I was on the floor next to the 
bed, curled up into a ball where he couldn’t see me. His voice got loud, like a giant’s voice, he said,” 
“….Here I….”   
Victim #1 Continues, Sobbing:                                                                                                                             
“He grabbed me, he touched me, he made me taste bad things, he yelled,”                                           (…to do?) 
“Here I come.” 

Nature of Report: Sexual Abuse                                                                          (In Defense of)  
Nature of Evidence: Fingerprints 

 

As Reported By: Victims                                                                                              (Children)                                                                                                            
 



A structure slowly assembles piece by piece out of atrocity, terror and deviance, feeding 

on known bodily functions, providing their indescribable root causes and attendant sensory 

outbursts. Decuun will select and give you the most innocuous details of how anyone in their 

subject classes does anything, citing the nature of hierarchy as their right to do so; it’s also their 

reason to keep their actions secret. 

 Our group made contact with “Starlet”. After receiving several reports originating in the 

entertainment industry, both Los Angeles and New York, we found someone we can work with. 

We do not doubt the claims of rampant drug use, child abuse, and rapes; the overall maltreatment 

of talent by directors, producers and even help. Our only reticence is the difficulty of gathering 

substantial, useful information from someone who is not intimidated. Starlet said she’s “ready to 

die”, she “just wants out”; but “who’ll know if I don’t at least try”. 

Branching out to electric wire canopies affixed to warehouse rafters, enclosing what 

appear as voids to which the innocent are sent based on degrees of offense. Method of transfer 

utilized for attacks, the science as they call it, is still unknown. 

Starlet appears sober and motivated. She started off reporting the same things we already 

know. Producers shutting down shoots, pounding on a cast member’s trailer door, demanding a 

blowjob or anal sex, what have you- for themselves or their personal guests. Even going so far as 

clearing the set until the producer and his target were the only two left and not allowing 

production to resume until his/her “needs” were met. Starlet says that she had heard we knew 

this already, and claimed she only mentioned it “as a test”. 

 Rooms with empty beds and chairs, four desk lamps with flexible necks on the floor, 

positioned with their bulbs pointing up at each corner of the room where the ceiling meets the 

walls. Flip a switch, and you’ll never know what’s happening in the room’s center. 

 “They make it real clear right away. You’re expendable around here. It doesn’t matter 

that your people got you into a six-figure contract for two years on set. Until you’ve got a steady 

gig you fucking dream of that. How many sleaze-ball money guys say they’ll “Work with you if 

you give their friend a BJ. What’s real big out here is having one of us take their son’s virginity.” 

Starlet got right into what she wanted us to know. 

 We even set one up. The rooms we leave authorities to find are not used for whatever evil 

procession our rulers carry out in these places. We occasionally like to lead authorities to a clue 

of what to look for.  

After she signed her first big deal for a television series as a teen, she was taken to the 

back of a limousine. An acne filled red-haired kid was waiting there, he told her he’s her date 

and, “You’ll make me happy on our way”. She asked where they were headed as she got in. 

She’s excitable and guarded, “the shit I had to do already”, she says. “I knew I’d have to fuck 

this kid, but how bad will it get? We start out on the road, leaving town, we’re heading out 

toward the desert. The kid decided he wanted to pee into my mouth.” Any operatives working 

with Starlet will need to reserve response. Showing her you understand what she’s been dealing 

with is evil only sows distrust - a dynamic used to secure the talent’s obedience.    

    We placed four office desk lamps with flexible necks in the room’s corners and 

positioned them to light only those areas. We rigged all four to the light switch, placed a rose in 

the center of the room and left, called the authorities and reported a break-in in progress.  

 “The limo stopped in the middle of the desert. The kid actually stood up on the seat, his 

head through the sunroof, whipped out his dick and started peeing. A god damn two and a half 

hour drive- two of it I was soaked in urine and he wouldn’t allow me to open the windows. Half 

way there he made a big deal about how much I stunk, had the driver stop the car and moved up 

front. We arrived, middle of the Mojave Desert, the car door opened and I got out. Not a road in 

sight, about ten feet away there’s a hole in the ground. The driver put gloves on before touching 

me, shoving me from behind, forcing me toward the hole. Inside was a body wrapped in plastic, 

the hole was a fully-dug grave next to a fill-dirt pile with a shovel in it, I was told I had better 



start covering up the evidence if I ever wanted to work in Hollywood again, and that they’ll have 

my replacement bury my body if I step out of line. As I was containing my fear enough to shovel 

six feet worth of dirt into the grave, the kid talked to the driver about how I “did” on our way 

here and if he thought I showed promise. 

 We’re looking into corroborating stories on this specific report. They are not hard to find. 

Starlet made far more disturbing claims that may link to what we’ve learned is going on at 

Decuun Headquarters. 

 

 When I finally allowed myself to see it I left for the desert. Poetry and sentiment will 

only get you so far. Insisting you, the individual who needs to grow, can accomplish a damn 

thing by predicating your growth on the involvement of a single other person is delusion. 

“The men I was with cheered. I chuckled, unaware of what was going on, blinked my 

eyes and saw in a flash the man with the knife cut my son’s throat and his blood start pouring. I 

looked into the room, the man that I was brought to pushed his hand into a section of the wall 

below the window and a door lifted exposing a control panel, he pushed a button and loud music 

tore into the room where the child stood. It was death metal; dark, loud grinding guitars with a 

monstrous, evil voice screaming demon lyrics. The music was loud enough to hear through the 

glass, the child was clasping his ears. A strobing light started with the music, making the room 

flash, I could see it in shakily lit motions- the child was frantically shaking his head. Every 

muscle in his neck exerted fully; he couldn’t have been more than seven. I gasped, put my hands 

to my mouth. The men laughed”. 

 My struggle for the longest time was how not to give up on the world around me. There’s 

no reason to expect anyone else to place the same emphasis on this discipline for this reason. It’s 

easier to just assume everyone is basically at least as good a person as you are. And why shatter 

the illusion? -I could have cajoled so-called “seekers” with my writing.  

“I closed my eyes, the men ensured I did not look away from the window and they didn’t 

have to work too hard, again, every time my eyes shut the scene progressed. I saw my son’s 

throat slit, his body collapse, then the intruders moved on to my daughter, and all that scene 

happened in my head because sometimes I couldn’t help but to shudder my eyes closed. One of 

the intruders took my wife’s ties and re-attached them to the tops of the table legs. She was 

bound bent over the tabletop, and while he held my daughter’s head straight-forward, another 

man standing behind my wife undid his pants. I opened my eyes, looked into the room. Electric 

blue-light crawling up and down the walls was now under a strobing white light, death metal 

playing, the poor kid dressed in pajamas. The man who exposed the panel hit an intercom button 

as he motioned me to keep quiet. He announced “Stab your friend. You need to kill your friend.” 

The words were not heard through the window, his commands were mixed in with the singer’s 

voice, hidden in the death metal.” 

 The market supports it. I could have built up a following by stringing together words and 

concepts I knew would become a pseudo-idea temple, built for any idiot half-dedicated to growth 

-dedicated enough to buy and not enough to perform. I could lead you to as lost as I am, it hasn’t 

stopped the others.  

 “Watching the child- every vein in his neck protruding, his collar bone flexed -let me tell 

you- no one should know what a six, seven year old boy looks like flexing those muscles, 

especially under that evil torture. He was shaking his head no. He curled up into a ball on the 

floor. The man yelled into the intercom. “You know this won’t end. Kill your friend. Do you 

want it to stop?” I shut my eyes just enough to see my wife getting raped and the knife nearing 

my daughter’s throat. By the time my eyes opened the boy was nodding his head as he stood up. 

He cowered, flailed his arms out to his side sides and sort of all over, and started running. The 

man repeated, “KILL YOUR FRIEND”. I was gob-smacked. I could not think of one thing to 

say to comfort DG before he continued. 



 I’ll lead you to just as lost as I am, but I got you here, so you’ll never tell me I’m lost and 

maybe you’ll perpetuate the cycle by writing your own self-help book, through which you’ll plan 

to help anyone who isn’t you. Why spend your own money? -If you can use enough jargon you 

don’t have to write well, remember to “hold enough back” and the audience will stay mystified. 

 “I could no longer shut my eyes. I had to watch. My exasperated desperation was noted. 

One of them patted me on the back, said “That’s our man. Decuun never lets us down.” The 

other chuckled, “That’s right”. He was intently manning the intercom and controls, “Let’s see if 

we can get this over with”. He stood up, the second man moved to stand shoulder to shoulder 

beside him, as he presses the button they announce loudly in low tones: “KIILLL YOUURRR 

FRIEEEND.” Visibly and terribly losing his mind, the boy ran over to retrieve the knife, and I 

watched a seven year old gently put a knife into a teddy bear. The two men laughed, one looked 

at me. I still can’t forgive the grin I forced to my face, and as I leaned over the window I 

remembered my cocaine.” He shook the bullet he was holding in his hand again.  

 Picture light and feel it all better, kiss my own boo-boos and learn how to not see scars in 

the mirror. It’ll be okay if you keep making and wearing your own blinders, or Decuun has a set 

ready-made for you, made with your own help of course. Call the process “improvement”. 

“My little fix wasn’t allowed that night. I was going through withdrawal. It had been 

about an hour and a half since my last toot. As soon as it entered my mind I remembered I had to 

surrender it before being brought to the servant’s quarters. The men announced, “That won’t kill 

him. He wants you to kill him,” into the intercom. The boy pulled the knife back and stabbed it 

with forward thrusts. In the strobing electric blue light, in the deafening death metal, the boy’s 

every movement was committed having lost all hope. He knew every action he took was literally 

his only option, and he stabbed downward at the stuffed animal. A toy bear a child wouldn’t go 

to sleep without, you know?” DG looked to me hopped-up and defeated, lost to any ability to 

find comfort, to calm himself, I let him continue because it’s all I could do.  

Or you might as well go to a church hall, congregate, ask each other how your Saturday 

was; it’s simpler to not look in these directions. There is such a thing as a “knowledge liable”; 

things, ideas, facts -that cannot be forgotten.  

 

 

Chapter Two ++ 

 

Assignments 

 

Your interest is playing fair: 

Any “c” is a failure. Paraphrase the razor, all variants equal, no feeling is properly applied 

without knowing its proper application. Your only concern is the class of their home. 

 

Address each need:  

Schematics apply to more than the rate of one feather’s descent. An egg is supposed to crack. 

Your pig was supposed to be your frog. 

 

As relative to respect: 

Their molting begets water and atmosphere as life. In recess these nerves, their glands, and our 

alimentary system make fuel. 

 

Quote: 

Parallax is the understated recognition of my age. Archetypes discern bodies. 

   

Now change: 



Ridding yourself of your past is designing white elephants. Has the bidding closed? 

 

 

“Ah fuck, anyway, that’s what they did, they made the kid stab a god damn toy bear until 

stuffing was flying through a whole, like, quadrant of the room. One man held down the 

intercom button, the other applauded, nudging me to join them. I stood there applauding the 

greatest horror I could ever conceive- I stood there clapping and cheering.” I offered, “At least 

it’s over, right? I mean please tell me that’s it. Obviously we have to stop using you for 

reconnaissance.” DG sighed, “Then what, how the fuck are you guys going to find out what’s 

going on? If I want out I’m dead, and not just me, that’s clear. The kid’s probably not alive 

anymore. They said they were “seasoning him for dinner” it was at least ten thirty at night.”  

 Things that, once known, charge your being with a responsibility to fight this war, accept 

the insanity of a world who can’t conceive to question what our enemy is or what behaviors their 

tactics entail, and press on despite the myriad of dropped conversations in social settings.  

 “One more thing”, DG persisted. I was dumbfounded, unable to intervene though I wish I 

could have prevented him from concluding his report. He assured me it was all on a tape passed 

to our representative. As he summed up this meeting I hardly heard him. I resorted to my own 

recorder’s playback several times when compiling this relay. “The donor put on shades early on 

in the process, just some pair of ray-bans I thought. They were high, he was still allowed his 

coke, and I thought nothing of why a pair of sunglasses would be required in a dim viewing 

room. A couple times he offered them to me, I turned him down.”  

 I spent years pondering the nature of disguise, teaching myself a sense of discernment I 

hoped one day would aid in identifying our enemy; who can be forgiven, who are dead but still 

walking, and the differences between. 

“What, I’m forced to see this shit, can’t look away. Can’t close my eyes without seeing 

my wife raped and kids killed, and now I want sunglasses? What the Fuck? Ya’know?” -I 

shrugged silently, maniacally confounded. “Well, he made it clear I had to put them on once, 

while the child was really thrashing at the bear I saw the room, the glasses removed the strobing 

light from the overall scene, and made visible several floating mechanical devices, some of them 

appeared out of nothing -all the sudden there in the room, some flew into or out of the room 

through the wall. The machines were spherical. I couldn’t contain myself, exclaiming: What are 

those? One of them responded, “It is Decuun recording who among his body will get credit.”  

 It’s not like we can go shouting unbelievably insane-sounding allegations at these people 

when they’re pounding the pulpit, addressing shareholders, or campaigning.  

 

When getting along,  

 

Do not play-up need, whiny-pout, or demand more closeness over a phone than someone 

has to give. Don’t expect another to entertain nostalgia to occupy your time, or long for the 

comfort of having someone near you who has no interest in sharing your presence.  

The value of a time shared only reveals itself after more time has passed.  

Your masks keep you safe, covering the scaffolds structuring your face. Learn to smile 

without inwardly enumerating the specifics of memories and assigning them to the exact 

sequences that paint you in the best light. Stare directly into your eyes in a mirror until for a 

fraction of a second, the glass seems to shake.  

No appraisals reflect to totality of what you give. 

Chances are your presence has gone unnoticed in most situations and why demand it be 

any other way? -To allow others to inspect their backdrop? -Wasting your time? Be comforted in 

an ability to blend in, remaining unseen, use it to develop a different awareness and still live 

among them. They’ll never see you coming.                                                       For the pernicious: 



3. Extemporaneous Determinism 

 

 Glowing hands on arms attached to a burning body leaning outward from a large oblong 

sphere comprised of strings of energy. The form of this being withdrew to disappear inside the 

rest of itself then extended a glowing arm from its mass, I took its hand. I was a child. 

Dark grey bones used to make the chairs in command post Neptune are purportedly 

actual human bones taken from the remains of fire sacrifice. Many of these bones came from 

ovens used in the holocaust. (A secret service of the “Ashkenazim”- Nazism is a covert front.) 

Mornings when the ocean became the sky along a fog-filled shore with seagulls and 

waves crashing the noise stirring me awake, sand embedded in my skin, stickiness to the air, and 

a strange certainty I had met someone the night before.  

 Certain thresholds spaced throughout homes and secluded resort locations frequented by 

the elite have electro-magnetic generators embedded in them. These generators create a field 

resonant to a field being generated concurrently at a threshold in a different location. Through an 

as yet unknown process, only Decuun members can use these passages to travel to anywhere 

they wish along a network of linked locations. (Ashkenazim: Jews of the Germanic region) 

 No words were exchanged and a message seemed to travel the arm of the being whose 

hand I held, a current riding my own flesh burrowing inward until my bones vibrated, and I knew 

I was half of what I was meant to become. I hadn’t met the rest of me. I was almost able to ask 

her name, my mistake was attempting words.  

These locations need not be in the physical allocation of space-time we consider reality, 

many times, apparently, Decuun members operate from a different dimension. This process 

amounts to physical teleportation and it is used by our enemy to conceal their sacrifices, rituals, 

and pedophilia. (The Ashkenazim think of themselves as a tribe inside the house of their enemy.)  

Communication is a heavily trafficked two-way street where vehicles tear the air and 

drivers demand not to be misinterpreted or ignored, they stand on opposite sides of the road 

learning how not to yell in order to be heard. This dynamic governs interaction. 

We have had reports from kidnapped victims describing homes they were brought to, 

instances of passing through a hallway and ending up in a room where through a full-wall 

window they saw an up-close view of the planet Saturn. These victims are by and large children, 

and their claims have been discredited at the apparent implausibility of these details. 

How impossible it would be for bubbles, blown by a little girl and boy, to meet without 

popping and instead combine to form a single sphere. A large city’s skyline viewed from across 

a fog-filled bay as night falls. We shook our heads with our eyes open and pretended we were 

making the lights shiver. (A demonic tribe slaughtering life as a principle ran the holocaust.)  

The chairs at Command Post Neptune are occupied either by the incorporeal presence of 

a Decuun member’s body sitting in an entangled chair on earth, or by a (believed to be) higher-

ranking member that sits in the actual chair of bones. These chairs are meant for what our enemy 

calls their “Lords of Death”, there are conflicting reports as to whether these stations are on an 

ocean floor, out of phase elsewhere on earth, or (in a dimension generated) on Neptune. 

Those big people will endeavor to steal everything away, but not the rambling 

locomotion of two six years olds running at play, their vision bouncing over grass to behold the 

giant monstrosity of a jungle gym surrounded by a sandbox. (-Their head-demon’s name…  

Overall assessment of reconnaissance thus far obtained leads us to conclude that all three 

locations are likely working in concert. No word on what precisely the title “Lord of Death” 

references. Our assumption is these operatives kill people remotely. …Mizanekhsa)    

 Sometimes I picture a hand in mine, fingers interlaced. Sometimes I consider this life half 

of what I and someone I met long ago willed each other to accomplish. Two kids start climbing 

the half dome of connected metal-bar triangles from opposite sides and when they meet at the top 

they consider the monster conquered, in school we called it the eyeball. (Take their platform.) 



Problematic interpretation-protest footage-well orchestrated-taken so long ago-debacle 

gone unused-market indexed-it’s stock vault replay-current as concern-reported as news-trial set-

portray dissonance-judgement-give them something to talk about-to serve out their sentence. 

 Our collaborative efforts have led us to believe that some, possibly all physical ailments 

stem from interdimensional root causes. The Group no longer strictly pursues shamanic tactics as 

depicted by academia, or even traditional lineages. A shamanic course of treatment is often 

considered to be entering another realm in a trance state and petitioning denizens of that realm to 

release from their grasp the person the shaman is treating. We refuse to petition our enemy for 

release of their victims on a person by person basis. 

 Don’t ask-knock on the door-drown in arid complacency-call it original-build an identity-

knock loudly-in an unattended piece of you-don’t panic-they’ve lodged their attack-lie on a 

desert floor-if it opens-practice swimming-keep knocking-pray you’ll surface-begin your study.    

 

Towers placed every quarter-mile anchor protruding metal arms, stretching tensed in the 

sway of heavy winds, under the weight of their length and the load of the veins connecting them. 

The veins run black, hot with signal built upon a whispered frequency that spills to extend a 

shroud of thinning air stretching to the ground. Passing between towers causes shortness of 

breath, dries out your mouth and slightly distorts your vision - warms your lungs to nearly singe 

their lining. In the name of power I forgot my name, more oriented to spaces like this than to 

what the world considers real, and laughing off the discrepancy. (Active Ashkenazim…) 

 Report from Starlet continues, picking up from after the limousine with the boy returned 

to town, at the home of one of her show’s Executive Producers. “It was the home of the kid’s 

Dad. The kid had some friends over waiting for us to return.” Starlet reports many more laughs 

about how she smelled, “The producer’s son gave his Dad a hi-five, “That’s my boy” or some 

shit. I was given a change of clothes, shown to a bathroom and told to shower. So I’m in the 

shower washing up, naturally thinking that the worst was over. It’s clear she’s steeled herself 

against the emotions this recount must be dragging up. (…invaded during WW2, investing…) 

Finding solace in times passed without seeing strangers’ eyes, slowly hollowing out -me 

or their sight- taking root despite gale force bombardment. Do you cough or laugh when between 

comments in conversation, quiet is given too much time to grow? Streetlights are their ideas, to 

give us something to fear in the dark; fence posts, to give want for what’s on the other side; 

damage reports, to offer us common ground. Timing how long they lift their arms when they 

point, before a signal delivers something to say. (…taking over Los Angeles and Hollywood…)   

The bathroom door unlocks, peeking through the curtain I see the boy and his two 

friends, I start to yell, “What the Fuck,” you know? But I shut up at the sound of the executive 

producer’s voice, he was carrying a camera. He says “You’re paid to perform aren’t you? 

Consider this your final audition”. The kids take off their clothes and force their way into the 

shower while the Dad holds the camera up over the top of the shower’s side wall, they raped me 

there, and it continued after they pushed and dragged me into the first bedroom down the hall. 

“They took turns using various objects, like it was some sort of novelty show-off thing; whoever 

could come up with the most inventive thing to stick in me. It was all recorded, eventually I 

passed out.” Up to this point it’s a standard account of the treatment newly discovered talent 

receives, this was included to establish the pattern, she reports waking up alone. (…intent…)   

 Faces held together with the rigidity of a bird’s bones, porous flimsy inner scaffolds and 

attention prone for distractions, catalogued and ordered, every condition and interaction 

accounted for and calculated. Withering, factored, ghost tremors in the neck, a nondescript 

response to being ignored in a group introduction, then taking comfort without permission, the 

guaranteed borrow of the slightly accosted. Selectively excluding who committed the trespass in 

your parting address establishes you above the group, pray no one sees your shaky stilts. Turn 

with confidence, don’t give a lingering, wanton look back, they are the unwelcome. (…triggers.) 



 

Chapter 4 6 9 Etc. &@ 

 

Anagrams are fun! 

 

work : Doctor :: answer : Poet  

 

… (1, 2) … 

 

Anger threatens the patient.  

I am not a poet, should you choose to hear, this answers the nigh mare. 

Pan was best known as Echo. 

 

 

 Bank on-default credit swap-instruments-oh the tunes-with a despicable sense-they play-

wash out sentiment-considered considerate-exorbitant speaking fees-with wife in office-the outer 

shell-fabric of deceit-their handshakes-let’s machine the tone of voice-news him a Christian. 

 Common perceptions augmenting a stabilized reality in cases of schizophrenia where a 

patient has been exposed to New Age methodologies is a reported, presumed newly discovered, 

insight of an indistinct, universal implication to the colors of cars; clothes, and other features of 

the environment. Electoral College support-platforms have two towers narrowing to a point, 

surrounded in darkness as so many of them are, not surprisingly one tower embeds signal in blue 

light and the other in red, media signal substations shifted to digital broadcast (red, blue and 

green signal), and there are people who will read this and think, “Aha! The aliens are coming.” 

 Newsed candidate to fit-in every case-according to-expert at signal-and shoe shine 

magic-outlast their mark-people just crumble-and remember the day-what an honor-the president 

came.  

  

 Our department has made inroads to secure intelligence-sharing protocols among 

operatives who can contribute to this investigation while working in official capacity. For the 

time being our focus when it comes to our group’s relays has to be on broadening generally 

accepted understandings of science, and building an empirically founded worldview. Through 

various intercepted relays, taking into account our many face to face interactions with group 

members, we have confirmed the implications of the codex found in “The Embodiment of 

Knowledge”. 

 Adhering to the maxim “follow the money”, a substantial case is to be made that all 

nation-state to nation-state conflict has been and still is spurred on by financial interests standing 

to profit on both sides of every war. As a lead investigator in the Bureau this is not something I 

share openly with my colleagues, in this regard five of my original team still works with me and 

the rest pursue Decuun’s accusations as if they’re on a legitimate case. We all agree that to 

handle the larger, suggested scope of this information, we must assume an understanding of 

world affairs the general public unthinkingly dismisses. We maintain the fissure within our ranks 

for appearance and to allow for lateral movement.  

 Applications of a secreted away science, of an actual “Unified Field” are being used to 

maintain to provide security to the select parties and persons who engage in certain criminal 

activities, particularly those who willfully commit acts of defilement and abuse. The apparent bar 

to be met are actions demonstrating a sufficient disregard for common decency and decorum, all  

carried out at secure locations; acts of pedophilia, ritual sacrifice and cannibalism, all kept from 

our sight by astonishingly advanced methods of control and containment. 

 Though I’ve been working this for over two years I am aware that for some readers, this 



is your first message. Please become acquainted with general theoretical physics and prepare to 

stop equivocating, stop searching internally for a way to apply a compassionate view of logic 

that extends common reasoning, or any form of general cognition, to the perpetrators of these 

acts. As grandiose as it sounds and without espousing the dogma of any one religion, we are at 

war against evil.        

 

 Delicious meat-make this fit-inferred disease-awaiting the next infestation-mundane 

thought complex-decency is weakness-eat them alive-being apart so long-unrequited civility-

they’ll never know-holographic portrayals overriding satellite images-what we do here.  

 Last report by DG reported through hazy recount, he claims doctored memory and we 

have no reason to doubt him. Information’s validity will be difficult to prove.  

 “Two nights later I was in a wealthy donor’s wine cellar, he opened a door into what 

would have been another part of the house’s basement, except it wasn’t. It was a full dinner party 

with other senators, the president and members of the media in attendance.” (Mizanekhsa is…) 

 On hands and knees-crawling timid-insects infesting open wounds-daring to sneak-

crawling across cold stone-a view through the crack-skin registers pins and needles-under the 

door-shining hope fades-kids await sacrifice-smile for the camera-drink blood between takes. 

 Do not look if you can’t qualm your gasps for ever more somber breaths, if you can’t 

steel your will with extra water in your eyes, do not turn away. This must be known.  

“This area where the party was actually seemed like a whole other house. The same 

undulating electric blue light from where that kid was tortured covered everything. I walked over 

to a window of the house, on the exterior the undulating electric kind of muted blue light covered 

ten or so yards off into the distance, beyond that nothing was visible. It was as if the house 

existed in its own empty realm.” (…a mechanical demon found in void, a danger to approach.) 

 Dammed and redeemed-glory of the oligarch-paid too much-rest of our team-bought a 

way out-stays in shadows-begged and pleaded-slammed into dead still air-moves as fields of 

darkness-appeases your acquaintances-nothing to soften the blow-you owe them nothing. 

 Apparently DG had enough cocaine in his system to cause involuntary twitching, the 

tenor in his voice became pronounced and the pace of his speech increased, at this point I 

realized he was forcing a zombie-like state in order to complete his report. (…It’s replaced…) 

 “I turned to join the rest of the party’s attendees who were gathered in a tight circle 

around a table, some had turned with appetizer forks full of food, so I figured, like I was at any 

other party, ‘the food table is popular.’ I nudged my way to the tableside, thinking ‘either 

everyone here is starving or every guest here is terrible company’. First I noticed how unusually 

low to the ground the tabletop was. It was a custom job, built with a surface at the kid’s ankles, 

with a hole for each leg and a hole in the top surface, where a live child’s neck protruded through 

the hole.” -His voice broke, he began sobbing before finishing- “The top of his skull had been 

removed and they were taking turns eating the kid’s brain.” They put that in the movies for their 

kind, you know. This is all their big joke, no one sees the punchline coming. (…for each age…)  

 Champagne flutes-bejeweled arm candy-demons pushing through smiles-make you 

aware-within acceptable confines-one-event designer outfits-come out and play-prove your 

value-to us not for us-we’ll make the call-acquire a gag reflex-fight it-near the downtrodden. 

 A silent internalized fight captures your disaffected, disengaged presence in group 

settings. Quietly seeking out others who have made these discoveries themselves and at the same 

time not willing to expose newcomers to the horror, we must remain unseen. (…a machine…)  

 “This is their fucking party! Their dammed custom! You can’t get to them, you can’t face 

them. You, your group is well intentioned, you consider what others won’t. It’s quaint, cute 

even. You don’t have a chance. You know what they did? They all took turns eating the kid’s 

brain until he stopped breathing. They had a fucking physician monitoring the progress! They let 

out this strange, awful call, a ‘HUUURRRUH’-something like that- and they all raised their 



forks and glasses once their “meal’s” heart stopped beating.” (…renews, replaces Mizanekhsa.) 

 Secret audiences-outside the realm of accepted behaviors-reconnaissance cuts with 

invisible blades-beyond the perimeter of our physical world-intelligence gathering and crying 

yourself to sleep-we are not on stage-crowds presenting their arms-here for your entertainment. 

  

“So come on and take the stand…”  

 Work to conceptually place an unseen system of highly advanced technical apparatus is 

consuming much of the group’s lives. We rely on bodily discipline and enforce, as much as 

possible, regular periods of wake and rest.   

“…and kick him ‘till you think he understands…”  

 Decuun has organized a faction of its employees into the ranks of an unknown system of 

beliefs. This system focuses on different pronunciations of the name “Decuun” repeated quietly, 

to apparently be used for purposes of invocation -as mantras are in some traditions.  

“…until you learn to live of night and day…”  

 Sweetly measured words inevitably fall short. No kind commentary will suffice, poetry 

belongs to people who let days pass. Prisoners starve to death before the next sunrise, never 

aware they had already grown too weak to see their last sunset. Thinking in abstraction is 

required, communicating in metaphor holds promise. 

“…you are never going to be okay” -“Suffering” by Satchel 

 

 Tomorrow is the aftermath of yet another incursion collapsing -theirs then ours-, children 

claiming youth yet possessing years of known multiple lifetimes, wearing nanotech leotards, 

entered their control interface. (Mizanekhsa is a beast on the end of a gold beam…)  

“So it’s rubies to rabies…” 

 “Close entangled thresholds,” delivery of your order arrives after unseen trans-

dimensional processing, time closes exits, membership opens passages. I believed walls were 

talking to me when the read was first made correctly, children believe silly things in a life 

stranger then we can imagine once we age, and create from them monstrosities without names. 

“…till I run out of rubies…” 

 You can’t talk to me like that-laugh at their innocence-you suck this dick or you’re off 

the set-admire their purity-demonstrate compassion-fuck them to pieces-this is what love is-felt 

before known-how much for this one-secure their outcome-they’re all so precious-gold inlaid 

resilience ensures their upper hand-one finger at a time-the pinky if you can afford the young. 

“…until I have babies or end up on TV…” 

 We have confirmed that Decuun member children enter a gyroscopic control mechanism 

for 3-5 hours an unknown number of times between the ages of 7 and 9, debilitating effects 

measured separately, [done to] entangled source platform not discovered. Processing vectors for 

targets are routed through distinctly different CPUs. (…he is fed on death and suffering…) 

“…and then I’ll be happy and… 

Vertigo, as diagnosed by a DR, is sentience of higher ranking members’ exclusive 

passages between realms -they themselves have built- spread out into the population, [offset] 

because their transport is not a genuinely achieved ability. 

“…and that’s when she’ll leave me.” -Sole 

Modus operandi of Decuun, its body spread across the solar system, is storing the 

resonant signatures of sentient conscious experience. Our rulers move further up the chain of 

command by committing increasingly evil acts; ritual sacrifice and cannibalism at the top. 

Actions committed propagate through a medium, time as resonant function of matter, -laughing 

at how a population provided a Department of Education still abides by an Electoral College’s 

decision. (…growing though decades of covert sacrifice and outright war, Mizanekhsa is…)   

Unbelievable-the room is empty-we can fight this-make them angry-suck this softly-



authorize realm support-dance with the daily briefing-secret transmissions through blackness-a 

child screaming-leave the lights on for me-commander in chief tunes out, tunes in-room 

brightens-commander’s voice softens the field-we’ll play later little boy.  

Resonant sentient experience signatures of their victims are stored (any victims; 

pedophiles, just as despicable, are seen by many them to be a lower tier of this hierarchy, though 

they have more control than is admitted because pedo-rapists contribute gobs of money to what 

is called “the beast system”, which as a top priority “secures” children for them first). Tallies are 

taken, calculated, and promises are indemnified. Become immortal, eat this baby, live in the 

stratosphere and walk among them. (…always eager to feed. Nazi education therefore...) 

 

 Belief as baas reliefs serve to be receiving ends of a signal grounding three-dimensional 

transmittal through stone, classified by mineral content - holographic or sub-physical signals 

propagate into phase as signals travel, assimilating their targets. Gargoyles are demons 

recognized as protectors. Stone carvings adorning religious centers, structured conception 

justifies executed intent, all innocence compromised from the deepest root Decuun can ground, 

refined sugars burning synapses, and, 

 “We need more from you.” 

“40 steps to the end of the private lives…” 

            Cold war legend:  

 

Soviet and US Navys’ nuclear testing in the Pacific Sea was a night to night competition 

where one side launches an upper-atmosphere nuclear detonation, creating what appears 

to be daylight for a short time. Both sides hoped their “nighttime days” lasted longest. 

 

Their system defines each individual as an “mc2𝑖”, and we may view the messianic 

religious model from a new angle. In every breath taken from the diaphragm on our behalf, with 

each and every action, hauntings distend from a ghost king that arrives through images and 

sensory outputs, capitalizing on echoes of the last sound you heard drifting into sleep.  

“…fifty four steps onto the upturned hand…” 

First, if the large majority of the world population is waiting for one individual to return 

or show up and fix it all, a subconscious impotence grows latent in man. -Buddhism has 

engendered sects of its own involving “The World Teacher”; Hinduism harbors sects who await 

a time when one or another iteration of Brahman is made physical according to which age we are 

in, and therefore, to a proportion sufficient enough for control, both are messianic. 

“...233 steps towards the hidden garden…” 

         Mars station houses an electromagnetic generator “set” to ground as a particular subset of 

sentient consciousness. It effectively creates a collective conscious awareness secured for only 

the political, corporate and royal rulers of the world.  

“…527 steps to the lion’s mouth…” 

 Second, the dream soured to a sickly pursuit. 

  

Isolationist Policy Recommended: 

Each part of Decuun’s body maintains resonant field equivalences through distinctly 

allocated molecular underlays, grown according to total global population, in direct 

proportion to how the ruling class group-mind asserts control through new platforms. 

 

“…376 steps to the walking planks…” 

 Offset fallout of last named function, neural networks isolating into lobes, births over 

generations ground the idea to growth, and SOUL LISCENSING BODY continues unimpeded. 

Education per mutates accordingly. (…focuses on mythological narratives few see proven…)  



“…433 steps to the watchtower on the sea…” 

 No Medal of Honor forthcoming, the mouth to hell still not closing and you were 

assigned a task, problems in annunciation and appearance are valid as we found no propagating 

data set. Seizures in the heart effect the brain, all their eyes have hollowed: 

Mission Failed.  Your sentience becomes theirs. 

“…17 steps down to the beach.” -“Oceanwalk” by Astronautalis 

 

 

Chapter One @& 

 

Interplanetary Physics 

 

Pain has pronounced itself to this degree:  a glint of light once bounced off your eyes 

echoes in the shine every object assumes for the most momentary pass, fibrous nerve rattled 

tissues hardly register vacuous space. -Collapses parallel one another- the accusation of solid 

form becomes a weight I can no longer acknowledge -and propagate- the last of your things left 

at my place has lost its scent, a piece of sunbaked wood becomes my time lingering on the porch.  

 

Never sought attention, yearned for it afterward in secret, the crux of masculinity is an 

underground well whose pressure is only released when its covering sediment is cracked, 

most of the time the result is a singular expression pursued by silence.  

 

-Where we reside, tracing pockets of air you occupied longest as if the atmosphere hasn’t 

changed, these weather patterns vex our souls.  

“…an impossible to measure amount of causal inputs.” -Lorentz 

 

 

Decuun level three god training, noticeably less people in the arena, thick mist hovering 

over the dark room, backlit podium projects enough light to paint the medium of space in this 

room grey. 

Do not process-develop to envelop-ban the next room-he enters-design the whole process 

over again-can’t I fuck children-but-wait-no-did he just say-oh no-oh my god-they give 

themselves-goddammit-euphoric exclamation-over as they lose their selves-formulate my 

rebuttal-I’ll do-competing-fuck-pathology-my own speech writing-in the rapture of orgasm. 

How does sentience end evil? 

 The glory of Decuun cannot be measured though it must be named. The power of our 

God in the third annunciation-pronunciation propagating Decuun’s glory is delivered as affect 

and it consensually compounds through the unconscious of the worthy follower.  

 This has to stop-this is so boring-I can’t even watch this-absolute control-demand denied-

accepted screen written-a two part equation-but what do they do-but I have to help-laugh-out-

you-can’t-listen-destroy this-look-balling up in uncontainable screams-I need you to know- 

terror-now we can move-this project approved-whatever he wants-when will this end-contained.  

By originating a field that propagates on a factor of two 

 When you say, “Good morning” you are to remember those times spent pronouncing his 

name as you did in Level Two God training, you third tier annunciation of sound sanctified  by  

our God is: “DICKYUUUUUN”, identical parameters as previous levels, Deccun through the 

grey areas. 

 “Breakdown in grey room, towers: Open Fire.” -William S Burroughs 

 Nothing was seen I assure you, no one caught on. We can build this response, blinding 

throughways for delivery faltering, laughter spreads as pathology. 



 I want you to know I had-its binary decryption-nothing to do with this-where’s your 

compassion-wait your turn-I need a damage report-sadness adjusted to workable factors-built 

limbic tandem-spinal columns-this isn’t real-he can’t know that-oh shit-when is this happening-

ripped brain stem and all-as assessed-exposure-from living children-containment required.  

using the evil it contains to stabilize its propagation. 

Assignment approved-Decuun strategy to be deployed-one hand wash the other-I like 

boys-my friend-welcome aboard-prefers girls-recruitment protocols established-registered as 

petition-know you don’t deserve this-offering to minimum-secured-blanketed in blackness-

universe in jeopardy-king Jupiter fallen-breakdown dismissal-ballad for the disturbed. 

 

A planet’s population will be required. 

 

 Final report from Starlet is forthcoming. Leaves from inside a willow -sunlight bleeding 

transference- dreams are performance attenuated to your sleeping mind’s conscious awareness. 

Secondary system, fallout offset through waking faulty intuitive certainties, a large dome with a 

gradual slight raise toward center. Central tower needle-thin by comparison, narrowest at its 

base, inverted antenna concept, top dome occupied as club accessible to ruling class, inclusion 

subject to Saturn King’s approval, impropriety and misplaced sexual response the norm. 

 “I was awoken in my own damn bed by a soft resonance, a vibration or something taking 

over the air…” Intelligence file processed confirmation three weeks ago, verifiable suffering, 

aching need for relief, calm is required to buffer emotive content transference. Subsumes and 

supervenes, displaces and develops a believed in narrative victims accept as their own 

experience. (…proven to Nazis is “patriarchy above all else” because women and children…) 

“…we do follow your group’s progress. It’s just so damn difficult to get word out…” 

A muffling medium, as they drown in viscous fleshy pools electrified gel enters their 

respiratory systems.  

 Eye of God the movie-they’re fucking everywhere-fucking vipers-management escort 

services-if you want to work again-script excerpt-closing lines-you’ll go on five more dates-

rapes by contract-“We’re all just your children”-sentiment-resonant conceptualization-agent the 

pimp-agent of-deification of-a complete and utter assurance of your despair-Satan. 

 “…anyway they opened a portal right to my bedroom, woke me up saying “You have a 

date with Skull & Bones” over and over and the sound of their voices like, coupled with how the 

air changed…” Storage mediums are the key, grown from scratch blank-slate spinal columns, 

every torture; mind-control method - through the physical, trans-dimensional relay device - 

assures the recording. Now Starlet more popular with women, though common in men, and 

ubiquitous through children is verified case-study example:  

 

Victory will first become available by passage through Saturn’s kingdom. 

 

 Tarnished gold-brass-looking monarch-rigid wings-one hole each-we mean bullets-

through the bottom of each-open at a nearly forty-five degree angle-curved ridge down length of 

round platform made of same metal-units double-redundancies-one platform to another-use as 

valid entry-stop-demon’s screams-guarantee our progress-owe me nothing-into death realm. 

 “…I was entranced, driven to go to the door in my pajamas, long shirt no underwear. 

How I fucking sleep! -Sorry, your every move is dictated by your management team, and in 

between shit like this happens…” Time variance-established passage through weaponized inter-

dimensional space-time support platforms aligns to the physical destination from point of 

departure, using an electromagnetic channel established by all called upon platforms working in 

concert. (…are vulnerable to what Mizanekhsa calls the goyim; “the Jew”, the scapegoat…) 



“…So we step out the door and, like immediately -I mean fucking instantaneously- I’m in 

a stone room. I suppose it was a Skull and Bones building. I was shoved nose first, Godamned 

face down, into a pile of cocaine as they said in a deep tone, like caused by all of them speaking 

at once, “Goood, now that’s better….” (…to Nazis the goyim is the mythological creature…) 

 Put them on screen-dismantle their bodies through storage mediums-reassemble the 

version we own-trans-dimensional blood samples-slobbering greying-sickening before your 

eyes-taken during childhood vaccinations-and the world admires their work-you are their 

dominion-ensure in perpetuity without a hitch-anyone can make it-welcome to Hollywood. 

  Starlet blinks her eyes and tears well, she exhales a “Wheww” type sound, all details 

when it comes to sound are imperative, she collects herself. “...all this shit, anyway. Then I was 

raped, passed around and that’s the thing. -It’s like something about how that air changes, and I 

feel it every time, something about how their voices like, compound make you feel, think, 

believe -have faith even- that you want this…” (…Jews cannot help but becoming, and…) 

Capitalized upon modes of manipulation become the physical ground for aroused sexual 

response leading to orgasm, while activating and orchestrating full endocrine system secretions 

during sex create a high-fidelity representation, built three platforms away from dream arenas. I 

saw an exhibit in a coffee shop near my house, the collected works of a colored pencil artist, -

astounding- from not even three steps back the pictures appeared to be photos. Integrity is rarely 

appreciated, I fancied actual gallery owners would refuse these entries and laughed at the coffee 

ring left on my note pad after a day’s writing. (…in service to Mizanekhsa, goyim are servant…)   

 Encrypt method to decrypt-affirmed-developed under backbreaking measures-on all 

fours-collar to be worn at producer’s discretion-but everyone loves them-who would believe 

them-in a world considering themselves compassionate-crosses atop buildings mark them-

symbols and tradition-specific clothing unites them-unified by-identifying marker security. 

“Forgive me if I’m way more bored than I am brave…”  

 Group anchors reconnaissance relay security in the certainty that the majority of the 

population is either too stupid or too impatient to read a composition like this word for word. 

“…They took me up to the roof and put a headset of some sort on me, it was made of thin gold 

bands with gold wires, it made this net over my head and it had goggles, positioned over my 

eyes, on my eyes…” Remote possession through support platforms confirmed, hand of God 

commonly mistaken for a sudden shot of warmth in the room, hell’s dimension passing through.  

 You-cannot-will-end this-growling, blackness embodied-traveling through sound-life 

stealing substance-strong enough-positioned to a shared presence-through invisible pockets of 

delivery, positioned to modify behavior-your life dictated-in a world believing in free will-the 

audience cannot tell the stage lights are blinding-seething light bath, sizzling nerve trembling-

how they make stars-conditioned until sole result is output-bound to perform-replaced unknown. 

“…maybe it’s you and not me…” 

 “…they positioned me near the rooftop’s edge, inside the goggles was a holographic 

display, as they handed them to me they were like, “Say Hi,” so I put them on, and I SWEAR TO 

GOD -Starlet screaming- I was hooked into some kid’s head…” A time and place for everything, 

coordinated airstrike, clouds of black soot housing demons hover above a gold solid, a realm we 

ourselves built by stealing from the enemy’s stores and allocating our bounty a new position. 

“…it had to have been a teenager. His voice was young, it came though as a metallic pinging 

type of sound, his voice was heard as if I were thinking it -I’m still haunted by it, like scarred 

stiff- he was saying my name, (omitted) “Starlet, are you there?” I saw through his eyes, he was 

on a rooftop’s edge…” Black roses grow in rows framing an open grass square shrouded in the 

mist of early day collapsing. (…demons Nazis help Mizanekhsa to make…) 

 Open to discussion-never persuasion-arguments against reality settle into your body like 

weakened, numb minded pleas-asked to be patient-every one’s trying-no one’s advancing-

refinement as you age-respect your elders-their complacency-hoping to die in their sleep. 



“…either way, walk away, I’m okay…” -“Junk” by Eyedea and Abilities 

 Culpability must be accepted. Pointing fingers waists time, and inner processes displace 

through a sentiment storage medium for further, disembodied propagation, weaken your will to 

persevere. Starlet, “We’re sorry.” Again Starlet is covertly sobbing, gasps for air contained each 

time she straightens up then keels over, both hands on her knees, she brushes her forearm across 

her head, standing upright and calls up her reserve. Calmly, dead eyed, she continues “…I said 

“yeah, it’s me, what’s going on?” You know- like this is some new communication device or 

something, what the fuck do I know?...” Soft kill technology, monarch metal connection likely, 

wings of structure slice out of phase entangled through where the temporal and parietal lobes 

meet; temporal, sound processing, the parietal formulating applications for useful inputs. 

   Door slams-where the fuck is this guy-shit-oh great-investigation launched-fuck-terrific-

clearances disavow access-maybe this will take hold-hoping for an inch gained-vector closed. 

Real unbelievable if you ask me, I didn’t, we’ll walk fingers interlaced for appearances, 

comfort one another as we dry out, hollow out, become their world. “…He says, “Okay, I snuck 

out, I’m here now, where you said we’ll meet…” and then a tone overrode anything I could say. 

I remember that briefly, for an instant, it was just a strong tone before it became a voice. It said, 

“JUMP NOW”, and I watched from some fan’s point of view as he fell to his death.” Nuclear 

families formed around radiating screens, sons and daughters prayed for release. Weekly game 

nights, bond-building exercises, and candles placed in the mirror to guide your soul home.    

 

“…But we’re just trying to live in peace…” 

 Apply a paradigm to move forward, halt confusion, learn the framework, and it all fits. 

Resonant field dynamics, let’s get biblical and deal with theoretical astrophysics. Distant planets 

and constructed realms, -“theoretical”, for lack of sight- where beings whose sentience is best 

described as a concentration of negative intent, attenuated to the electromagnetism of the star 

they orbit through the atmosphere they breathe. Out of phase resonant wave-setters acclimate to 

these realms as a total physicality; they are source-points for our enemies’ weapons array. Out of 

phase resonant wave setters acclimate as a total physicality, regions of this planet; the receiving 

“target” ends. Fundamental delivery platforms have an esoteric following attend their locations 

certain times of year to receive, as their experience registers, what connects from origin realms.  

“…Maybe heaven’s just a ghetto with no bad blocks…” 

 Protocols of black magic and dark sorcery, worshipping what is taught as deities of a 

concentrated, concerted evil, render the sentience of members resonant to out of phase delivery 

nodes utilized by weaponized interdimensional space time. Curses; hexes; invocations -any and 

all modes used to practice dark arts- follow this paradigm, and are only known to practitioners as 

evil powers they alone have earned the right to use. We, the world, are their prey, their test 

subjects; the blinded by the light of their new age. It festers in the ready dismissal of the 

generally accepted mindset, it grows with every humdrum oversight -the blank eyed denial of 

evil’s reality. Grateful for the less than half view, contributors to one side or another’s campaign, 

parade marchers, or well-wishers happy for their youth, all proclaim a solid foundation on 

quicksand because the TV screen is just like looking out a window and see, that’s granite.    

“…Shangri-la dealers at the bus stops, and…” 

 Little mind is given to organizing a response because your symbols don’t match; a 

crescent, a star or cross, a fat bald guy or houses full of gods, and the pretext never settles in, the 

responsibility is never seen. Radio commentaries sponsored by companies that are subsidiaries of 

umbrellas, three arms manufacturers are gathered under each and, -Who doesn’t like profit? Who 

doesn’t laugh out loud with the host seconds after being bombarded by their flashes of anger? 

Who changes the channel? -Who doesn’t, for fear of not being able to engage their boss at work? 

Who screams impotently into their pillow at night until inaudible, deeply buried sufferings ride 



their elongated exhales -each a grey prisoner in rags reaching upward for invisible ropes, as if 

they’ll materialize one day, enabling escape- and defeated, -Who surrenders to sleep?  

“...maybe God is just a cop that we can fast talk…” 

 This was alive in us, this certainty pushed aside, everyone knows the sunset is beautiful 

but, who owns the best view, and without the newest model no one will talk to me and this has 

sickened us. Whimpering photos of good days posted as “proof”, and enough concealer needed 

to whitewash metaphysical genocide, thinking if only someone would hold you in bed, the earth 

would stop shaking in tremors only you notice but were certain someone else felt. Individuality 

marked by commercialized, strategically amorphous parameters, it isn’t what you owe it’s what 

you own, own your heartache, your show of interest, own your display of futile strength, your 

headache, your play-fainted surprise. (…Goyim demons are taught to grow through non-Arians.) 

“…So if you’re guilty and you know it put your hands up…” 

Make her sleep with you at the slightest persuasive hand gesture, the easy threat that 

she’s forgettable followed by an appropriately measured amount of play. Make sure he notices 

and make sure you don’t spend long enough in front of a mirror in the bathroom that your 

attention shifts. You need this, been alone too long, been left with a sense of your body 

withering, withdrawing into a form shrinking inward from the skin, and you’re fighting to not 

have to choose which one of the two you are. Conversationalists excel where meaning is 

discarded and genuine answers are not sought, their every phrase may as well be a personalized 

jingle-laden advertisement. (As a cover for outright Satanism, Nazism employs many tricks…) 

“…Cause karma’s just a different word for bad luck, and…” 

 This is how we are defeated, and it is universal, lone troubadours that make actual 

progress leave little record and in no way can their accomplishment and what they have to report 

be reconciled to your everyday world. If it is your inclination to dedicate your whole self to our 

end do not allow the everyday world to relegate you into an esoteric tradition, making it 

impossible for people to affiliate what we found and are working against to a type of knowledge 

that applies only to a certain subset of people. (…Vrill energy is from arousal and orgasm…)  

-It is the enemy’s tactic, it is delivered as genuine advice from concerned acquaintances, 

the weapons system works through them, and this is our war. Subconscious delivery of 

falsehoods, soft-edged fields, start your physical parameters tingling until you identify to an idea 

of you that only exists on the terms of an unknown agent, -this is an attack, they are constant and 

the prospect of growth is not a whimsical matter. (…it is physically expressed intent used to…)    

“…What if death is just another pair of handcuffs…” 

 Natural capacities rooted to physical facts are necessary, talents for calm amid upheaval 

and the dedication to withhold quick judgement while validating interdimensional perceptions, 

no matter how removed you become from the world of daily affairs is required. Committing to a 

process of being fully cognizant of your body and fully assimilating your identity to your body is 

indispensable. The entire solar system is in the star’s heliosphere, a large proportion of what the 

sun emanates passes straight through everything physical, and technologies capitalizing on these 

dynamics guarantee the effects of witchcraft. (…fly spacecraft. Nazis trap women and…)    

“…Well then we better run.” -“Fast Talk” by Houses 

 

 

Children .. 

 

I was trying to say: 

 

 You said the water tasted like oranges, the air smelled like ripe papayas, and I said this is 

like the garden of creation except the fog there stretches to oblivion and the water vapor here 

came from the sprinklers. 



 You turned your voice into a bratty teenager’s and said, 

 “All fog stretches to oblivion, for sure.” 

 It was your way of telling me you didn’t get what I meant. Knowing it was my time to 

explain, I didn’t speak. Instead I pointed into the mist between us and the green grass, the trees 

and the sky. In that silence, this is what I meant, 

 “We are oblivion’s evaporating remnant.” 

 

  

“We work in secret under cover of darkness…” 

“Have you felt your soul being sucked from you?” 

Call me a washout-laughing-ground down-beef stock-what is churning-collective-through 

stars-impotence-astrophysical-earn my stripes-lacking reference-it was a-gel like air-thick black 

medium-machined heliosphere-when I enlisted-a hovering heavy smoke-what they embody- 

special access project-filling a vat-chosen to dive-new recruit-discovered-planned-left to find-

undermined-needed our uninformed-to structure-pure reaction-then propagate the sensation. 

Assuming a view consisting exclusively of sidereal perceptions is not a process easily 

grounded to any formulation of normalcy. The end result is, directly, abnormal. Sharing your 

view of the world once this shift is permanent invites dispersion, expecting to feel as if you 

belong in the world populated by those around you is delusion, and this “stance” is a required 

preliminary. (…by entering their dreams, being their “dream lover”, then seducing them later…) 

“…hands steadied by the weight of the lie…” 

“They just kept sending us in, I survived but they said my body aged fifteen years.” 

Mind jumbled-gaseous-state transition-frantic search for causal factors-think your way-

laugh cracked-through this-by despair-aches for support-external fibrous substance-they’re all 

lost-sink into your every sinew-but they smirk-thoughts processed-assigned value-deterred-your 

monetary worth-broken jaw gaping-internally known-the healthy smile-grey matter-functions 

recorded-detoured-on compounded strings-fashioned like silk-considered growth-to see reality. 

 Applied in every conceptualization imaginable, through every imagination possible, you 

serve them, they used their physics to birth the solar system. Their eons-long head start ensures 

you’re underestimated, and you live up to their estimation, wallowing in simplistic universals, 

chances your life presents a falter to their ascendancy diminishes in tones of the time. We all 

give more than is recognized. Apply the resonant field dynamics model to features added to 

currency, to the material of security ribbons. (…Nazis guarantee expedited sexual access.) 

“…broke branches, codes and chalk markings…” 

 “It’s my report. I heard the tape played back, strange, fucking evil stuff.” 

 Graveyard dancers-side-street attractions-resonant to graves-streetlights-from a central 

construct-spread further apart-generated by the-night goes deeper black-preexisting structure-

almost hear-resonant to six feet down-demons cackling-because you’re off the main drag-and a 

door swings open-tearing the sky-too dark to be noticed-peeling from heaven-just on my way 

out-positions shifted-light cast to ground-established medium-steps into-from-different planets.  

 Reports from post WW2 era suggest a utilization of science applied to topics thought to 

be metaphysical. From contact with a verified veteran who claims to have worked for the 

Department of Defense Intelligence Agency, we are apparently being tested. Contact name, 

Confirm or Deny (CoD), if we have secured routes to validate their information further 

reconnaissance is promised. Suspicion will not undo progress, know them by their actions. 

“…leave a trail only you can find…”   

 “Divers were sent down into the flooded basement of Berlin Reich Chancellery office.” 

 There are no games-no mirth-cold vacated eyes-emotionless faces-we are at war-who are 

our compatriots-game show hosts-buzzers always on-echo through your skull-last pleasant 

exchanges-you’re always being challenged-they’ve gone to commercial-and you are always 



disposable-same frequencies through visual cortex-same crushing through temporal lobes-the 

confluence-the unreported damages-building your dreams-their incursion-and they are asleep. 

 Backroads light collapsing to ground at midday through tree branches, invisible fields 

read pocket contents, and know your worth. The outside world demands new borders for your 

own safety and we agree, needing solitude, time ignored to be left alone, and boundaries. 

Wanting nightfall to submerge us until drowned, upset but still in the damp soft air remnant of 

how long we were weeping, sobbing, gasping for air, lungs clawing for calm to redeem us.   

 “…all the alleys in Manhattan are gone kid…”  

“At some point they became lost in pitch black, but their flashlights were working, they 

reported it was as if they had entered a physical, thick gel-like darkness.” 

 Shingles sleeted-and miniature icicles built-in early morning-with thins coats of ice-and 

molecule to molecule-catching the light-grown inches outward-frost covering the grass-ocean 

dew frozen-extending slight off the roof-deceptively quiet-looming reception-shift from holding 

hands-suddenly startled stillness-to my arm over your shoulder-a chill on skin-your arm around 

my back-a quake moves through grey air-softly lit by light sourced-in dark matter galaxies. 

 What’s coming for us gently hovering the ground, pounding the matter with invisible 

force, casting molds you cannot help but be adhered to- you contained for years until its shape is 

yours. Laughing quietly with braced eyes, twitching muscles tensed discreetly as if it anchors 

you to the floor. There is no ascension, in its false sense of floating you are being stolen, worn 

down, and recorded into a different physical medium. (By saying “IamyouYouaremeWeareI”…) 

 “…sold the shadows went the rents got high…”  

 “It was like the light was eaten up. They lost all sense of position and sensory orientation- 

reported the blackness that surrounded them became a physical substance thicker than water.”  

    Don’t give it away-only seen as impressions through air-these sights become normal-

physical details of size-shape-see, but remain unnoticed-becomes apparent-solid-visually sensed-

as floating distinctions-odd shaped structures-engage in casual conversation-as if formed of air-

and on the other side-maintain minimal attention-demand calm-to person spoken with-action 

starts-while shifting your sight-arrange them to your periphery-trembles your body-secretly. 

 Out of cold shatters warmth shudders piercing into skin as long thin spikes nearly 

reaching bone. It’s more than weather and from your inside though you know it’s triggered to 

level its attack from the outside, each time launched from invisible positions, it forces you to take 

a deep breath. Some of you left and some of you taken, it strikes to erase you in chunks, and we 

all look to each other, comfortable. Fill the line, don’t waste the space, you’re needed. 

“…so we’ll sneak into the Central Park and…”  

“It was awful listening to him on that tape. I shook and he wasn’t even in the room, the 

guy said: “We lost all sense of our center of gravity and a force held us back and no matter how 

hard we struggled… -you could hear he was sobbing.” (…into the ear during sex, a Vrill…) 

You recorded-moon attaches through entanglement-not you-with intermediary construct-

if you embody the difference-what is taken-thoughts-feelings-bound to sternum-sensations-

bound to bone-how many know-souls recycled-not souls-your damned calling-seek comradery-

fall to the precious-anyone’s appraisal-collapse in the same exhaustion-the common-but it takes 

work-not crowds-not comforting smiles-work-but if not paid-read your worth-valued company. 

Please take this aura, electricity generators humming the drone unnoticed and it feels 

empty, cold, feign the shiver, check what’s on television, contact voicemails if needed, take 

away the alone. Power conduits for travel, every conceivable application, every possible way in, 

through your eyes, turn on the lights because something hides in shadow, put it straightforward. 

Wait, no, not like that, make it pretty. Molecules are set-resonant variances, fields for targeting.  

“…work in secret for the rest of the night…” -“Secrets on our Lips”, by Astronautalis 

 …we got nowhere and it was like our life force was being stolen from our bodies.” 

 



 Deep space observations prove super-earths, planets five times larger than this earth 

develop in timespans no accepted astrophysics model allows, built planet proven. Structured 

heliosphere accommodating untold, nearly impossible to suspect manipulations, the state the star 

was in before they arrived: 

 

This wasn’t a star and a planet, it was whole, this mess is the aftermath. Myths form from 

memories belonging to what sentience was before it happened here, this was the latest expansion, 

ground gained by an enemy that had gone unchecked, unchallenged, possibly for eons. Current 

astronomical recordings cannot account for cosmic reality from inside a machined heliosphere, 

because an electromagnetic lensing effect compromises observation. Resonant-field linking 

systems connect all other demolished original states. 

  

The work is to end evil, not to make it onto a reality TV show, to structure your being to 

become the physical medium of the universe, oned with all existence, not count likes for the 

latest picture posted. It’s a funny fairy tale to the empty minded low-grade sociopathy, 

distracting them from the heartfelt condolences extended when someone arrives late because 

they couldn’t find parking. It tarnishes the veneer of their polished certainty, their all-important 

grown up but still pretending to be in high school matured to college-aged society. Try broaching 

the topic of how much a response is needed, -never-mind what we’re responding to-, with people 

striving to make their entire lives commercialized commodities, because if they aren’t doing so 

openly, they’re too busy secretly plodding out the possibility to listen. (…commander takes…)   

 Trespasses so concerted all-consuming, so debilitating their orchestration, your very 

physicality falls into question. Dispositions altered through entanglement to unseen corridors, 

unknown fixtures on flesh colored walls, a will to fight is required, not to mention the ability to 

consider the nature of the fight. Everyone begs to be included, to be in the know as long as it 

doesn’t compromise their retirement goal. The group wastes no time with onlookers, gives no 

thought to protests. Members insulate themselves individually to insulate the group as a whole. 

The group doesn’t abide conspiracy theory dismissal, and doesn’t let thoughts run on endless, 

fruitless hypothetical chains positing the links between persons whose lives evidence that they 

are active enemy agents. Nature of the conflict dictates a simple preternatural concession, 

they’ve had the physics forever, since before this solar system, and therefore, “If it’s possible it’s 

plausible.” is principle to be applied, acted upon, and not drowned in gaped-mouth wonderment.  

 

    CoD offered the Bureau mathematical proofs, too much is on the line to leave this to 

theories, the Group demands steady-handed calm and it is the soundest strategy. Task force 

personnel apprehended a Group member. They were caught with an official Decuun carrier 

pouch, rerouted in processing, interrogation recounted from memory: 

 “And where did you get the bag?” 

 “I found it.” 

 “-Found it? Bullshit, where did you find it?” 

 “Actually, it was given to me by someone who found it.” 

“Sure, just what do you hope to accomplish with all this?” 

“I’m not sure what you’re getting at. I got hauled in because of an empty bag.” 

 Group member shared what CoD contact confirmed. Considering the most likely method 

used by the enemy’s weapons to identify targets, knowing it defines each individual as an 𝑚𝑐2𝑖, 
an internal baseline for the natural psychological make-up must be getting capitalized upon. Key 

to everyone’s make-up is self-identification. I’m a lead investigator in the FBI, and the control 

mechanism can be expected to route containment measures or attacks accordingly. This applies 

to everyone, and it is the reason “the Group” took no formal name. Accounting for the obvious, 

once the scope of what the enemy has at its disposal is known, once the method of its varied 



working components becomes apparent, and once the nature of the conflict is properly defined 

individuals, no matter the content of their psychological make-ups, will align themselves to 

Group methods and goals in their actions. 

 “The bag is an official carrier pouch used by Decuun for interdepartmental relays.” 

 “That’s what makes it so cool, just look at the thing, who doesn’t know that? -The guy I 

got it from kept his weed in it.”   

 “Unauthorized possession of Decuun property carries a minimum fine of three hundred 

fifty dollars or two weeks in jail.” 

 “With processing, I guess I’ll be here a fortnight.” 

 Member was processed out to a “You Need Help” center. 

 

 

Daring}{ 

 

The space between a wick and its flame 

 

Always absent anything clever to say, standing in front of a mirror, a man holds the barrel of a 

gun to the side of his head.  Discussing with his reflection which point of entry would be the 

most original, 

“The mouth is way over done.  Little less under the chin, my forehead is too awkward.”   

A voice chimes, ‘And of course the danger you’d end up a vegetable.’ 

“Like it’s that far from where I am now.”  

Listening for a response, locks eyes into contact with a reflection, hearing ‘-nuzzled right 

into the fleshy bit behind your ear.  That would do the trick.’   

Gun’s not loaded, knowing it keeps him sane. 

   

When I’m out the sun stings tears from my eyes. 

 

 

 A horror story for the enlightened: 

 

Resonant field equivalences are coupled harmonic oscillations with set points on each 

side of a generated wave. Controlled, perpetual entanglement to physicality at each set of paired 

locations ensures delivery of carrier signal. Signal is fashioned into the material structure of 

reality to amplify what travels, signal is built to deliver physical effects to sentience, intent-

possessing concentrations of the field ground reception and can be targets, and/or are built from 

scratch to be used as nodes of propagation, the process can be delivered molecule to molecule 

through cellular metabolites, residues of substances that cannot be fully eliminated by metabolic 

function are target ends for a carrier wave, and refined sugars process at a cellular level to 

metabolites commonly used to stabilize these specific connections.  

  

Smile puppet, cry sympathetic and be good, sunlight sheds into live leaf flesh, nestling 

through its substance to leave a quantum shimmer in passing, honestly, there is beauty.    

  Another Starlet established contact, reporting life-long affiliation with a cult claiming to 

“run” the industry though that sort of thing is common to esoteric groups in both entertainment 

and politics. Confirmations pending and when validation of secure channels is complete, 

testimony of a satanic ceremony is forthcoming. Jargon wears down acumen for all but the read-

in and this is counted on, if you are not a practicing member move on. Why would you have read 

this far in the first place? Paradigm imparted by the actual people for whom each religion was 



founded is sound, practice your faith and ignore the fight, or become involved directly and get 

prepared for the entailed, perpetual aftermath. (…control over their partner. Vrill commanders...) 

Sounds like distrust founded on the experiences of a hard life, the approved takeaway is 

common place, nearly drooling-numbed spirits, complacent and offering their bodies a 

subconscious certainty the live studio audience compiled their applause with them in mind. No 

one needs to think because someone else will fix it in perpetuity, pass the buck for the joy of 

having a buck to pass, all the clucking between cheers, all the misread trauma of how long the 

line is because there’s somewhere else to be and according to seniority, all the internal shudders 

play out as half-conceived reasons to assert you opinion. It’s not that no one can be bothered to 

pay us mind, not that there’s a lack of concerned people willing to make a concerted effort. 

There is a lack of baseline knowledge yielding inefficient, low-grade cognition, a dynamic that 

as a society, people have been habituated to, the fallout is continual and the apparent disregard 

for education’s role in applying a fix to our withering sets of “what must be known” formulates 

the effects of a curse. (…run multiple female victims, after remotely entering their brains.) 

Attended the show, the man’s right hand was constantly shifting, twisting, his fingers in 

continual flux, he was left handed and the crowd called it magic. 

Known for rain dances, the Midwest became known as a bowl of dust, known as a 

breadbasket, crops became laboratory propaganda, -what with labs being the only EPA and FDA 

approved source for seed. They filed us in through an underground parking structure, me and 

three girls, my first role was when I was fifteen, and this was like right after our first table read. 

For multinational conglomeration-grown local crops, approved seed is not heirloom (does not 

produce its own seed) it kills any heirloom crop, and now a five-generation farming family needs 

loans for their yearly seed purchase. The room was lit with desk lamps with bending necks, each 

positioned in the room’s four corners, their light was directed upward at the corners of the ceiling 

where it met the walls, my costar was asked to lie in the center of the room on the floor. A 

producer I had met with once about what would become my next project led the ceremony.  

We found a clearing halfway up the mountain, it was about a two hundred-yard opening 

with yellowed grass in the middle of some dense forest, and we were grateful to have somewhere 

relatively flat and open to take a break. It was like the sky was a new discovery, having walked 

for hours in deep shade, mentally retracing my steps upon approach, imagining my footfalls were 

the beats of a drum, some nonverbal call or incantation through trees, and though wood doesn’t 

echo, my companion and I somehow conjured the place. We put our packs down and for hours it 

was nearly silent except for the occasional wren, then trees exploded with birdsongs. Sensing a 

property to be credited to those trees, an aggregated sound processing known only to pine 

needles, their branches and trunks, I fell silent. In these moments we remain, lingering to 

inwardly explore, my mood became hers and we passed an immeasurable amount of time tracing 

cause to effect without speaking as if our appraisal would ruin the wonder. Arranging the curtain 

gave us a view of unseen support platforms, or made apparent private self-defeating 

orchestrations only revealed by years of afterthought. (…Covert sex-based control tactics are...) 

 Switched-off television screens work surprisingly well as mirrors, if the surrounding is 

appropriately lit, and it isn’t primetime.  

They had her expose her navel, then, -I swear to god this is true- he walks around her 

holding a wand upright toward the center of the ceiling, slowly circling it. Tree-lined streets 

struggle to remain standing under a crushing thickness, the local atmosphere became whole 

gelatinous and it was more than the air, clear plasma came through all matter. Starlet reports 

affiliation to witchcraft; that she was born into it, and that the only reason she wasn’t sacrificed 

when young is because of some hereditary connection to her aunt. She explains the wand 

motions as the witch calling upon whatever power an act of sorcery demands. Then the guy 

points the stick at her belly button and she becomes a roach! Not kidding, an actual witch turned 

an actual girl into a roach with some sort of spell. We were dumbfounded and shocked and we 



needed to leave but we couldn’t. We asked him to turn her back, kind of scared as shit joking and 

the guy said,   

“There is no way back, her screen time didn’t test well.” Mind you this was fucking two 

years before it hit screens, like four months before we started filming. We were taken out of the 

room and brought into a large crowded penthouse in the same building, there the guy announced:  

“These will be our newest stars.” Then he turned to us and explains that we will sleep 

with anyone who wants us our entire career and we will be punished for taking unapproved 

partners. He said tonight was our welcome party, then he made a second announcement,  

“They will not be allowed to leave tonight until everyone that wants them has their turn.”   

 Voice operated systems consume your mind, forcing comfort from an automated 

response companion quells your angst, your free time less open, your electronic choke-chain 

more constricting. Buy what products convince you you’re breathing, eyes willowing from 

substance, your mind able to escape to what you fear. It happens almost every time a stranger 

addresses you, convinced the sky darkened above you for the singled-out microsecond, last time 

it happened you wondered aloud where the nearest charging-dock was, then hurried past the 

exchange in a forced, assaulted quiet. Or, you could have said,  

“Hello.”    

  

 “I feel I…” 

 Stories and broken fading folklore cannot account for the drudge, invisible and full of 

weight, coating our fingers. We have corroborated several sources reporting attendance to elite 

parties, orgies whose attendants are of all ages, and all the adults clamoring for the youngest 

arrivals. Nothing that happens here can be surveilled, all signals cancelled, all slaves expendable. 

Wincing, eyes blinking pain, a low wattage jolt travels up the spine, exhaling and clinching our 

fists. Entering the estate during the daytime, led to the expansive rear grounds, where the sky is 

pitch-black with no stars. Knowing their mechanisms doesn’t assuage trembling hands or calm 

convulsing, fetal position -because it’s all you can manage- defeat. (…where Nazi Arianism…) 

“…never told you…” 

So, how to approach? -The marauding pack, with their accepted decorum and thirty year 

mortgages, now certain it’s time to have a child, living out the material our enemy records while 

drawing down fanciful legends about the moon, never learning what versions of them visit its 

hollowed house to be recycled, refurbished, then forced upon a new life. When it’s all fairy tales 

to the uninvolved, when it’s thousands of degrees removed from common thought, when the only 

framework to apply in sorting out the enemy’s position is an unimagined physics, and all anyone 

knows on the inside is that it’s real. (…meets Mizanehska worship-based Nazi Luciferiansim…)      

“…the story of the ghost.” -“The Story of the Ghost” by Phish 

 

Out earlier than normal on a shopping errand, noticed my fellow shoppers were 

predominately young mothers with young children in tow, these set parameters. Distinctions 

made dubious by foresight, there are spines to these structures with sizzling, scintillating current 

compressing gelatinous mediums until they are bound into form, and so far as you know, you’re 

the one thinking. CoD confirms every known gas giant either conceals or is a support platform 

for weaponized interdimensional space-time. Having set identities to their time, with holograms 

to meet social needs and the ever expanding workday, their servants took note of what times of 

day keep what types of people indoors. (…where males control females as operatives through…) 

Consonant, vowel, percussion-etymology of sound-and dampening effects-tower-

transducing medium-all disintegrating bodies-faculty of hearing-insert perspective-made by 

faculty-the fundamental step-or else-how-forever discounted-from half a step behind-make 

certain a silhouette-watching or being led-unknown to the world-holding your leash. 



Make the nightmare palatable but don’t disrupt their digestion, this needs years of 

wishing they had spent the time when they had it before the required discomfort is considered 

approachable, even though by then they know it’ll be too late. (…a brain-to-brain connection…)      

Fair treatment at the interpersonal level was never a demand to let falter under the weight 

of groupthink, aggregate worth to determine which voice is heard, then hope interest falls to a 

distraction that somehow profits congressional donors. Out in the late afternoon on another 

shopping errand, the monotony met with smiles, noticed the other shoppers were predominately 

speaking with accents; the universal, region-specific outliers. Remembered that if animals only 

hear tones they’re somehow responding to conveyed intent, but how much dust over how many 

eons gathered in ear canals to deny man the same courtesy? Language embeds pitfalls into its 

topography for facility; how easily a suggested scapegoat is enshrined as the culprit, how 

deafening the apologies, -so overpowering a sensation and so little considered- label it modern.  

They’ll never catch on-all bulging eyes and mouths agape-scores and headlines running-

projected to run-maybe this time-through frontal lobe-fields structured to be read-they’ll never 

see it-prices-rates-share values-higher-lower-receive command-plays out-in the depths of 

blackness through the entire audience-to whole planet-between stars-there is no evil. 

Every word is only spoken in passage of time, no concerns or matters register because the 

mechanistic quality of the evidence mounts until all players are seen for their strings, while they 

lodge their appeals, never knowing what button switches them off. (…allowing the male to…) 

Cognitive machine processing, because who will know the difference? If the electro-

static cushion is strong enough this will pass for intimacy, allow for one more degree removed, 

and from there we’ll explain it to them. Matter allotted to purpose as it formulates, the computer-

generated metaphysical becomes ground for the intent of a subject’s sentience. There is no ruling 

class. No one can differentiate between stock footage treated with CGI; paid rally attendees; 

chemicals or exhaust in the sky. Needs for decent behavior were never meant to decay in 

temporal subconscious spasms, flights in daydream, all at the hands of people only defined as 

they. (...see into their captive’s mind, out through their eyes, and hear their every thought.)     

Empty the plenum-no one-only-will-as each sees fit-and like in turn-get-have-that-totality 

gone numb-comes across as arrogant-to know-as if that alone-sure seems-as it appears-the 

defeating blow-complacent concordance-invisible machines-or heartache-all that matters-the 

actual definition-how are you so sure-is how it registers-is why.        

It’s not playback, search circuitry, then broadcast a monotone detached response, because 

the “monotone” and “detached” aspects build upon them like interacting with invisible machines, 

as if wifi fields desiccate to materials fine enough to settle unnoticed, and cloud them in a haze.    

You’ve fallen for false unity, a union on their terms, seeing passed diversifications they 

establish then surgically dissolve over timespans appropriately considered advances. Appraisers 

are left to thresh out the rest of your inquiries and you’re all just in-between -The sunset and the 

sunrise. -No? -The empty and the hollow. -Right? -I’ll just get it from the news. The casual 

acquaintance is the practitioner. They’re involvement only known to their coven (example), their 

neighborhood communities pool resources until thirty-eighty thousand dollars buys their next 

sacrifice. (The lighter the tone the higher the pitch, white children are more expensive. If you 

sacrifice them before molesting them it means more power, because someone else will get to 

them on the other side, and you made it happen.) They make it a matter of faith and need no 

further incentive than a mutually shared nod in public, -The eternally juvenile.         

So what difference-shaken from-believing it to be-the direct physical center-although 

equilibrium maintained-evil-not compromised-brainwave flat-line-still-last one standing-fight or 

run-better than watching-magical-this monster’s-or divine-claws-powers-take you. 

             

“Glowing strings of gross matter, distinguished in form, dithered down from plasma and 

formulated from stars, amass into entangled super-position holds, resonant to hollow, less 



lop-sided egg-shaped chambers constellated along chains in the rings of Saturn. Observed 

as elongated balls of strings made of a glowing substance, each has a somewhat 

fragmented shell and slides along a massive ground made of the same superstrings- the 

entire universe is enveloped by them, as if these strings are making reality.”       

 -Castaneda, Project Mercury 

 

 “I’ve been crawling on my belly, clearing out what could have been…” 

 The low-key sizzle of dry morning high desert air in late November becomes a threat to 

be frozen alive despite what your surroundings portray, that year it portended the snow-caked 

Joshua trees surrounding the back roads I passed returning home from Thanksgiving. 

 

 Decuun level four god training:  Your equivalence in matter. As those selected have been 

gloriously dismantled, broken into holds arranged in these vats, -We were shown the recording 

after being purportedly “reassembled”- with sentience as recorder attenuated to a position 

allowing it cognition by the glory of Decuun alone, -as the video recount was presented it was as 

if we were reliving- the final sacred harmonic to intone; the last fundamental foundation to 

resonate as your being, -and despite our best efforts- lest you forget -an inaudible vibrating tone 

courses through our bodies now- your place in our God’s creation: “DEEEKYUUUUN”.   

 “…I’ve been wallowing in my own chaotic, insecure delusions…” 

 Imagining a rat’s view of a spider’s web on mornings like these, moisture so low it is 

completely contained in the act of saturating these filaments, imagining rodents choking on 

vacuous dry air, desperate enough to attempt the impossible. 

 This resonant vibration will be triggered by you displaying your final advance, your most 

sacred display of divine union. Failure to appropriately acquiesce your will to our order will be 

treated with utmost disdain. There was little lead-up, through the course of successive trainings 

no matter the department, all levels are required-, and apparently this fourth level is just as 

confounding for everyone. No one can seem to verify whether or not those vats were “us” 

scattered throughout grown materials with our sentient awareness forced into them.  

The Group has not heard any reports where God Level trainers are seen outside these 

trainings. 

 “…For a piece to cross me over, or a word to guide me in…” -“Forty Six and 2” by Tool 

  

Children may postulate: 

   

War between legions of arachnids and the bestial rodent ministrations -its stingers, 

skirmishes, and rats licking wounds- Pestilence wages plague.    

 

 Trainers probably host constructs relative to their position in Decuun’s hierarchy, inside 

their personally allotted string-fields. Physicality slides through, builds upon and as strings, into 

dark mediums where focused intent formulates the embodiments of sorcery - nothing too 

concrete but always enough to lodge an impact is sufficient enough to make them warlocks at 

private-donor clubs, and your intrepid leaders.  

 

 

[Burden of Proof] :: 

 

(Anonymous as voice) 

 

In compositing the character for this sketch I started a document called “entries”. 

 



        (second writing) 

            These were the words. 

 

Any object, placed as a whole makes indictment its objective. 

 

William, arrangement is the trap. 

 

  

Without the cocaine it would be impossible to coordinate, spherical empty cavities are 

required in the forebrain. It is ground for an outside processing unit housed in void. Having built 

the shack they convinced you they knew its rules, having fallen to a momentary, overpowering 

pulse people of the time claimed were angels and demons, you allowed them to lead the way, to 

set your course. A temporal sense of beginning is elusive, the sense of your end is certain. 

Seeing a personally allotted string-field as an “Aura” (in New Age Lexicon), is 

considered a special gift. If you see the glowing strings Castaneda saw you’ve gone too far, and 

your New Age consorts won’t like you anymore. New Age is spirituality for the social and 

delusional that refuse to put in real work - the light is the work - they just “serve it”. The cold 

war legend about upper atmosphere atomic weapons over the pacific was real, the radiation 

fallout passed clean though the physical planet, and it swirls in the atmosphere still. This intra-

dimensional fallout forms its own planet-spanning field of white light, the white light is the same 

as what results from any nuclear meltdown or detonation, it’s just that it’s concentrated into its 

own sub-space. (Satan is owns the Earth, Lucifer manages it with lies.)  

When New Age “healers” send white light into your aura the “healing” is actually a 

catalyst for the practitioner to be used by the system at large. The patient will feel great for a 

while, but actual nuclear radiation was passed into the “auric field” of the person treated. Their 

aura only processes their thoughts and emotions for them, so healers can always claim they aren’t 

liable, but New Age healers have treatments that kill you in stages, aging your body according to 

what is targeted, and both healer and recipient are accustomed to being regularly re-sated and 

“renewed” by the light. It borders psychosis. They all have each other and their light and the 

magic fields and vortices of energy they are special for sensing - they are delusional, a danger to 

themselves and others. Passing intra-dimensionally-induced radiation sickness from your aura 

into another person’s field is what healing modalities like “reiki” is all about. -If it involves 

white light it’s Luciferian. If you didn’t know something was radioactive you might feel 

comforted by its warmth or its soothing “coolness”, you might even enjoy the little countless 

invisible pinpoints continuously, softly entering your skin. (“IamyouYouaremeIamwe” is not…)  

Medicine doesn’t see the aura; they see the physical systems of the body degrading and 

doctors will never happen upon the discovery that general internal aging, and age-related 

diseases, are the effects “trans-dimensional radiation”. General physical degradation this menace 

causes is universal thanks to the pacific cold war nuclear test exchange. Planet enveloped by 

radiation, and every “healing” involving unseen light sources can’t just make everyone die 

young, this is about weakening people to normal, though in certain cases victims of the New Age 

worldwide operation die abruptly after receiving a healing session. And a good New Ager will 

proclaim their “patient’s” passing in such a case to be their “ascension”, happy their victim was 

so lucky to have been guided to the healer who delivered the lethal blow. Layers above the 

superstring level of what the New Ager calls the Aura but still deeper than any New Ager can 

see, fixtures exist inside the “patients” fields whose sole purpose is processing to what degree 

any personal radioactive fallout impacts anyone. (…the only way to have sovereignty taken…) 

A lattice-work of what the brain considers accepted and discouraged practices governs 

how the reality of weaponized interdimensional space time bleeds through into the world, it is 

interaction-based; no matter the unseen false source - without interaction your thinking isn’t 



openly available to the systems that ground the ever-shifting dogmatic protocols of the New Age 

movement. For each legitimate potential capacity whose realization can only be known to the 

strictest adherent pursuing actual growth, there is a falsehood, a trapdoor to intoxicating 

cushions wrapping false-light seekers in conviction. Their purpose is to provide clairvoyant 

containment, to ensure every person is shone through until all that remains is a hollowed reed, 

hallowed at Decuun’s whim. (…creating issues with perceived contradictions, while never…) 

On a visit to Seattle I went to a museum where the featured artist created several “mist 

and colored light-scapes”. Light of one color or another glowed from an invisible source, playing 

into the semi-contained atmosphere of each piece. As a final note, seven colors of energies used 

by the New Age are also sourced to stars in Ursa Major -I’m not sure that was mist- and the Nazi 

“Celestial Swastika” -I never checked for, or saw the light source- is the rotation of Ursa Minor 

around the pole star ca. 4000 BC, which is naturally an Earth-bound view. (Farrell, Joseph P. 

Reich of the Black Sun. Kempton: Adventure Unlimited Press, 2004. Print. (picture page 176.)  

-These are signal positions, from origination to stations for transduction, arranged on cosmic 

scales to be vectored accordingly. Their god’s body spread throughout existence:  

Eat children until you are the pitch darkness brought into existence only to be concealed 

by Decuun’s light, hoping one day to detach to its own principality, only to serve some greater 

demon in their universe’s order. (…actually considering the argument is another technique.) 

 

 Final report, we have put an infrastructure in place of known Group members throughout 

the Bureau and I have started full-pension retirement a couple years early, which frees me up to 

pursue our goals in earnest without navigating official channels. First, the scene of DG’s suicide 

gave us one personal recording. He was wailing, distorting the mic of the recording device, his 

breaths were heavy. He paused periodically as he struggled to calm down enough to speak. An 

account of what he said: 

 

At the previously reported secret quarters of the private donor party, DG found that 

indeed, he had entered a whole other house through the wine cellar of the donor’s 

property. After their “appetizer”, the party moved into a vast open hall filled with perhaps 

hundreds of people, at the hall’s threshold the undulating blue light ceased. Expensive, 

substantial gold frames hung around large display screens high on the walls. DG reports 

these screens were playing candidly recorded events in random peoples’ lives, all with a 

common theme: each of them was apparently being driven to suicide by unseen forces. If 

you cared to, you could point to a wall display and an unseen ear piece would play the 

person’s pleas or screams at a subsonic level only you hear, you could whisper and the 

target would hear you like god in their head. There were several younger women walking 

around the party in a daze wearing either nothing or whatever clothing they slept in, DG 

reports these people were taken from their beds while sleeping; that they are “thrown in 

to spice things up” and that anyone can do “what thou wilt” with them. Attendees 

expressed disappointment that the “Mother’s weren’t here”, this was explained while 

sleeping, gently shifting infant children -they had to be sedated- were carried into the 

room on large trays. Sometimes the baby’s mothers were among the women taken from 

their beds, and a pastime of teasing them from their stupors enough to call out for their 

babies as the reception’s formal meal was served has apparently become custom. 

 

Our concluding this case a suicide not only bears out in evidence, suicide, after what this 

contact was exposed to was seen as his only option, he frequently referenced his hopelessness at 

the scope of what he discovered. Over my career I have found mis-directions and structured 

dead-ends are often dismissed as bureaucratic complacency or removed oversight, and more than 

anything, in the eyes of Decuun, Bureaus; Agencies and Departments of any nation only exist to 



spread suspected guilt throughout the uninvolved, because evil people wear the same clothes and 

identify to the same employer as everyone else. Also, associating an existing program to a given 

organization will never mean the named organization is the only proprietor of the program. 

Written having set several known dead-man triggers, with several others orchestrated by 

unknown means: 

 

MK-ULTRA is a catalogue of mind control techniques. Each technique is given a name, 

“Project Monarch” is most often associated to the entertainment industry; another, 

“Project Artichoke” is associated to banking and corporate interests; lastly, “Project 

Hellflower” is in exclusive service to secret societies and orders, though any combination 

of these are tapped when needed depending on availability and target. Each program is 

differentiated by results accomplished through distinct torture, inculcation, and 

programming. Out of phase interfaces are often called upon by trainers so they can read 

step-by-step instructions from a screen only they see for their selected “Project”. (The 

ability to become a MK-ULTRA torturer can originate from a mechanically-enhanced 

gift.) These processes splinter a child strategically, (most often children) this 

unfortunately is known, -where disparate patterns of behaviors are able to be displayed at 

the triggering of a handler. Hand signals; songs; even plain gesticulations while talking 

can “shift” an MK-ULTRA victim into operational mode. The lewd, banal acts of raping 

and torturing girls and boys, threatening and beating them, training them to equate 

bondage with love, etc., is its own reward to the personnel. At a deeper level, the acts are 

only dictated by the specific patterns of brain function each “treatment” establishes, 

again, this is known. What was not previously known, is that the overall neurological 

patterns established through the process of making an MK-ULTRA victim creates of their 

brain a field structured to entangle platforms which serve as temporary-to-permanent 

grounds, projecting brain-sized fields of electromagnetic activity encouraging the now 

“set” behavioral patterns. The platforms themselves are all made of unpolished gold, each 

consists of a lateral plane that is about the size of the bottom of an adult brain, and all are 

affixed in rows to walls at unknown locations. Features atop these plates are distinct to 

their Project and are made of the same metal, for “Hellflower” the plates have a small 

golden box at the center beneath petals of a closed flower outlined in gold borders with 

no metal for the flesh of each petal. A pointy protrusion on the plate slowly moves in a 

circle, and when the pointer passes the edge of a new “petal”, a complete other 

personality takes over the Project Hellflower victim. To this, I’ll add that charging gold 

with an electromagnetic current sufficient to create upon its surface a single-atom layer of 

gold to be differentiated from the rest of the structure is likely the entanglement process 

used by MK-ULTRA support platforms. 

 

“Surely, don’t… …stay long, I’m… …missing you now…” 

 An experience known as “alive” precedes this, except the periods of time most reference 

in this frame of mind are conveniently mislabeled by an internal appraisal creating a cause for 

comfort or nostalgia, and nuthin’s saying you’re heart ain’t beatin’ now.   

 Breakdown in elongated flesh through-ways grown vertically from metal, apparently in 

parts, as metal thinning in sections where it is overtaken by arrangements of flesh, nerves and 

sinew, and growing downward from metal, apparently expanding outward from their middle. 

Starlet reports a global operation supplying members of Decuun’s body robotic versions of 

females seen on screen and she assures us the processing to produce the end product is horrific. 

Both patterns of growth terminate at what becomes a head either hanging upside down or right-

side up, these are less “life-forms” and more preternatural conceptualizations of form, meant 

only to house sentience in part. Producers of the media industries are in a “guild” responsible for 



the processing, which is carried out through successive unimaginable tortures, each occurring 

while the “order” is being prepared for their “command performance” - their lifelong 

enslavement - having become someone whose every thought, feeling and action is subject to 

their new owner’s remote control. Impressing through your psyche its position, since it is grown 

in space allotted to your field, existing only to emanate frequencies at signatures of sentient 

behavior.  

Fall apart at the prospect, your defeated mind falling into unknown parameters.  

“It’s like I…   told you before, I’m…   over you somehow…” 

 Effects two to three degrees removed from direct awareness hit like strings attached to 

your joints, forming for themselves bodies to inhabit from the substances of memories, pleasures, 

desires, -remorse and discrete needs for vengeance become constant. (All sex control…) 

With the field underlying reality eventually undulating to set resonant variance patterns, 

where any type of matter is seen as the physical “expression” of features and dynamics in the 

field specific to each, flat lattice-works of bone grow into intricate arrays of what at first glance 

seems to be white coral reefs. Directors are a “guild” responsible for developing and delivering 

the remote controls, which are shaped like slightly enlarged keyless entry and remote-start FOBs 

to their clientele, and the remote controls themselves can only be seen through lenses of specific 

sunglasses given only by directors. Bone chaotically distributing along scaffolding its structuring 

field provides, grows into non-uniform “cubbies” with walls about three to five inches high, 

expanding to present a circular formation that, in its physicality, is in direct resonance to the 

pelvis bones of Decuun subjects. Entanglement is the province of targeting. Group has seen 

brain-scans showing two distinct “walls” of grey matter, each is differentiated from the rest of 

the brain by a definite rigidity, and they run the lengths of both hemispheres. Grown affixed, 

trans-dimensional, and in direct corollary to the lower waist, the misshapen, laid-flat 

“pegboards” of bone gather what material grows of as and through the aforementioned metal 

scaffolding into cubbies until growth bounds the softer material to its place by its size. 

“…But just before I… ...see that you leave… …I want you to…” 

 Embody the union in your every detached, purposely underwhelmed facial expression, in 

all your undisclosed imaginary arrangements equating social unavailability with hopeless 

narcissism, and beg to pay less at the same time every year. (…techniques mentioned require…)       

These regions of brain matter have been forcibly structured during what Starlet refers to 

as “processing”, they are about an inch and a half tall extending upward from the bottom surface 

of the brain, and are arranged parallel to one another with the central lower white matter region 

of the brain directly between them. Evil Orders gain rights to establish permanence after making 

significant contributions to Decuun’s interest, one accredited to Skull and Bones are these bone-

containment “dry reefs”, and their functions source the emotional, physical and mental strains 

people consider normal facts of life and aging. The currency used to purchase living flesh torn 

and broken into a person whose every mode of being is at the customer’s command is virgin 

children, with valuation tables applied to age; color of skin; and ability to speak- among other 

markers. These snake-like creatures apparently standing on end, wrapping around spines, and 

dictating your life to you, are only known to people as “kundalini” or some other codices of 

experienced evidence, typically imparted as “appropriate” energy flow in New Age Centers.  

“…Hold all the things that you said… …Baby, I wished I was dead.” -“Holah” by Mazzy Star 

 Shifts from brilliant, screaming reds as the sun sets to purpling hues consoling the 

preliminaries of night provide an atmosphere-spanning quality to the air, the agency of the field 

is unknown, considering how many won’t stay long enough for the stars to become visible.   

 

 A template for the total physicality of the sentient form, complete, with stars constellating 

bodily functions, with colors of stars set by frequency, and frequencies set by Decuun, is the 

factual foundation for all patterns of energy circulation and any ideation of life and death. 



Entangled across vast expanses of existence a forever internally referenced, closed-system 

mechanic is in place, structuring whole regions of the universe to “gross physical matter” built 

from superstrings and concentrating consciousness through entire stars, nebulae, and those areas 

in between into sentient awareness forcibly associated to gross matter. Aftermath of being 

upturned by the wake of a current flowing freely as its expansive gelatinous medium, - an 

existence disrupting all order, all process until our perpetually divorced lives, these wasted nodes 

of being, collapse in upon us.  

An image of a singularity plays across a substantial fog known to your subconscious: 

 Boundaries of an entrancingly black body with shimmering electric blues, reds, or 

oranges gathering, warmer and cooler tones expanding into a flattened disc, apparently it’s all 

matter on approach, thinning to encircle the void-dark center. 

-You mistake it for a way out. But do you ever suffer constipation? -Gas? -Diarrhea? 

That’s literally contents of brown stars and the surrounding regions of space held in their sway, 

structured by the body of Decuun, macrocosm is the microcosm, but only on their terms. The 

Taoist ideal making a “Taichi” of the Yin-Yang symbol, where black represents negativity and 

its opposite is the white, ensures perpetual conflict. (Machined, sentient conceptualization set in 

place in the name of symbols- every religion has them; you’re all to blame.) -You want to 

respond? -Able to decide a direction without further inquiry? -But what is sovereignty? -

Responsibility? -Conviction? (…regular ritualistic interface with unseen technologies.) 

That’s literally the matter of white stars providing unconscious commands from the 

unifying substance of God. (In Decuun’s ant farm every creature is certain of its place.) You 

mistake this for anything else, gradually comforted by a communal loss of status. -But of what 

value is your intellect? -Insight? -Aspiration? These mental constructs and materials are literally 

yellow stars broadcasting signal as vibrations (Though through Decuun divine aspirations are 

because white stars “gave you your energy”.) -creating the intelligence of what you’ll never 

know is Lucifer’s command: 

Names interchangeable, places allege the same and embracing unending dominion 

followings interlace conceptual quality with emotive reason, if only to know warmth. 

 -You long for your chest to thaw. But what is appropriate space? -Intimacy? -Neglect?  

These illusory holds, bindings or trembles on skin are literally matters of blue stars broadcasting 

signal as vibration, creating the wants and desires of a continually diminishing sense of worth. 

Lived interpersonal union at every level of our beings is never allowed for, though individual 

escape is the proven, accomplished province available to all consciously aware sentience.  

Each tier of the cosmic displacement forms the actual foundation of space travel. The 

process is dependent on the consciously aware, unnoticed continual conceptualizations of 

children and their size, along with children’s conceptualizations of adults and their size.  

(Intergalactic space-travel involves shrinking.)    

 

 

[The Embodiment of Knowledge]  

1. ][ 

 

You have over-addressed the simplicity of matter, for a work portending heroic 

proportion even Adonis would be ashamed. Caring not for what comes next, you may as well 

have categorized your toenail clippings to prove your GPA.  

Dewey and decimals may be proud.  Plain fact:   

“Who won?” 

“Do you know?”   

“No.”  

“Do you?”                                                                                                In preparing our response: 
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